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Enhanced signal sensitivity by the use of Rapid Scan (RS) electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR), a technique that allows for much faster magnetic field scans than 
traditional field-swept techniques, has facilitated improved data acquisition for many 
types of samples. For example, irradiated fingernails for radiation dosimetry have been 
studied using RS-EPR, which resulted in substantial decreases in detection limits. 
Samarium-mediated reduction mechanisms in organic synthesis have been investigated 
by RS-EPR providing evidence for a radical intermediate. Spectra of organic radicals 
exhibiting both narrow lines and closely spaced hyperfine interactions have been 
recorded via RS-EPR. Well-resolved spectra can be recorded at a rate of 40 
spectra/minute to gain insight into molecular changes on this timescale. RS-EPR 
performed at low temperatures using a closed cycle helium system and a cryostat 
containing a region with low electrical conductivity provides very wide (>9000 G) 
spectra free of passage effects near 5 K, expanding the capabilities of RS-EPR.  
Recent developments in arbitrary wave form generators (AWGs) provide digital 
waveform synthesis at high enough frequencies to be used in EPR experiments at ca. 9 
GHz (X-band). A new saturation recovery (SR) EPR spectrometer has been constructed 
with an AWG as the microwave source. Circuit design focuses on implementation of an 
X-band crossed-loop resonator with a reduced quality factor (Q) to minimize dead time 
due to resonator ring down processes. Increased accuracy of the AWG instrument relative 
 iii 
to conventional sources has made nitroxide spin-lattice relaxation time measurements 
possible via SR-EPR with S/N high enough to permit separation of electron and nuclear 
spin-lattice relaxation contributions. These results enabled more accurate estimation of 
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Chapter One: An Introduction to EPR Techniques 
 
“Your task is to know everything we knew yesterday, today.” 
- Dr. Gareth Eaton 
 
 
The abridged selection of introductory topics included in this chapter serves as a 
survey of concepts explored and experiments performed in pursuit of the doctoral degree 
under the direction of Drs. Gareth and Sandra Eaton. Along with many other talented and 
dedicated professors and engineers, Drs. Eaton have authored a multitude of manuscripts 
ranging from introductory topics to rigorous experimental endeavors and original 
findings in the field of EPR spectroscopy. Under their guidance, the concepts of 
continuous wave, saturation recovery, rapid scan, and various pulse EPR techniques were 
explored to provide a breadth of application and instrument development. The 
overarching focus of this dissertation is the development and application of EPR 
methods; however, the greatest lesson to be learned from Drs. Gareth and Sandra Eaton 
pertains to the methods of exploration.  
The motivation for this dissertation stems from EPR at Work edited by Dr. James 
S. Hyde, Gareth R. Eaton, and Sandra S. Eaton and Electron Spin Resonance by Dr. 
Charles P. Poole Jr., as well as the copious publications by Richard W. Quine, as these 
collections have provided considerable framework for the research performed in the 
pursuit of my doctoral degree.1,2,11,12,3–10 The examples collected in EPR at Work provide 
 2 
a conceptual framework of the multitude of applications to be studied using EPR and 
serve as a statement of purpose when studying new methodology.1–4 To apply new 
methodology, new developments in instrumentation are often necessary and as such the 
teachings of Dr. Charles P. Poole Jr. are an excellent reference, providing detailed 
explanations of the inner workings of the spectrometer.5 These explanations formed a 
basis such that the advanced component and instrument designs of Richard W. Quine 
may be accessible to the chemist lacking formal engineering training, of which there have 
been many.6–12 These collected works have influenced the structure and goals of the 
doctoral research described herein.  
The introductory topics described in the beginning sections are not the focus of 
this dissertation; and, will only serve as a primer such that the chapters to follow may be 
somewhat digested without the need of a thorough understanding of the techniques 
employed. Because the focus of this dissertation is development, the sections explicitly 
describing an experimental technique will primarily be explained in the context of the 
EPR spectrometer hardware and capabilities rather than a detailed account of the physics 
of the spin system to be investigated. A table of reference volumes that have proven 








Table 1.1: Collected references that have been paramount to understanding the 
complexities of the EPR experiment and spectrometer. 
Title Authors/Edited by Reference 
Electron Spin Resonance, 2nd ed. Charles P. Poole Jr. 5 
Quantitative EPR 
Gareth R. Eaton, Sandra S. 
Eaton, David P. Barr, Ralph T. 
Weber 
13 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of 
Transition Ions 
A. Abragam and B. Bleaney 14 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, 2nd 
ed.  
John A. Weil and James R. 
Bolton 
15 
Principles of Pulse Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance 









1.1 A brief introduction to the EPR experiment 
 
The first electron paramagnetic resonance experiment was performed by E. K. 
Zavoisky in January of 1944, giving birth to what is now a large community of 
physicists, chemists, biologists, and practitioners of medicine.18 Zavoisky’s early 
experiments investigated the magnetic properties of manganese and copper using 
frequencies and magnetic field strengths that may be considered low in the context of the 
modern spectrometer.15,18,19 The development of the EPR spectrometer was largely 
facilitated by the efforts to improve RADAR technologies during World War II, 
expanding both the capabilities and, more importantly, the availabilities of critical 
microwave components such as microwave generating klystrons and sensitive crystal 
detectors.20 These developments did not result in widespread usage of EPR; and, through 
1974 it was a good year if Varian sold more than 50-60 spectrometers.20 The modern CW 
spectrometer marketed by Bruker Biospin features a high quality resonator and a Gunn 
diode source, two key components that greatly improved the EPR spectrometer 
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functionality. Additional improvements were made by the incorporation of a reference 
arm, high-isolation circulators, and magnetic field modulation in CW experiments. These 
spectrometers are now found in many academic and commercial labs throughout the 
world. Spectrometer development includes step-functions, making large strides only 
when considerable hardware improvements are implemented. RS and low noise, 
programmable microwave sources will likely provide the next steps in increased potential 
for experimentation. 
 Concerning the EPR experiment, an understanding of the underlying physics is 
necessary. The magnetic moment of the electron is a fundamental quantum mechanical 
property and is directly related to its spin and orbital momentum.5 The intrinsic properties 
of the electron may be visualized as analogous to a spinning top, revolving around a 
central nucleus.21 The EPR experiment aims to study paramagnetic electron spin systems. 
Paramagnetism is a classification given to systems that exhibit a magnetic moment in the 
presence of a magnetic field and do not in the absence of a magnetic field.14 This 
phenomenon in the context of spectroscopy is referred to as the Zeeman effect; and, when 
studying electrons via EPR, gives rise to the observed spectrum.13,21  In this way, EPR 
seeks to characterize the input of energy into the spin system for the observation of 
interactions of the spin system with the external world. In the magnetic field, the 
magnetic moment may be aligned with or against the magnetic field, giving rise to two 
quantized energy levels separated by the energy supplied to fulfill the resonance 
condition (Fig 1.1).13,21 The separation in energy between the two levels, assuming a spin 
½ system, is described by the following equation, 
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 ∆" = ℎ% = &'!(" Eq. 1.1 
where B0 is the magnetic field, v the microwave frequency, g is the Lande g factor, μB is 




= 9.27400949(80)	7	10$%&	9:$' Eq. 1.2 
where e is the charge of the electron, ℏ is Planck’s constant in angular units, and me is the 
mass of the electron.15 The free electron g factor, ge, is unitless and equal to 
2.002319304617(15).15 The g factor of the observed paramagnetic species in the EPR 
experiment gives a unique identifier that is independent of microwave frequency and 
magnetic field, allowing for the comparison and characterization of paramagnetic species 
similar to the chemical shift in nuclear magnetic resonance.13 Ligands and adjacent 
atoms, as well as electron delocalization and spin-orbit coupling, cause deviation of the 
observed g factor from the free electron g factor, ge, and give some clues as to the 
electronic environment of the paramagnetic center under investigation.13 
 
 
Fig 1.1: Resonance condition for a spin ½ unpaired electron. The absorption of energy 
occurs at the g position that is satisfied by the magnetic field and microwave frequency of 
the EPR spectrometer. Adapted from Eaton et al.13 
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  The EPR experiment currently is not sensitive enough to detect a single unpaired 
electron; and, the observed EPR signal is the sum of all magnetic moments present in the 
resonator.13,21 Therefore, the signal is proportional to the difference in populations 
between those spins in the low energy state aligned in the direction of the magnetic field 
or the high energy state aligned in the opposite direction of the magnetic field.13 The 







12  Eq. 1.3 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the experiment.13,21 The 
differences in the number of spins aligned parallel to the main magnetic field and those 
aligned antiparallel is quite small, only 0.08% at X-band (ca. 9 GHz) and room 
temperature.13 Application of a microwave excitation field perpendicular to the main 
magnetic field disturbs the thermal equilibrium of these populations, and gives rise to the 
EPR absorption signal, which is the net effect of absorption and emission of energy.13,18  
 A single unpaired electron in an isolated environment, hypothetically, would yield 
an EPR spectrum consisting of a single absorption line that is very sharp and narrow. Not 
only is this case impossible to obtain, it is unsuitable for the characterization of a 
magnetic environment that is interesting to the investigator. In practice, deviations from 
the hypothetical free electron spectrum may give a wealth of information about the 
electronic environment, such as interactions with neighboring magnetic moment 
containing particles like nuclei or other electron spins, especially when considering the 
ensemble average typically observed.13 It is possible to observe phenomena unrelated to 
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the spin system by manipulation, or more likely poor optimization, of the selected 
spectrometer operating parameters and these will be discussed in detail when relevant.  
 The most commonly observed interactions are those with nearby nuclei 
containing magnetic moments, defined as hyperfine interactions.5,13–15 The nuclear spins 
contribute to the net magnetic field at the unpaired electron. In small organic molecules, 
these are typically nearby neighbors of an isolated radical. In large, metal-ligand centers, 
hyperfine interactions may arise from both the nuclear spin of the metal center and from 
organic ligands. The interaction with a nearby nuclear spin splits the EPR absorption 
signal into multiple lines, with different energy for each transition.5,15 Because nuclear 
spin energy levels in the presence of a magnetic field are quantized as electron spin 
energy levels are, the hyperfine splitting observed is discrete; and, the number of spectral 
lines may be calculated based on the following equation,  
 <345 ==(2;+>+
+
+ 1) Eq. 1.4 
which combines the contributions from all nuclear spin interactions.5 Here, the number of 
hyperfine components in the EPR spectrum results from both the number of equivalent 
nuclei, ni, and the spin associated with each nucleus, I.5 When multiple nuclei are 
interacting with the spin system under investigation, additional information concerning 
the energy levels present may be gained by comparing the intensity of the absorption 
lines with respect to hyperfine interactions.5,15 The degeneracy present arising from the 
interaction with nearby nuclei results in the ratio of intensities of the EPR signals coupled 
by hyperfine interactions.5,15 
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 Spectra resulting from more complex spin systems (S > ½, such as Fe(II) or 
Cr(III) ) further complicates spectral assignment, as do the presence of multiple homo 
and heteronuclei and intrinsic nuclear spin in metal paramagnetic centers. In some 
paramagnetic systems differing isotopes may have distinguishable nuclear spins and can 
have transitions that are not located at the same magnetic field positions; and, in these 
cases anisotropy may also be observed in both g and hyperfine coupling.14,15 Much like in 
the interaction with nuclear spins, additional spectral information is present when nearby 
unpaired electrons interact with one another.14,15 These interactions may arise from 
several scenarios such as magnetically concentrated S = ½ samples, multiple spin centers 
tethered by an organic linker, or metal centers that contain multiple unpaired 
electrons.14,15 Extraordinary efforts have produced simulation packages that allow 
calculation of these interactions by least-squares analysis of a recorded EPR spectrum 
and are often employed in the investigation of newly discovered paramagnetic 
centers.17,22,23 
 
1.2 EPR techniques and required instrumentation  
Various instrument applications of EPR have been designed to encompass a 
variety of frequencies and fields of observation and a wealth of effort has been dedicated 
to improving experimental aspects of the spectrometer with each iteration. The modern 
EPR spectroscopist now has access to a multitude of techniques and methods that may be 
tailored readily to the desired information concerning the spin system of study. Though 
techniques, methods, and therefore instrumentation now take many forms, the overall 
technical basis has changed very little from the introductory efforts of the field. The 
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primary basis of any EPR spectrometer in the simplest construction consists of four core 
systems; the microwave source, the resonator, the main field magnet, and the signal 
recorder (Fig 1.2).5 Each of these components is adapted and developed to the task at 
hand in purpose-built spectrometers; and, many multi-use components exist allowing for 
versatile instrumentation to be developed.5,6,8,9  
 
Fig 1.2: Simple EPR spectrometer consisting of a microwave source (purple), power and 
signal amplifiers (blue), the main magnet (black), the resonator (green), a detector (red), 
and a signal recorder or digitizer (orange), connected in series for signal excitation and 
observation. A circulator directs the microwave signal from the source, to the resonator, 
and to the detector.  
 
The microwave source forms the basis of the experiment and supplies a frequency 
for the resonance condition, defined by the resonator and sample of interest.5 The most 
often used frequency is ca. 9 GHz due to the increased availability of microwave sources 
operating at this frequency, specifically klystrons, resulting from RADAR development 
during WWII.13,15,19 In the modern common spectrometer, the klystron has often been 
replaced by a Gunn diode; and in some cases, an arbitrary waveform generator is 
employed to increase experimental flexibility.13,24 Currently, the Gunn diode is the 
standard microwave source in EPR spectrometers due to the prevalence of diodes with 
low source noise, sometimes called phase noise.15 For very specific applications, voltage-
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controlled oscillators chained by multipliers have been employed as the microwave 
source, mostly in EPR on a chip configurations and other applications where low cost is a 
priority.25 Additionally, multiple microwave sources may be employed to modulate the 
result obtained with a single source or to excite multiple spin centers of differing 
resonances.26  
The resonator houses the spin system to be studied and is purposefully chosen 
such that when power is supplied at a specific frequency an excitation field (B1) is 
created.5,13,27 The resulting microwave field, properly concentrated at the sample of 
interest, will excite the magnetic dipoles of the sample for observation.13,27 In most cases, 
the observable signal is very small relative to the input power and the instrument must be 
designed with this consideration. Resonator qualities vary widely based on the required 
application and will be discussed in context with the respective experiment descriptions 
to follow. All resonators; however, will dissipate some input energy as heat due to having 
a finite Q value and this may be detrimental to the EPR experiment.  
In most commercial and homebuilt spectrometers, amplifiers are placed before 
and/or after the resonator; each with a separate purpose.5–8,28 When using digital 
microwave sources, an amplifier placed after the microwave source but before the 
resonator is often required due to insufficient power output from the microwave source to 
adequately excite the spin system.28,29 The EPR experiment typically requires a large 
range of adjustable power to the resonator to study differing spin systems.29 Because of 
this, even when output power from the microwave source is sufficient for some 
experiments, both an amplifier and attenuator will follow the microwave source to 
increase the range of power incident on the resonator such that vastly different spin 
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systems may be studied.5,13,29 An amplifier placed after the resonator and before the 
detector is necessary for techniques that require low incident power on the spin system 
during observation of the signal, or in pulse systems when there is no power to the 
sample during observation of the echo.29,30 These techniques are designed to minimize 
perturbation of the spin environment and the resulting signal must be amplified to reach a 
great enough intensity to be measurable by the detector.29,30  
At lower frequencies (ca. 1 GHz or less) where the signal may be adequately 
detected and recorded at baseband, the detector and signal recorder may immediately 
record the amplified signal coming from the resonator. A crystal detector is often used in 
modern spectrometers and is followed by a computer-controlled analog-to-digital (A/D) 
converter or digitizer.5,13,15 However, when operating at higher frequencies (>1 GHz ) it 
is advantageous to utilize a double-balanced mixer as a phase sensitive detector.31 When 
supplied with a reference signal, the detected signal is near DC levels and may be 
digitized by A/D converters with much lower sampling rates than would be needed for 
digitization at the resonant frequency.29,31  
The EPR spectrometer is designed with a single goal in mind, to measure the 
response of an excited spin system. The observable voltage change in the resonator 
differs widely by experiment. The subsequent sections will describe the EPR methods 
employed within this dissertation, outlining instrumental considerations as they relate to 
the expected observable voltage and the information to be gained about the spin system 




1.2.1 Continuous wave 
In a CW experiment, the microwave frequency is held constant and at low power 
while the magnetic field is swept at a rate that is slow relative to relaxation.13,21 The 
resulting resonance is recorded on a magnetic field axis such that lineshape, linewidth, 
hyperfine coupling, saturation behavior, and molecular tumbling rate may be 
examined.13,21 CW is by far the most widely used EPR technique and is often considered 
the most accessible due to less expensive equipment, low operating power, and 
friendliness to the end-user for commercial applications. In most cases, a klystron or 
Gunn diode is used as the microwave source and the source power is sufficient that a 
power amplifier is not required before the resonator.5 The microwave excitation is 
performed at low power to disturb the spin system very little and careful attention must 
be paid to the saturating conditions of the sample.13 
When performing the CW experiment, the voltage of the observed signal may be 
expressed according to the equation,  
 @5 = A66BCDE7F" Eq. 1.5 
where Vs is the resultant signal voltage, c’’ is the magnetic susceptibility of the sample, h 
is the filling factor of the sample in the resonator, Q describes the quality factor of the 
resonator, PA is the power incident on the resonator, and Z0 describes the transmission 
line impedance connecting the resonator.31 The incident power on the resonator depends 
greatly on the microwave source and the quality of the transmission lines. The typical 
CW microwave source has a maximum power output of 200 mW and is often attenuated 
to avoid saturating conditions.13 Because of the microwave loss in commonly used SMA 
cables at frequencies above a few GHz, waveguide is often the preferred transmission 
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line at X-band and higher frequencies. The typically employed transmission line 
impedance is 50 ohms.13 When properly performed, the observed signal voltage is 
proportional to the magnetic susceptibility, representative of the number of unpaired 
spins in the sample.14  
The resonator filling factor and quality factor are inherent to the design of the 
resonator employed for the CW experiment.13 It is imperative to maximize the resultant 
signal voltage, which requires maximizing the resonator quality factor with the sample 





 Eq. 1.6 
where v is the resonant frequency and Δv is the bandwidth of the resonator when 
critically coupled.13 Maximizing Q requires minimizing the bandwidth of the resonator, 
which has limitations dependent on resonator construction. The filling factor may be 
described as the ratio of sample to non-sample volume within the microwave excitation 
field.13 Early CW resonators primarily consisted of metal cavities and suffered from low 
filling factors; however, modern CW resonators may have smaller dimensions and may 
use dielectric materials such that much greater filling factors are achieved while 
maintaining high quality factors. Both resonator Q and filling factor increase signal 
voltage in a linear fashion, resulting in larger S/N for high resonator Q and filling factor 
relative to measurements made where these quantities are low.  
Despite these advances, the resultant signal voltage is still very small relative to 
detectable noise levels of the instrument. Because of this, additional modulation and lock-
in detection are used to modulate the signal for phase-sensitive detection.5,13 This is 
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accomplished by supplying a rapidly modulating magnetic field that is superimposed on 
the discretely stepped main field.5,13 The modulation field is typically much smaller than 
the total field sweep and results in the lock-in detection of the first derivative signal of the 
EPR absorption line shape (Fig 1.3).5 This modulated signal is broadened if the amplitude 
is too large and care must be taken to minimize the modulation field relative to the 
expected signal width such that broadening is not observed.13  
 
 
Fig 1.3: Effects of magnetic field modulation on the EPR absorption signal. The recorded 
derivative signal is a measure of the rate of change, in voltage, of the EPR absorption 
signal between the extremes of modulation. Adapted from Poole.5 
 
In some cases, even with modulation and lock-in detection, the signal voltage is 
still rather small relative to noise. Signal averaging is employed in these cases and results 
in an increase in accumulated voltage relative to the accumulated noise in the spectrum 
by co-adding several spectra sequentially.13 When signal voltage is properly maximized, 
the modern CW spectrometer becomes a versatile tool for measuring the electron 
resonance environment. CW is by far the most used technique due to the affordability of 
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commercial CW spectrometers compared to more advanced pulse and transient 
spectrometers.  
 
1.2.2 Rapid scan  
 Rapid scan EPR is a field-swept EPR technique where the magnetic field is swept 
rapidly relative to the relaxation rate of the spin system under investigation; which, has 
traditionally been a problem for CW.17,32 In a typical CW experiment, the main magnetic 
field is slowly incremented accompanied by field modulation that does not encompass the 
complete EPR linewidth. Small modulation coils are placed near the sample, often inside 
the resonator housing, creating a modulating scan field across the sample. In contrast to 
this, in RS the main magnetic field is held constant and large field modulation is 
employed, with field sweeps that often encompass the entire linewidth of the EPR 
spectrum in a single modulation cycle (Fig 1.4).32 This is accomplished by placing large 
scan coils external to the resonator housing for a large, uniform scan field that is 
homogeneous over the entirety of the resonator B1 field.
32–34 The lock-in amplification 
and phase-sensitive detection employed in CW is not used in RS, and instead, a transient 
digitizer is used to record the EPR signal in quadrature.17,32,34 Signal acquired during 
multiple cycles of the continuously oscillating magnetic field may be combined to 
increase the number of spectral averages in addition to signal averaging in the digitizer; 
and, both real and imaginary signal may be combined to further increase the intensity of 




Fig 1.4: Differences in modulation present in CW (a) and RS (b). Multiple cycles of 
modulation are shown in both cases; however, only in RS does each modulation cycle 
produce an entire field-swept spectrum. Reproduced with permission from Eaton et al.35 
 
 Significant modifications to the traditional CW spectrometer are required to 
perform RS experiments with high fidelity over large sample spaces. A simplified 
diagram of an RS spectrometer is given in Fig 1.5.32 The primary differences consist of 
replacing the typically employed lock-in detection with quadrature detection and a 
transient digitizer.32,34 The RS detection system also requires greater bandwidth than in 
typical CW bridges. It is possible to perform RS measurements using existing CW 
modulation coils within typical CW resonators; however, these coils are typically very 
small and restrict sample size greatly when considering homogeneous scan fields are 
required.37,38 Instead, it is preferable to use external scan coils, mounted on the outside of 
the resonator, and a dedicated coil driver that is properly adjusted to the performance of 
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the scan coils.10,12 Because a large and rapidly-varying magnetic field is imposed on the 
resonator, it is imperative that the resonator be constructed primarily from non-
conducting components such that eddy currents induced in the resonator are minimized.32 
The resonator employed in all RS experiments described herein was a Bruker ER4118X-
MD-5 dielectric resonator composed of sapphire. Signals obtained with this resonator 
display minimal broadening attributed to eddy currents.33   
 
Fig 1.5: Block diagram of an RS spectrometer with RS coil driver, quadrature detector, 
and two channel transient digitizer shown. The coil driver may be controlled by software 
in the computer or manually. A low voltage signal is sent from the coil driver to the 
digitizer to trigger data collection, not shown. Reproduced with permission from Eaton et 
al.32 
 
 For quantitative measurements, careful attention must be paid to the scan coil and 
coil driver construction and operation. The current implementations of RS coil drivers 
consists of both linearly driven and resonated circuit scan drivers, each with a specific 
application in the RS experiment.10,12 Because the voltage required to produce an 
arbitrary current in the scan coils is much greater than that of a sinusoidal current 
produced from a resonated circuit, the scan driver requirements are much less strenuous 
when considering RS experiments using resonated, sinusoidal scanning waveforms. 
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Additionally, coil design plays a significant role in driver requirements. Small, Litz wire 
scan coils are preferred due the smaller increase in resistance of the coils with increasing 
scan frequency (Fig 1.6).39,40 Lowering the resistance of the scan coils ensures the driver 
can provide a constant, low error, scanning waveform with proper voltage output.39 A 
high-gain compensation network is necessary when performing RS experiments with 
arbitrary scanning waveforms. Compensation is not required when using resonated 
circuits, and hence sinusoidal waveforms.39 It is therefore advantageous to employ a 
resonated sinusoidal scanning waveform when large magnetic field sweep widths are 
desired. The continuously variable scan rate in a sinusoidal scan can lead to variations 
across the spectrum, broadening the spectrum due to bandwidth limitations and signal 
saturation.  
 
Fig 1.6: Total resistance, in Ohms, observed for two 60 turn, 76 mm diameter coils made 
of either solid wire (red) or 220/46 Litz wire (green) as a function of scan frequency. 
Lower resistance decreases scan driver hardware requirements considerably. From Quine 
et al, unpublished.39 
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 Unlike CW data, RS data are not presented as a derivative spectrum and instead 
the absorption and dispersion signals may be recorded via quadrature detection and later 
combined into a final spectrum.32,36 The absorption spectrum is directly detected; and, 
therefore any transient effects resulting from fast scan rates are observed in the EPR 
spectrum.32 At very fast scan rates relative to the relaxation of the irradiated signal, an 
FID-like oscillation is detected resulting from magnetization in the x-y plane imposed by 
the rapid field scan (Fig 1.7, left).32 The detected EPR signal in RS experiments is 
described as the convolution of a driving function with the “slow-scan” oscillation-free 
EPR spectrum. The signal may be deconvolved in the Fourier domain to recover the 
oscillation-free EPR spectrum.32 The recovered slow-scan spectrum compares well with 
spectra recorded by CW methods. In the absence of oscillations due to scan rate, the 
deconvolution process does not change the shape of the observed spectrum (Fig 1.7, 
right). Beyond oscillations, both a sinusoidally varying background signal and a slowly 
varying polynomial background signal are typically present in the deconvolved, slow-
scan spectrum. Both may be fit and removed via post-processing, using either open 




Fig 1.7: Effects of increasing scan rate (in Gauss per second, G/s) on the observed RS 
spectrum of LiPc before deconvolution (left). The observed RS spectrum of overlapping 
signals from LiPc with oscillations and DPPH that does not exhibit oscillations, recorded 
at a scan rate of 5.84 x 105 G/s (top, right). After deconvolution of rapid passage effects, 
the “slow scan” spectrum is recovered free of artifacts in both DPPH and LiPc (bottom, 
right). The rate was much faster when recording DPPH and LiPc together, broadening the 
LiPc linewidth. 
 
 In the current generation of RS spectrometers in the Eaton lab, a limit in scan 
driver capabilities restricts the width of the magnetic field scan to less than 155 G sweep 
width.41 However, it is has been demonstrated that large field sweeps are possible by 
combining several RS spectra of smaller width, obtained in sequence by incrementing the 
main magnet field in discrete steps.40,42 This method enables wide field scans via RS 
spectroscopy while preserving the deconvolution processes and S/N advantages afforded 
by RS.  
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1.2.3 Saturation recovery  
Saturation recovery EPR is a technique that may be performed by either pulse or CW 
methods to measure spin lattice relaxation time T1.
16,30 As it relates to this dissertation, 
saturation recovery is performed by CW methods without field modulation. Under CW 
excitation conditions, the resulting CW signal increases linearly with increasing incident 
power at small B1.
13 When saturated at higher B1, the signal deviates from linear 
dependence and eventually decreases and is accompanied by signal broadening.7 Because 
saturation recovery in this context is a CW technique, the prior discussion of signal 
voltage directly applies to the saturation recovery experiment.13,31 The saturation factor, s, 






 Eq. 1.7 
where T1e and T2e are the electron spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times, respectively 
and B1 is the microwave excitation field.30,43,44 As shown in the equation, at high B1 the 
signal intensity is reduced relative to that at low B1. It is generally assumed that the spin-
spin relaxation time is much faster than the spin-lattice relaxation time. 
Practically, the CW saturation recovery experiment is performed by applying a 
long, low power pulse to saturate the spin system at a constant magnetic field and 
microwave frequency.7,30 Once saturated, the microwave power is switched from 
saturating power levels to non-saturating power levels.7,30 The switching of power levels 
is performed quickly relative to the relaxation time of the spin system.7 The observed 
EPR intensity after removing the saturating conditions is an exponentially increasing 




Fig 1.8: Overview of the CW saturation recovery experiment. The recovery of the signal 
intensity after switching to non-saturating conditions is fit with an exponential model.  
 
 CW saturation recovery is the primary method of performing spin-lattice 
relaxation measurements for samples where T2 is too short to perform spin-echo 
experiments.30 Additionally, because the saturating pulse in saturation recovery 
experiments allows for an establishment of equilibrium over a larger spectral width, 
artifacts from spectral diffusion are minimized in the resulting recovery curve.30 Spectral 
diffusion may occur any time the bandwidth of the saturating pulse is insufficient to 
excite all of the spins present in the observed lineshape such that the unexcited spins may 
affect the longitudinal relaxation of the excited spins.16 It is therefore necessary, for 
complete characterization of the longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation behavior of a 
specific spin system to employ a combination of inversion recovery, saturation recovery, 
and in some instances electron-electron double resonance techniques to elucidate the 




Fig 1.9: Comparison of CW saturation recovery using long low power pulses with other 
techniques used to measure spin-lattice relaxation processes. Spectral diffusion is 
assumed to have reached an equilibrium in long pulse saturation recovery experiments. 
Adapted from Eaton et al.30 
 
Relative to the standard CW spectrometer, the saturation recovery spectrometer 
requires fast switching hardware to facilitate rapid attenuation of the microwave power.7 
The observed signal voltage is very low relative to other experiments and much attention 
must be paid to the amplification systems that follow the resonator.29 Additionally, a 
critically coupled resonator with high quality factor experiences long resonator ring-
down, which is the process by which the resonator dissipates excess energy other than 
interacting with the spin system.13 This energy dissipation is also an exponential decay 
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and often greatly overpowers the signal of interest.11,29 Subtraction of a spectrum 
collected off resonance, with the magnetic field set to a value that does not satisfy the 
resonance condition can remove resonator ring-down effects from the spectrum.29 The 
digitizer must be of adequate dynamic range to fully digitize the ring-down signal, which 
is much larger than the EPR signal and degrades the resultant S/N of the EPR signal. 
Rapid repetition of the experiment for significant signal averaging is required for 
adequate S/N when using the saturation recovery experiment.  
When properly calibrated, the saturation recovery experiment may give a wealth 
of information pertaining to the spin system and is not limited to spin-lattice relaxation 
measurements alone. When combined with other pulse measurements, the total 
contributions to the effective relaxation rate observed may be elucidated and 
differentiated with respect to molecular tumbling, nuclear relaxation, and in some 
instances cross relaxation.30,45 In the context of nitroxide radicals, much work has been 
done to explore the overall contributions to spin-lattice relaxation and a wealth of effort 
has been put forth towards modeling independent contributions.45–47 This has translated to 
investigations into the dynamics of spin labels, resulting in the adaptation of the 
saturation recovery technique to many protein structure and dynamics problems.48 
Developments in saturation recovery methods have allowed for measurements of 
secondary structure, solvent accessibility, interspin distances, and conformational 





1.3 Focus and scope of this dissertation 
The overwhelming focus of this dissertation is the development of the 
instrumentation and methods for observing the EPR phenomenon and the subsequent 
practical information gained from its application. It is impractical to consider all of the 
theoretical considerations of the EPR experiment at the beginning of this dissertation 
given that not all of the rules and considerations approached are intuitive prior to 
experimentation. Because of this, various segments of theoretical considerations and 
descriptions are inserted where appropriate for consideration in experimental context.  
Chapter 2 describes the applications of RS using the X-band instrument 
constructed at the University of Denver. The concepts of bandwidth and spectral filtering 
as they relate to the RS experiment are considered in chapter 2 because bandwidth 
calculations and the employment of mathematical filters are invoked in the explanations 
of linewidth resolution and S/N increases observed in RS relative to CW. Spectral 
simulation is described when first utilized during the elucidation of reaction intermediates 
in samarium-mediated reduction chemistry, also in chapter 2. The application of RS to 
fast, full-spectrum data acquisition for the investigation of radical kinetics is also 
included in chapter 2. A description of the digitizers used and their advantages and 
disadvantages gives some idea of the limits of RS in its current state.  
Chapter 3 describes the development and use of an AWG-based saturation 
recovery spectrometer. An in-depth discussion on the inner workings of the EPR 
spectrometer is given in chapter 3 with a wealth of supplementary information regarding 
figures of merit of the spectrometer and their investigation during the design and 
implementation of the AWG-based instrument. Also present in the digital saturation 
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recovery bridge description is a thorough consideration of resonator performance and 
overall characteristics relative to the task at hand. It is most relevant when describing the 
development and characterization of a crossed-loop resonator and its use at X-band. 
Following the validation of the SR instrument, fast-relaxing nitroxide radicals were 
explored using the digital SR instrument. Matlab scripts to synthesize waveforms similar 
to those used during the experiments described in chapter 3 are given in the appendix.  
Lastly, the development of RS instrumentation and application for use at 
cryogenic temperatures is the focus of chapter 4. Some discussion of motivation 
regarding passage effects with respect to relaxation rate are given; and, support for these 
descriptions is present in the concluding section of the chapter with examples of both 
slowly relaxing and rapidly relaxing spin systems investigated below 10 K. Hardware 
adaptations such as a metal-free cryostat, a closed-loop helium system, larger scan coils, 
and high-pass filters are all described in chapter 4, as is bench-testing and stability tests 
of the low temperature system in operation. Conclusions and comments on future work 
are given in chapter 5 summarizing the work of the three preceding chapters before 















Chapter Two: Applications of RS-EPR for chemical investigations 
 
“Why don’t you just explore a little?” 
- Dr. Sandra Eaton 
 
 
Enhanced signal-to-noise (S/N) has been demonstrated with RS for many types of 
radicals.32,49,50 Signal enhancements have been demonstrated for narrow-line spectra of 
α,γ-bisdiphenylene-β-phenylallyl (BDPA), lithium phthalocyanine (LiPc), a nitrogen 
defect in diamond, N@C60, and semiquinone in RS experiments.38,51,52  The hyperfine 
couplings have been resolved in spectra of BMPO-OOH spin trapped radicals and other 
nitroxide radicals.53,54  A major focus in spectra of prior studies was the enhanced S/N for 
RS relative to CW, specifically in radicals with long relaxation times.51 Increased S/N in 
RS experiments has been exploited to improve image quality in EPR imaging 
experiments by improving the S/N of the gradient-collected spectra and in shorter times 
than CW imaging experiments.35  
The investigations in this chapter were pursued both to highlight the improved 
S/N obtained via RS experiments for a range of experiments and to expand the 
capabilities of the technique. The kinetics experiments demonstrate new opportunities for 
the EPR spectroscopist. Though not described in the chronological order in which they 
were pursued, the studies detailed in this chapter provided me with a fundamental 
understanding of both the EPR spectrometer and the RS technique and were necessary for 
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the development of a digital EPR spectrometer (Ch. 3) and the adaptation of RS to low 
temperatures (Ch. 4) that were pursued either after or in tandem with the experiments 
described in this chapter.  
Of the four investigations detailed within this chapter, each sought to highlight or 
expand a different advantage of RS exploited for chemical investigations. Because the 
resonance condition is satisfied for a very short time in RS, more microwave power may 
be used without signal saturation.32 This concept was explored in irradiated fingernail 
samples to increase S/N and improve the correlation coefficient of the dose-response 
curve, a topic of interest for many labs.55–57 Similarly, in RS, the magnetic field is 
scanned at rates on the order of kHz to tens of kHz, or once per millisecond at the 
slowest, and does not require stepping of the slow, main magnetic field like in CW 
measurements.32 This allows signal averaging to be performed very quickly such that 
species in a reaction mixture may be observed, which has been applied to spin-trapped 
species in samarium mediated reductions.58 The limits of resolution in multiline spectra 
via RS were explored in radical species exhibiting both narrow and closely spaced 
hyperfine splittings. A detailed description of bandwidth as it relates to RS is given in the 
context of these samples. Lastly, the data-throughput of the RS spectrometer is examined 
in the context of chemical reductions. Spectra were collected sequentially and rapidly 
with respect to time to assemble reaction progress curves in model systems where signal 
decays with reaction progress. Each example detailed is an expansion on the capabilities 




2.1 Irradiated fingernails and implications for dosimetry analysis 
The concept of measuring radiation damage in a living being is of considerable 
interest given the history of relevant radiation releasing natural disasters, such as 
Fukushima and Chernobyl. A quantitative measurement of radiation has been sought after 
for some time; however, such a measurement by current methods is considerably 
invasive. Given the implied morbidity in extreme cases; post-mortem analysis may be 
feasible and sufficient in many unfortunate cases. It has been shown that both bone and 
keratin are capable of providing some insight into the radiation damage to an 
individual.57,59 While one of these is considerably less invasive the accurate prediction of 
implied health risks is a topic under heavy debate. Radiation induced radicals present a 
novel application of EPR and may allow for quick and convenient assessment of 
radiation exposure and presumed future health concerns in living beings and have been 
the subject of investigation of many concerned with the subject.55–57,60,61 Although some 
radiation dosimetry has been developed based on teeth and tooth enamel, it is highly 
desirable to develop an accurate dose-response model based upon the radiation exposure 
to external keratin in living beings, and more specifically, fingernail clippings.57,59,61,62 
 An adult human fingernail grows at a rate of ~2 mm per month, such that in the 
event of a large exposure to detrimental radiation it is expected that fingernails will be 
both present and preserved up to a maximum dose of ~20 Gy when the fingernails may 
dislodge from healthy tissue.63,64 Because of this, fingernails are an attractive target for 
estimating the total exposed radiation dose and thereby assessing any future adverse long-
term health effects of said radiation exposure. Fingernail collection is non-invasive which 
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is desirable during triage. EPR signals in fingernails have been shown to report accurately 
on radiation exposure when collected as long as two months after exposure.56  
 There are two varieties of EPR signals in irradiated fingernails: mechanically 
induced signals (MIS) and radiation induced signals (RIS) with RIS being the signals of 
interest for dosimetry.57 The MIS, largely introduced from the shearing required when 
collecting fingernail samples, may be adequately reduced or even eliminated by 
collecting samples while performing an aqueous rinse.57 The MIS decay much faster than 
RIS.57 It may then be assumed that after some delay, the major signal present is due to 
irradiation and this signal is dose-dependent.57 The sample was chosen to highlight the 
benefits of RS vs. CW in radiation dosimetry in fingernails and results of this study are 
reported in Ref.62 In this collaborative project my role was to support Dr. Hanan Elajaili 
in optimizing RS experiments and filtering parameters.  I also performed S/N calculations 
on the recorded RS and CW spectra. CW experiments were performed by Dr. Hanan 
Elajili. Relaxation measurements were performed by Dr. Priyanka Aggarwaal.  
 
2.1.1 S/N comparisons between CW and RS-EPR 
Previous work from the Eaton lab had demonstrated RS as the preferred method 
when investigating dosimetry response in tooth enamel.59 In the study reported here we 
applied RS to measure the radiation induced signal in irradiated fingernails. A 
comparison of CW and RS was undertaken on irradiated fingernail samples, collected 
using sharp scissors from a healthy male volunteer that had been soaked in distilled water 
before being irradiated.62 Samples irradiated to 0 Gy (control), 5 Gy, and 10 Gy were 
graciously provided by Dr. Romanyukha to test the ability of RS to resolve dose-
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dependent differences and to evaluate any potential improvements in the dose-response 
curve. An example of the signal investigated is in the right panel of Fig 2.1.59,62 
 
Figure 2.1: Comparison of a 0 Gy (grey) control vs. a 10 Gy (black) irradiated fingernail 
sample collected from a healthy male volunteer and recorded via CW. Reproduced with 
permission from Elajaili et al.62 
 
 As described previously, a major benefit of RS relative to CW is the increased 
S/N, largely from the increased microwave power that can be used without saturating the 
spin system. The use of higher B1 was advantageous in the measurements of irradiated 
tooth enamel and was anticipated to be the case when investigating irradiated fingernails 
via RS. Power saturation curves for CW and RS for irradiated fingernails are shown in 
Fig 2.2. The B1 at which spectra were recorded was selected as the value at which 
saturation broadens the EPR linewidth by approximately 2-5%.59,62 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the power saturation behavior of the RIS, 10 Gy, observed 
when performing RS (red) vs. CW (black) of irradiated fingernails. The circle and arrow 
mark the B1 at which the RS and CW data were acquired, respectively. Reproduced with 
permission from Elajaili et al.62 
 
 The S/N of a RS spectrum of irradiated fingernails was greater than 2000, which 
is too large to measure accurately, after 30 seconds of data collection using a microwave 
power of 0.5 mW (B1 = 8.5 µT). For comparable acquisition times, a CW spectrum of the 
same sample using a microwave power of 0.13 mW (B1 = 2.3 µT) and modulation 
amplitude of 0.2 mT gave an S/N of approximately 30. The derivative of the collected RS 
spectra was compared to the CW, and S/N of the RS derivative spectra was greater than 
1200 and still considered too large for accurate calculation. To more accurately compare 
RS and CW S/N, additional CW experiments were performed using a microwave B1 of 
3.2 µT and a larger modulation amplitude (0.4 mT). These parameters increased S/N to 
90 but resulted in a linewidth that was broadened by 7%. Under conditions that do not 
cause linewidth broadening in CW experiments, good agreement was found between RS 




Figure 2.3: Comparison of RS and CW in irradiated fingernails. RS absorption spectrum 
(left) has S/N >2000, which is considered too high to calculate accurately. RS derivative 
(right, red) and CW spectrum (right, blue) are overlaid to demonstrate lineshape 
agreement. Reproduced with permission from Elajaili et al.62 
 
 Motivated by the significant increase in S/N obtained by RS relative to CW, we 
sought to determine the limits of S/N increase via RS. An investigation into the S/N 
observed when increasing scan frequency, and thereby increasing the scan rate was 
performed on an irradiated fingernail sample (10 Gy) and the results are shown in Fig 
2.4. It was found that S/N increased with increasing scan frequency up to about 50-60 
kHz, where S/N then began to decrease drastically. The increase in S/N with increasing 
scan rate is expected given that faster rates allow for more microwave power to be 
utilized, resulting in larger signal intensities for a given acquisition time. Additionally, 
the increased scan frequency allows for significantly increased signal-averaging per unit 
time, greatly increasing the signal intensity. The linewidth of this signal is large so the 
bandwidth is low and resonator Q did not impose bandwidth constraints (see Section 
2.3.1). The observed limit of increasing S/N relative to scan rate demonstrates a hardware 
limitation. Rapidly changing magnetic fields induce mechanical vibrations and eddy 
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currents in conducting materials that offset the magnetic field and contribute to field 
inhomogeneities that distort the spectrum.33 These eddy currents and mechanical 
vibrations in the resonator assembly contribute to increases in the rapid-scan background, 
which is an often-distorted scanning wave that is present in the recorded spectrum. 
Increasing scan rate greatly increases the magnitude of this background, which can 
overwhelm the intensity of the signal of interest. High dynamic range of the digitizer is 
required to obtain adequate definition of the EPR signal in the presence of large 
background signals. If the background signal includes higher harmonics of the scan 
frequency, correction of the background is difficult.65,66 Large background signals 
typically are accompanied by decreases in the S/N of the reconstructed RS spectrum. 
Utilization of non-conducting or vibration dampening materials decreases the magnitude 
of eddy currents when performing RS experiments; however, this is not always possible 
for critical components and to some extent eddy currents cannot be avoided.33,59  
 
Figure 2.4: S/N vs. the square root of power for selected scan frequencies, 36 kHz (left) 
and 46 kHz (right), when keeping scan current and acquisition time constant. The 
maximum S/N at 61 kHz scan frequency was ~250 and is not included in this comparison 
because of large signal distortions and RS background.  
 
While the current state of the art is still a work in progress, the goal of the field is 






















Scan frequency = 46 kHz
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constructed a dose-response curve similar to those previously published including an 
analysis of the dependence of the power saturation behavior on irradiation dose.56,57 The 
dose-response curve is non-linear, with lower slope at higher doses, which makes the 
accuracy of dose-assessment less reliable at high doses than at lower doses.56,57 Above 
doses of 40 Gy, signal intensity rapidly decreases, demonstrating saturation behavior and 
may be indicative of the maximum absorbable radiation dose in keratin materials. 
Beyond 30 Gy exposure, it is likely that other radiation-induced symptoms will become 
apparent, such that keratin-based triage is no longer necessary.64  
 Power saturation behavior was investigated for the three irradiated fingernail 
samples (0 Gy, 5 Gy, and 10 Gy) and compared to determine the linearity of the dose 
response at different microwave power levels (Fig 2.5). Differences in power saturation 
behavior may arise from different contributions to the signal intensity due to differences 
in relaxation times of overlapping signals. The fingernail samples exposed to the highest 
dose of radiation investigated, 10 Gy, gave much larger signal intensities at higher 
microwave powers relative to the lower 5 Gy dose and negative control. Additionally, the 
10 Gy sample appeared to saturate at higher microwave power levels relative to the lower 
5 Gy dose and negative control. At low power, minimal differences are observed between 
the 5 Gy sample and the negative control, indicating that lower dose samples may be a 
challenge during triage. The high S/N observed in these samples by RS indicates that the 
ability to distinguish between 0 and 5 Gy samples may be dependent on sample 
preparation. An increase in linearity of dose response is likely to be observed at higher 
microwave power due to differences in saturating behavior previously reported in 
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different signals present in the EPR spectra of irradiated fingernails; however, this cannot 
be determined in the present study due to only two radiation doses studied.57  
  
Figure 2.5: Power saturation data for 0, 5, and 10 Gy irradiated fingernails (left) and 
dose-response curve (right) generated from differing microwave B1 recorded via RS at 35 
kHz.  
 
Irradiated fingernails may be a viable alternative in radiation dosimetry to tooth 
enamel. RS demonstrates clear advantages vs. CW for estimation of radiation dose from 
the observed signal intensity evidenced by the drastic increases in S/N. Linearity of the 
dose response curve may be improved by repetitive measurements; and, alternatives to 
fingernails are being explored that may be better EPR reporters. In one study, it was 
observed that unexposed keratin materials, such as toenails shielded by closed shoes, may 
yield a linear dose-response curve over much greater dose variation.56 It has also been 
considered that possessions an individual has on their person, such as the glass present in 
a cell phone, may be a welcomed alternative to the sampling of human tissue for 
estimates of radiation exposure by EPR methods.67 Regardless of the sample matrix 
chosen, it is likely that RS will give increased S/N per unit time vs. CW which will be 
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2.2 Spin-trapping samarium-mediated reductions 
Single-electron transfer (SET) presents a considerable challenge given the often-
transient nature of the reaction intermediates or transition states necessary for electron 
transfer reactions. Studies of the mechanism of these reactions have been performed with 
a variety of spin-probe molecules with varying degrees of success.68–70 Three types of 
nitroxide-containing spin-probes have been used to investigate the mechanism of organic 
reactions.69,71–74 The three classes of probes (nitroxide or aminoxyl, nitrone, or nitroso) 
each interact with a single electron differently (Table 2.1).69  
Table 2.1: Aminoxyl, nitrone, and nitroso spin traps commonly used in mechanistic 
investigations. Adapted from Perkins.69 
 
 
Aminoxyl radicals are particularly useful in the affirmation of single-electron 
processes. The EPR signal decays over time as the aminoxyl group participates in single-
electron reductions, quenching the already present radical on the nitroxide group; 
however, in most instances no new bonds are formed outside of proton exchanges and 
little information is derived concerning the source of the electron without careful control 
of the reactants.69,75,76 Nitrones capture a transient, single electron containing molecule at 
the unsaturated carbon adjacent to the nitrone and a new, often more stable molecule is 
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formed.69,77 This class of spin traps has been well established in the literature and many 
examples exist for the specific targeting of certain radical species, such as superoxide or 
sulfur containing radicals.77–80 These spin-traps, along with the nitroxide molecules have 
been tailored to a wealth of environments, both aqueous and non-aqueous, and have been 
utilized in many in vitro and in vivo applications.77,81–84 The third class of spin trap 
molecules, the nitroso compounds, react with transient single electron containing species 
directly on the nitrogen.69,77,85 These molecules, while significantly more difficult to 
adapt to an aqueous environment, report the most information in relation to the newly 
formed species and were found to be particularly useful in the identification of the 
intermediates in samarium mediated reductions.58,77,85 An extremely detailed tabulation of 
observed hyperfine for different types of trapped radicals may be found in the works of 
GR Buettner.77 
The spin trapping experiments described in this section were performed in 
collaboration with Dr. Bryan Cowen and his student, now Dr. Chris Aretz. Synthesis of 
all substrates that were not purchased commercially was performed by Dr. Aretz. Spin-
trapping experiments and aqueous separations were performed by both Dr. Aretz and 
myself. I evacuated and removed O2 from EPR samples before Dr. Gareth Eaton flame 
sealed them, when reported as such. Dr. Aretz and I worked together on experimental 
design and data interpretation. NMR experiments were performed by Dr. Aretz. I 
performed data analyses and simulation of EPR spectra. High resolution mass 
spectrometry was performed by Central Analytical Laboratory, University of Colorado 
Boulder. This work was published in the Journal of Organic Chemistry and is the first 
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publication to feature only RS data.58 No CW comparisons were included in the 
published manuscript.58  
 
2.2.1 Reductive cyclization of 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl 
methanesulfonate 
We investigated the reductive cyclization of 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl 
methanesulfonate 1, an α-bromoketone (Fig 2.6) using spin trapping methods to 
determine the reactive intermediate formed during two consecutive single-electron 
reductions evidenced by a prior optimization of the reaction with a 2:1 ratio of samarium 
to reactant.86,87 Aretz and coworkers have previously demonstrated samarium mediated 
intramolecular cyclization to form cyclopentane products via the Reformatsky aldol 
cyclization.88,89 It was hypothesized that the most efficient route to product formation 
may be either through a carbon-centered radical generated at the carbonyl group 
(Pathway A, Fig 2.6) or a carbon-centered radical formed by the reductive elimination of 
bromine (Pathway B, Fig 2.6).87 It has been shown previously that samarium chelates 
with both oxygen and the halogen in reagents containing a halogen adjacent to a ketone 
and this was the basis for the proposed synthetic routes to product.90 It must then be 
considered that the terminal leaving group in 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl 
methanesulfonate 1 and in those previously considered by Aretz and coworkers could be 




Figure 2.6: Hypothesized reactive intermediates in route to the product of the samarium-
mediated reductive cyclization of 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate. 
Pathway A proceeds through a ketyl radical intermediate and Pathway B proceeds 
through a carbon-centered radical where the single electron is localized adjacent to the 
ketone. Reproduced with permission from Aretz et al.58  
 
Both the reaction conditions and prior evidence supported the presence of a single 
electron containing reactive intermediate.86,87,89,90 The aminoxyl spin-probes were not 
considered for this investigation as it is unlikely that mechanistic insight would be gained 
from a radical quenching reaction. One possible product of reactions involving a nitrone 
is the reduced spin trap. It was predicted that the trapping of aryl carbon-centered radical 
6 would result in smaller nitrogen hyperfine coupling than the reduced trap alone due to 
the increased delocalization of the single electron into the orbitals of the aryl carbon-
oxygen bonds, as evidenced in prior studies.77,91,92 Alternatively, the trapping of species 8 
would produce a radical with nitrogen hyperfine similar to that of the reduced trap. 
Observation of additional hyperfine splitting due to a neighboring proton or resolved 
bromine hyperfine could provide information about the trapped radical.77,93 Only in rare 
instances has coupling to bromine been observed, and in these cases the hyperfine 
coupling is very large with respect to typical nitrogen hyperfine couplings.93–95  
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 To determine the mechanism of the samarium-mediated reduction, several 
nitrones and one nitroso probe were utilized. EPR spectra of spin-trapped adducts for 
reactions of 1 and for several related substrates were studied. Selective deuteration of 1, 
at the position adjacent to the aryl carbon was used to probe the hyperfine observed in the 
nitrone-trapped adduct EPR spectrum. A summary of the substrates and spin traps 



















Table 2.2: Substrates and spin traps investigated in this section.  
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In reactions with 1 cyclic nitrone spin traps DMPO, BMPO, and deuterated 
DMPO were investigated. DMPO was purchased from Sigma and used as received. 
BMPO was graciously provided by Dr. Gerald Rosen, University of Maryland. 
Deuteration of DMPO was performed by nonspecific hydrogen deuterium exchange in 
NaOD/D2O via slow evaporation to reduce the number of hyperfine interactions in the 
spin-trapped adduct EPR spectrum.96 In all cases control experiments were performed by 
reacting the spin trap with the samarium reagent, SmI2. The cyclic nitrones produced 
EPR active species when reacted with SmI2 alone, but no EPR active species was 
observed with when reacting 1 with SmI2. It is likely that samarium preferentially reduces 
1 in mixtures containing the spin traps and that the steric bulk of the cyclic spin traps 
prevents reaction of the single electron-containing-intermediate with the nitrone. Cyclic 
spin traps were not considered after initial experiments due to lack of reaction with the 
substrate of interest.   
The linear spin trap, PBN, in the presence of SmI2 and 1 resulted in a species with 
modest increases in the nitrogen and proton hyperfine relative to when reacting with SmI2 
alone; however, no additional hyperfine was observed. Because of the ambiguity of the 
results obtained with PBN and 1, spin trapping experiments were performed on closely-
related reactants acetophenone and 2-bromo-acetophenone. Similar increases in nitrogen 
and proton hyperfine were observed for the species produced by reaction of acetophenone 
with SmI2 in the presence of PBN. A larger increase in proton hyperfine was observed for 
the radical trapped by PBN in reactions of 2-bromo-acetophenone with SmI2 but no 
pronounced effect on the nitrogen hyperfine coupling was observed. A summary of the 
results obtained with the linear nitrone spin trap, PBN, are shown in Fig 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: RS spectra of the reactions of SmI2 and various substrates in the presence of 
PBN. Top left, a negative control reaction of SmI2 and PBN alone. Top right, 5-bromo-6-
oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate 1. Bottom left, acetophenone. Bottom right, 2-
bromo-acetophenone. The 3-line hyperfine splitting of ~14 G is due to the nitroxyl 
nitrogen and the smaller doublet splitting is due to the proton on the alpha-carbon of the 
spin trap.  
 
The small nitroso spin trap MNP was used because it does not have a proton on 
the alpha-carbon and therefore spectra of adducts of MNP do not have the proton 
hyperfine splitting that complicates spectra of PBN adducts. Reactions of 1, 
acetophenone, and 2-bromo-acetophenone with SmI2 were performed in the presence of 
MNP and the hyperfine observed for the resulting radical was compared to the hyperfine 
observed when reacting MNP with SmI2 alone. Slight increases in the nitrogen hyperfine 
were observed when acetophenone and 2-bromo-acetophenone were reacted with SmI2 in 
the presence of MNP. In contrast, the nitrogen hyperfine was significantly smaller for the 
adduct obtained by reacting 1 with SmI2 in the presence of MNP and an additional proton 
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hyperfine splitting was observed. A summary of the results obtained with MNP are 
shown in Fig 2.8 and a summary of the hyperfine coupling constants is given in Table 
2.3.  
 
Figure 2.8: RS spectra of the reactions of SmI2 and various substrates in the presence of 
MNP. Top left, a negative control reaction of SmI2 and MNP alone. Top right, 5-bromo-
6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate. Bottom left, acetophenone. Bottom right, 2-
bromo-acetophenone. 
 
To more accurately measure the differences in hyperfine splitting in the radicals 
formed by the reaction of 1 with SmI2 in the presence of MNP, reaction mixtures were 
washed with an aqueous sodium bicarbonate followed by an aqueous sodium chloride 
solution. Aqueous solutions were extracted with acetonitrile, evaporated to dryness under 
vacuum, and redissolved in THF. Analogous reactions were performed using 
propiophenone, 2-bromopropiophenone, and mesyl-protected n-octanol. Radicals 
produced in the reaction of propiophenone and the mesyl-protected n-octanol with SmI2 
in the presence of MNP were similar to those from the reaction of MNP and SmI2 and to 
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what was observed with acetophenone and bromoacetophenone. However, 2-
bromopropiophenone when reacted with SmI2 in the presence of MNP produced an 
adduct with additional proton hyperfine splitting similar to what was observed with 1 
(Fig 2.9). Having observed additional hyperfine splitting in spectra of adducts formed 
from reactions with both 1 and 2-bromopropiophenone, it became necessary to 
investigate the source of the additional hyperfine observed. A synthesis of 5(D)-5-bromo-
6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate was performed by Dr. Chris Aretz and the 
selectively deuterated substrate was reacted with SmI2 in the presence of MNP. The 
nitrogen hyperfine was in good agreement with that for the product obtained for the 
reaction of 1 with SmI2 in the presence of MNP; however, the additional hyperfine 
observed in both 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate and 2-bromo-
propiophenone was considerably decreased in 5(D)-5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl 
methanesulfonate (Fig 2.9, left). Reaction mixtures in THF were degassed by performing 
several freeze-pump-thaw cycles and RS spectra were recorded. Removing O2 from the 
solutions greatly decreased EPR linewidths and increased resolution of both nitrogen and 
proton/deuterium coupling in the EPR spectra permitting quantification of the difference 
in hyperfine coupling (Fig 2.9, right). The hyperfine coupling decreased by 
approximately a factor of 6.5 when the substrate was selectively deuterated (Table 2.3).  
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Figure 2.9: RS spectra recorded after reaction of 2-bromopropiophenone (top), 1 
(middle), and 5(D)-5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate (bottom) with SmI2 
in the presence of MNP. Spectra recorded in air (left) and after removal of O2 (right) are 
shown. For comparison, 1 mT = 10 G. Reproduced with permission from Aretz et al.58 
 
A synthesis of (desbromo)-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate, as well as 5,5-
(D)-(desbromo)-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate was performed by Dr. Chris 
Aretz and the substrates were reacted with SmI2 in the presence of MNP. The recorded 
EPR spectra, much like those of acetophenone, 2-bromoacetophenone, propiophenone, 
and mesyl-protected n-octanol, did not significantly differ from the spectrum recorded 
when reacting MNP and SmI2 alone. It has been demonstrated previously that under UV 
irradiation, MNP may fragment to form NO and tert-butyl radicals which may then be 
trapped by other MNP molecules forming di-tert-butyl-nitrone (DTBN).97,98 
Commercially available DTBN was dissolved in THF and subjected to freeze-pump-thaw 
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methods analogous to those employed during spin-trapping experiments with MNP. The 
EPR spectrum of the resulting adducts was recorded via RS. The nitrogen hyperfine 
values in the EPR spectra of the DTBN samples were in good agreement with values 
observed for samples obtained by the reaction of MNP and SmI2. In all cases reported 
where nitrogen hyperfine values did not significantly differ from this control experiment, 
the EPR active species is likely DTBN (Fig 2.10). 
 
Figure 2.10: RS spectra obtained from DTBN in THF (top, A) and from the reaction of 
MNP and SmI2, before degassing (bottom, C) and after degassing (middle, B). For 








2.2.2 Hyperfine analysis and mechanistic insight 
 A summary of the hyperfine coupling constants found via spectral simulation 
using EasySpin for spin trapping experiments using MNP are listed in Table 2.3.58,99 
Only the most informative experiments are reported. Cyclic nitrone experiments were not 
included due to their lack of trapping ability when investigating the reaction of 1 and 
SmI2. The reactions performed with PBN were also relatively uninformative in 
identifying the trapped species because of the small changes in hyperfine interactions and 
likely would have been more useful if samples had been subjected to aqueous workup 
and degassing similar to the MNP experiments. Likewise, control experiments that did 
not significantly differ from the collected spectra of either DTBN or the reaction of SmI2 
and MNP alone were not reported. The ratio of proton coupling to deuterium coupling 
was found to be approximately a factor of 6.5 and is consistent with prior reports.100 
Additional experiments were performed to determine if any contributions from bromine 
radicals were present in spin-trapping reactions and it was found that participation from 
bromine is unlikely.  
Table 2.3: Summary of the hyperfine couplings for trapped radicals observed during the 






2-bromopropiophenone 1.43 0.56  
5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate 1.39 0.59  
5(D)-5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate 1.39  0.093 
DTBN 1.52   
SmI2 + MNP 1.52   
Values were obtained via simulation using EasySpin from spectra recorded of degassed 
solutions. For comparison, 1 mT = 10 G. Reproduced with permission from Aretz et al.58 
 
While the comparison of hyperfine couplings was not as informative as we had 
hoped, measurements as a function of time provided evidence that the reaction of 1 with 
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SmI2 in the presence of PBN generated a spin-trapped adduct that is significantly 
different than what was formed in reactions of PBN and SmI2 alone. RS and CW spectra 
collected for both reactions are shown in Fig 2.11 for several times after initiation of the 
reaction.  
 
Figure 2.11: Time dependence of the signal for the spin-trapped adducts from the reaction 
of SmI2 alone (left) and SmI2 and 1 (right) in the presence of PBN. The upper panel 
shows the RS absorption spectra on 4 successive days (Day 1, blue, Day 2, red, Day 3, 
green, Day 4, black). The CW (blue) and first derivatives of the RS (orange) signals are 
compared for day 1 and day 4 in the middle and lower panels. 
 
For both reactions the signal is more intense on days 2 than on day 1, which may 
be due to oxidation of the hydroxylamine back to free nitroxide.76,101 The increase 
between day 1 and 2 is larger in the absence of 1 than in its presence. The radical formed 
in the presence of 1 decays more rapidly than what is formed in its absence. Additionally, 
chelation of excess samarium(III) by 1 may impact differences in stability that were 
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observed in experiments where excess samarium(III) was not removed by the aqueous 
workup.102 These spectra also demonstrate improved S/N for the RS signals at each time 
point for both reactions (Table 2.4). At the earliest time points used in the comparisons, 
S/N in RS experiments relative to CW experiments was increased up to 13 fold (Table 
2.4), which highlights the advantages of RS relative to CW for spin-trapping 
investigations and is consistent with prior studies.53  
Table 2.4: S/N obtained from the RS and CW spectra recorded after reactions of 5-
bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl methanesulfonate with SmI2 in the presence of PBN and of 
PBN and SmI2 alone.  
Reaction progress SmI2 + PBN alone 1 + SmI2 + PBN 
Day 1 S/N S/N 
RS Absorption 800 900 
RS Derivative 200 300 
CW 60 50 
Day 4   
RS Absorption 900 200 
RS Derivative 300 70 
CW 60 10 
 
In reference to the proposed pathways to product shown in Fig 2.6, the proton 
hyperfine splitting in the spectra of the spin trapped adducts are in support of pathway B. 
The comparison of hyperfine coupling constants in the spectra obtained when natural 
abundance and selectively deuterated 1 are reduced by SmI2 in the presence of MNP 
provide support for the overall spin-trapped adduct reaction scheme in Fig 2.12, where X 
is the site of selective deuteration. Though there is evidence of ketyl radical formation in 
the literature, only in rare instances is spin trapping possible.103,104 Because of this and a 
lack of quantification of the trapped radical adducts, pathway A cannot be ruled out as a 
rational path to product; however, the experiments performed support pathway B. This 
mechanism is supported by results for other substrates showing that the chemistry 
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reported requires bromine on the carbon adjacent to the ketone, further supporting 
pathway B and the scheme reported in Fig 2.12.  
 
Figure 2.12: Summary of spin trapping experiments for the samarium-mediated reduction 
of 1 in the presence of MNP. The results shown support the presence of intermediate 8 in 
pathway B (Fig 2.6). Reproduced with permission from Aretz et al.58 
 
Spin trapping has and will continue to be useful in probing reactions with radical 
intermediates. For this reason, the RS experiment has been utilized to highlight 
improvements over CW. Increased S/N and faster scan rates seen in RS relative to CW 
improve the possibility that spin-trapped species are recorded with sufficient fidelity to 
permit spectral simulation of hyperfine coupling constants.  
 
2.3 High resolution RS-EPR 
Enhanced S/N has been obtained using RS for many types of radicals, especially 
those with long relaxation times.52,54,105 Here, we report investigations of the hyperfine 
resolution that can be obtained with the current generation of RS hardware under 
development at the University of Denver. As in CW, proper selection of acquisition 
parameters, such as scan rate relative to signal and resonator bandwidths, is needed to 
optimize resolution of closely spaced narrow EPR lines. Demonstrations of the impact of 
parameters of the RS experiment on spectral resolution are presented. Highly resolved 
spectra of 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-1-yloxy (CTPO), diphenyl 
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nitroxide (DPNO), and a galvinoxyl radical demonstrate the capabilities of the RS 
technique to resolve very-small, well-resolved hyperfine couplings. Parallel studies are 
underway at Bruker Biospin to observe narrow lines in the spectrum of the perylene 
radical by RS. Narrow and closely spaced hyperfine splittings on the order of tens to 
hundreds of milligauss are well defined in the spectra shown. 
The observed spectra in both RS and CW experiments may be greatly impacted 
by the selection of acquisition parameters.  The effect of CW modulation amplitude and 
frequency, incident microwave power, non-linearity of these across the dimensions of the 
sample, and time constant are described in detail in Quantitative EPR.13 Analogously, in 
RS the spectrum bandwidth, resonator bandwidth, incident microwave power, eddy 
currents in the resonator, and nonlinearity of scan rate across the sample influence the 
resultant spectrum and may give rise to artifacts or unwanted lineshape broadening.32 For 
either CW or RS, each of these parameters is selected in accordance with the desired 
optimization for a particular sample.  For example, higher modulation amplitude and 
incident power may broaden a line, but also result in higher S/N in CW spectra.  In RS, 
scan rates that are faster than optimum for the spectral and resonator bandwidths may 
improve S/N but broaden the spectrum as discussed in the following paragraphs. Faster 
scan rates permit use of higher microwave power while still avoiding power saturation, 
which also improves S/N in RS relative to CW.54  
 
2.3.1 Bandwidth considerations  
The scan rate in a sinusoidal scan varies continuously across the spectrum.  The 
maximum rate at the center of the scan, as, is given by  
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 as = p fs Bm G s-1 Eq. 2.1 
where as is the sinusoidal scan rate, fs is the scan frequency, and Bm is the scan width in 
gauss.32  In triangular scans the scan rate at is independent of position in the scan. 
 at = 2 fs Bm  G s-1 Eq. 2.2 
A resonator acts as a filter for the RS signal. The deconvolution process restores the 
unbroadened linewidth only if the signal bandwidth is less than the effective resonator 
bandwidth.  Resonator Q can be expressed in many ways, but one that is convenient for 
discussion of RS is in terms of the frequency bandwidth of the resonator, Dn,  which is 







 Eq. 2.3 
Since each half cycle of a rapid-scan experiment is recorded with either increasing or 
decreasing field/frequency, the relevant bandwidth that is available for a rapid-scan signal 




 Eq. 2.4 
 For an X-band resonator with n = 9.3x109 Hz and Q = 300, Dn = BWres = 31 MHz, 
and the resonator bandwidth that is relevant for selecting rapid-scan parameters (BWRS) is 
lower by a factor of 2 which is 15.5 MHz. To take advantage of this bandwidth, the 
spectrometer detection and amplification bandwidths should be at least 15.5 MHz, 
preferably greater.  For a sample with narrow lines the experiment requires either 
lowering Q to increase resonator bandwidth and/or decreasing the scan rate to lower the 
signal bandwidth. Microwave loss is introduced in the resonator by adding water or other 
lossy solvents to the sample tube in either sealed capillaries or thin Teflon tubing to lower 
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Q and obtain appropriate bandwidth. The practical limit to lowering Q is the ability to 
tune and operate the automated frequency control of the spectrometer which may be 
greatly diminished at low Q values. However, lowering resonator Q decreases S/N in the 
recorded spectrum so it is preferable to operate at the highest resonator Q that is 
consistent with the required signal bandwidth.106   
The bandwidth of a rapid-scan signal is linewidth-determined and is given by the 





∗ Eq. 2.5 
where the value of N depends on the acceptable extent of line broadening and M is either 
as or at.32 T2* is the time constant for decay of the oscillations on the trailing edge of the 
signal and is also the decay time constant that would be observed for a free induction 
decay (FID).32  T2* is equal to the relaxation time T2 if there is no unresolved hyperfine 
splitting. Although the definition of the rapid-scan regime is that the magnetic field scans 
through the signal in a time that is less than T2, the frequency bandwidth of the spectrum 
depends on T2*.32 The larger the value of N, the less the signal is broadened. To obtain the 
most accurate lineshapes, conservative values of N (typically 5 to 10) are used for the 
calculation of BWsig. If the goals are, for example, increasing S/N, precision of spin 
counting, or acquiring transient signals as quickly as possible greater signal broadening 
may be acceptable.  
For a Lorentzian lineshape T2* is given by the following,  
 :%
∗ = :% =
2
√3γΔ(,,
 Eq. 2.6 
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where DBpp is the peak-to-peak first derivative linewidth.32 The bandwidth for the rapid-




 Eq. 2.7 
which may be determined empirically by decreasing scan rate until no further changes in 
linewidth are observed, similar to decreasing modulation amplitude to find determine 
linewidths in CW experiments.32 The relationship between T2* and DBpp depends on the 
lineshape. Unresolved hyperfine results in EPR line broadening that is approximately 
Gaussian and decreases the signal bandwidth, which therefore permits use of faster scan 
rates without spectral broadening. The assumption of a Lorentzian lineshape is a useful 
starting point for estimating signal bandwidth, which is required to select a scan rate that 
is consistent with a particular resonator Q.  
 
2.3.2 High resolution spectra  
CTPO and galvinoxyl were purchased from Sigma and used as received. DPNO 
was synthesized by the oxidation of the secondary amine via oxone and tetra-n-
butylammonium hydrogen sulfate as reported by Brik.107 A red oil was obtained at room 
temperature by low pressure evaporation and was found to decompose quickly in 
solution. For increased shelf life, DPNO was stored by co-crystallization with 
benzophenone via slow evaporation of an ethanol or hexane solution.108,109 Solutions of 
CTPO (0.2 mM) and DPNO (~ 0.1 mM) were prepared in ethanol and drawn into ~3 mm 
OD quartz EPR tubes with a sample height of 3-5 mm and sample volume of 
approximately 10-15 µL. Solutions were purged of O2 by repeated cycles of freezing and 
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evacuating the sample before flame sealing. The 0.1 mM toluene solution of galvinoxyl 
was prepared in a ~4 mm OD quartz EPR tube with equivalent sample height and 
similarly purged of O2 by repeated cycles of freezing and evacuating before flame 
sealing. To lower the resonator Q to perform experiments with galvinoxyl, a sealed 
quartz tube of water was added to the EPR tube, submerged in the sample solution. The 
molecular structures of the radicals investigated are shown in Fig 2.13.  
 
Figure 2.13: 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-1-yloxy (CTPO, I), diphenyl 
nitroxide (DNPO, II), and the galvinoxyl radical (III). 
 
RS spectra were obtained on a Bruker E500T X-band E500T transient CW 
spectrometer that was modified by adding magnetic field scan coils mounted on the 
outside of a Bruker FlexLine ER4118-X-MD5 dielectric resonator. The scan coils are 
driven by a RS driver that was designed for a minimum scan rate of 200 Hz. Lower 
frequencies may be driven using external frequency and waveform input.12 Low 
frequency RS measurements are complicated by mechanical resonances and baseline 
drifts typically preventing operation below about 500 Hz. The scan coils used are 
approximately 7.6 cm in diameter, composed of 200 turns of 175/46 Litz wire. The RS 
signal is detected with a microwave quadrature mixer, amplified in the Bruker E500T 
bridge, and digitized in a Bruker SpecJet II. The detection system has a selectable 20 or 
200 MHz bandwidth and adjustable gain (0-66 dB). The dielectric resonator was selected 
to minimize eddy currents induced by the rapidly changing magnetic fields. The first 
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derivative of the RS absorption spectrum was calculated and a Gaussian filter applied, 
which gives S/N similar to what has been obtained previously with pseudomodulation.110 
The spectrometer employed for RS measurements also has the capability to perform 
traditional CW measurements. Unless otherwise noted, the same spectrometer and 
resonator were used in the comparisons shown. Microwave power was chosen to be 
within the linear response region of the spin system with respect to microwave B1 and 
was determined independently for CW and RS experiments.  
In a sinusoidal scan if the rate in the center of the spectrum is too fast, the 
resolution of hyperfine may be better in the extremes of the spectrum where the scan rate 
is slower. While sinusoidal RS is advantageous in terms of hardware requirements, 
triangular scans are preferred when the signal bandwidth is large because of the uniform 
scan rate across the spectrum.111 The extensive proton hyperfine splitting in spectra for 
well deoxygenated samples of rapidly tumbling CTPO provides a test of spectrometer 
performance and of both the type of scan and scan rate selection. Resolution of proton 
hyperfine is similar for the low-field and center-field lines of the spectrum of CTPO 
obtained by CW with low modulation amplitude (Fig 2.14, blue) and in triangular scans 
obtained with sufficiently slow scan rate (Fig 2.14, orange).  Resolution is lower for the 
high-field lines because of incomplete motional averaging of g and A anisotropy. Spectra 
obtained with varying sinusoidal scan rates demonstrate the changes in hyperfine 
resolution in the low-field line relative to the center-field line (Fig 2.14, yellow, purple, 
and green).  The maximum scan rate for a sinusoidal scan is in the center which is 
therefore the region of the scan with the largest BWsig and poorest hyperfine resolution 
(Fig 2.14, green). The slower rates for the extremes of the scan yield better resolution. 
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However, a slower rate may contribute to power saturation of the signal relative to the 
faster rates, distorting the signal.111 To avoid saturation, power should be selected based 
on the saturation observed at the extremes of the spectrum. Independent of the shape of 
the scan, faster scan rates increase broadening and filter narrow linewidths when BWsig is 
larger than the BWres. In the CTPO experiments presented in Fig 2.14, the CTPO narrow 
hyperfine linewidths were broadened by 30 mG at a rate of 6.8 x 104 G/s, 50 mG at a rate 
of 2.5 x 105 G/s, 70 mG at a rate of 4.3 x 105 G/s, and 180 mG at a rate of 7.4 x 105 G/s in 
addition to the observed inconsistencies attributed to sinusoidal scanning. These values 
are a first approximation using an isotropically tumbling model and a least squares 
analysis in EasySpin.99 The BWsig is less than BWres in all but the fastest scan rate. 
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Figure 2.14: Effects of increasing scan rate on the resolution of the RS spectrum of 0.2 
mM CTPO in deoxygenated ethanol with a sample height of ~10 mm after deconvolution 
and calculation of the first derivative. A 50 mG Gaussian filter was applied to all spectra.  
Spectra are scaled to be similar amplitude. The CW spectrum was recorded using 50 mG 
modulation amplitude and 20 kHz modulation frequency. RS spectra were recorded using 
the modulation rates reported in the figure legend.   
 
Spectra in Fig 2.14 were obtained with a sample height of ~10 mm. Broadening of 
the signals with increasing scan rate was greater than predicted based only on resonator 
bandwidth constraints. Additional broadening of the EPR linewidth may result from eddy 
currents occurring in metallic components generated from a the rapidly oscillating RS 
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scan field.33,34,112 These eddy currents have been shown to broaden the linewidth of both 
LiPc and trityl-CD3 by as much as 23 mG at very fast modulation rates.
33 When using the 
Bruker FlexLine ER4118-X-MD5 dielectric resonator it was previously reported that 7-
10 mG broadening may occur depending on the observed resonator Q but that this 
broadening may be minimized if the sample is placed slightly below the center, 
maximizing the distance from the inductive coupling antenna.33 This presents a particular 
constraint when using fluid solution samples because the EPR tube outer diameter must 
be smaller than the resonator diameter (~5 mm) and the sample height must be far from 
the coupling antenna at the top of the resonator and still within the active space of the 
resonator (~10 mm total height). In RS experiments with CTPO using slow, linear scans, 
as much as 30 mG broadening was observed when using a sample height of 10 mm when 
compared to a slow CW scan with a sample height of 3 mm, placed slightly below the 
center of the resonator. When performing RS experiments on the 3 mm sample height 
CTPO sample placed slightly below the center of the resonator, the observed broadening 
was reduced to 10 mG relative to the 10 mm sample. The optimized RS spectrum of 
CTPO is shown in Fig 2.15. The improved resolution of the spectrum obtained for the 3 
mm sample with 2.4 x 105 G/s scan rate in Fig 2.15 than for the same scan rate with the 
10 mm sample in Fig 2.14 shows the impact of decreasing the influence of eddy currents 
in the coupling antenna. The S/N of the CW spectrum obtained in the same data 
acquisition time (Fig. 2.15, yellow) is much lower than for the rapid scan spectrum.  
Since the eddy current effects that required the shorter sample for the RS experiments do 
not impact the CW spectra a longer sample could have been used to improve the S/N for 
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the CW spectrum by about a factor of 3, but the S/N would still be substantially less for 
the CW spectrum than for the RS experiment. 
 
Figure 2.15: RS spectra of CTPO, 0.2 mM, in ethanol with a sample height of 3 mm after 
deconvolution compared with CW spectra obtained with 15 mG modulation amplitude at 
20 kHz. RS spectrum was acquired using triangular scans at a rate of 2.4 x 105 G/s. A 30 
mG Gaussian filter was applied to the RS derivative and CW spectra. The absorption 
spectrum (blue), and the mathematical derivative of the absorption spectrum (red) 
compare well with the CW spectrum (yellow). Spectra are scaled to constant y-axis 
amplitude. 
 
Triangular RS and CW spectra of DPNO are shown in Fig 2.16.  More than 60 
lines can be resolved in these spectra. The CW spectrum of DPNO was obtained with 15 
mG, 20 kHz modulation which causes slight broadening of the spectrum.  RS spectra 
reported in previous papers from the Eaton lab were usually obtained with scan rates of 
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many kHz.38,51–54 However, to have sufficient resonator bandwidth to resolve the 
hyperfine in O2-free dilute solutions of DPNO, and to encompass the entire spectrum, a 
60 G scan was performed with 1.76 kHz scan frequency, which gives at = 2.2 x 10
5 G/s. 
The resonator Q was 1500 with the sample present giving a resonator bandwidth for RS 
of 3.2 MHz.  The BWsig calculated based on the smallest ΔBpp of 130 mG with a 2.2 x 105 
G/s scan rate and N = 5 was 1.8 MHz. This BWsig is approximately a factor of two times 
lower than the BWres which is a conservative selection.  Note that even with these “slow” 
rapid scans, more than 3500 full field-swept spectra may be co-added every second using 
both the increasing field and decreasing field components of the triangular scans. The 
post-acquisition analysis also uses both the real and imaginary outputs of the quadrature 
detector, yielding improved S/N over CW spectra.36  With these data acquisition 
parameters, the first derivative of the RS absorption spectrum exhibits hyperfine 
resolution that is similar to the CW spectrum. Use of faster scans or higher Q would 
decrease the resolution of the RS spectrum. The S/N for the RS spectrum in Fig. 2.16 is 
much higher than for the CW spectrum shown in Fig. 4C.  Analogous to the results for 
CTPO, a longer sample could have been used for the CW spectrum than for the RS 
experiment, but the S/N would still be much lower for CW than for RS. 
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Figure 2.16: RS spectra of DPNO, ~0.1 mM, in ethanol after deconvolution compared 
with CW spectra obtained with 15 mG modulation amplitude at 20 kHz. RS spectrum 
was acquired using triangular scans at a rate of 2.2 x 105 G/s. A 30 mG Gaussian filter 
was applied to the RS derivative and CW spectra. The absorption spectrum (blue), and 
the mathematical derivative of the absorption spectrum (red) compare well with the CW 
spectrum (yellow). Spectra are scaled to be similar amplitude. 
 
Triangular RS and CW spectra of galvinoxyl are shown in Fig. 2.17. The CW 
spectrum of galvinoxyl was obtained with a modulation amplitude of 30 mG at 20 kHz 
modulation which causes slight broadening of the spectrum. The ΔBpp is about 50 mG.  
This spectrum is a challenge for CW spectroscopy because even slight drift in magnetic 
field or frequency can cause line broadening when spectra are signal averaged. To record 
CW spectra with the narrowest lines, a single scan was collected with very high 
conversion time, 163.84 ms, for a total data acquisition time of 2700 s. RS spectra were 
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collected using 27 G scan and 1.7 kHz scan frequency, which gives at = 9.2 x 10
4 G/s.  
The resonator Q was 900 with the sample present giving a BWRS of 5.4 MHz.  The BWsig 
was calculated based on the smallest ΔBpp of 50 mG and N = 5 to give 1.7 MHz, which is 
conservative relative to BWRS. The rapid scans permitted use of substantially higher B1 
(16 mG) than could be used for CW (1 mG). The S/N for the RS signals in Fig. 5 is much 
higher than for the CW obtained in the same data acquisition time.  For this sample in 
low-loss toluene a larger sample volume could have been used for the CW spectroscopy 
than for rapid scan. The eddy currents in the particular resonator used for these 
experiments limit operation to small volumes and is not a general limitation for rapid 
scan. To achieve the large bandwidth required for rapid scans on these narrow lines the 
resonator Q was lowered substantially, which decreases S/N. This is a fundamental 
requirement for resolution of narrow lines in RS spectra.  For the toluene sample a higher 




Figure 2.17: RS spectra of galvinoxyl, 0.1 mM, in toluene after deconvolution compared 
with CW spectra obtained with 30 mG modulation amplitude at 20 kHz. RS spectrum 
was acquired using triangular scans at a rate of 9.2 x 104 G/s. A 10 mG Gaussian filter 
was applied to the RS derivative and CW spectra. The absorption spectrum (blue), and 
the mathematical derivative of the absorption spectrum (red) compare well with the CW 
spectrum (yellow). Spectra are scaled to be similar amplitude. 
 
A summary of the parameters of the experiments performed and resulting S/N of 
the data presented is given in Table 2.5. The spectra of these three radicals demonstrate 
that in both CW and in RS the fine details of the spectra obtained depend on careful 
selection of acquisition parameters. For example, 30 mG wide lines would be obscured 
by using 0.1 G, 100 kHz magnetic field modulation and/or partially saturating incident 
microwave power. Likewise, in RS experiments, hyperfine lines of similar width (~30 
mG) will be greatly obscured when using 50 G magnetic field sweeps at 30 kHz if the 
resonator bandwidth is 5 MHz from a Q of 1000. In addition to spectral and instrumental 
parameters, very small hyperfine lines may also be broadened by very small field drifts 
when using long signal averaging times that often are employed to better define low 
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intensity peaks in the spectrum. Specifically, in the case of the galvinoxyl radical, it was 
found that a single, slow CW scan provided better resolution than performing extensive 
signal averaging due to source frequency drifts.113 RS has the advantage that complete 
spectra are collected very quickly, reducing additional loss of resolution from 
instrumental instabilities. 
Table 2.5: Overview of CW and RS parameters selected and the resulting S/N 













































































*Linewidths found by spectral simulation in EasySpin.99 
**Bandwidth is given as a ratio of the bandwidth available for the RS experiment divided 
by the required signal bandwidth calculated based on the minimum expected linewidth 
and scan rate. A value of N=5 was used in all bandwidth calculations.  
 
Spectra for these samples demonstrate that hyperfine structure of organic radicals 
with narrow, and closely spaced, EPR lines can be obtained with good fidelity by RS. As 
in CW, proper selection of acquisition parameters is needed to optimize the spectral 
features of interest. The bandwidth of the RS spectrometer must be set to record the 
highest frequency component of the narrowest lines present in the spectrum when 
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accurate lineshape and high spectral resolution are desired. As in CW, S/N can be 
improved at the cost of broadening the spectrum by increasing scan rate beyond the 
resonator bandwidth-limited rate in RS experiments. This application of RS to organic 
radicals that exhibit highly resolved hyperfine coupling demonstrates that even in this 
very demanding realm of EPR, RS can replace CW. 
 
2.4 Fast acquisition RS-EPR 
 This study extends RS to full spectra as a function of time with an acquisition 
timescale that is faster than conventional CW to improve detection of dynamic processes 
that occur on the spectral acquisition timescale. Data are shown for the reduction of 
tempol by ascorbic acid and the decay of commonly used spin traps via bromine-
mediated reductions. The molecular structures of the nitroxides and spin traps studied is 


















2.4.1 Data throughput and digitizer considerations 
Experiments were performed on a Bruker E500T X-band spectrometer equipped 
with a SpecJet II digitizer for transient data collection and a Bruker SPU for CW data 
collection. A previously described, locally-built RS coil driver provided a sinusoidal 
scanning waveform to Litz wire coils operated at 20 kHz.12 For 100 G sinusoidal sweeps 
at 20 kHz, the maximum rate at the center of the scan is 6.3 MG/s. The time required for 
one half-cycle scan, or one full EPR field-swept spectrum, was 2.5 x 10-5 seconds. 
Typical times required to collect a full field-swept EPR spectrum in RS and CW 
experiments is given in Table 2.7. The primary difference in the time for the experiments 
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is the slow field sweep time for CW experiments. Fast digitizers improve the rate of RS 
data collection, which may ultimately be limited by the RS rate and the digitizer 
overhead. 
Table 2.7: A comparison between spectral acquisition times observed when performing 
both CW and RS on a Bruker E500T.  




CW 3.93 8.37 1 
RS 2.5 x 10-5 1.50 9216 
Acquisition time includes the sweep time for all accumulated averages, digitizer rearm 
time, and the time required to record data on the spectrometer PC. Data were collected 
using Bruker Xepr and the included Python API. 
 
To limit the time between the beginning of the reaction and initial spectral 
observation, reactions were performed on the benchtop adjacent to the magnet and 
solutions were injected into a Bruker ER4118X-MD5 FlexLine dielectric resonator via 
hand-driven syringes and either Teflon (~0.9 mm ID) or Tygon (~1.6 mm ID) flexible 
tubing. To limit dead time during faster reactions, a plastic junction was used as a mixing 
cell and the reaction proceeded as the sample volume was injected into the resonator. In 
slower spin-trap experiments, reagents were mixed on the benchtop and pulled through 
tubing that extended through the resonator using a hand driven syringe. In all 
experiments, the spectrometer was tuned with a representative sample in the tubing 
through the resonator to provide a stable, similar environment for the duration of the 
experiment. To decrease instrumental dead time, repetitive experiments were performed 
using locally written scripts in Python and Bruker Xepr software and were programmed 
to begin data collection before injection. This allowed for a true dead-time free 
experimental design when not confounded by changing signal intensities due to slight 
fluctuations in sample volume during injection.  
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2.4.2 Tempol reductions via RS-EPR – How fast can we go? 
The reaction of tempol and ascorbic acid is well known and was employed to test 
the advantages of RS when recording successive spectra quickly.75 Tempol is reduced by 
one equivalent of ascorbic acid to form the hydroxylamine and an ascorbate radical.75 
Two equivalents of ascorbate radical may then disproportionate to form dehydroascorbic 
acid and an ascorbate dianion.75 The availability of reagents, relative simplicity of the 
reaction, ability to view the reaction progress by EPR, and excellent water solubility of 
both reactants contributed to the selection of this reaction for comparison between CW 
and RS methods to monitor reaction kinetics. Traditional CW methods rely on sweeping 
the main field magnet which is a large and slowly responding coil system. If too fast a 
sweep is attempted, the actual field lags behind the input current and the signal appears at 
an incorrectly labeled field (Fig 2.18, left). Small auxiliary coils that offset the main field 
are used in RS, allowing the main field to be held constant and field scans to be 
performed much faster (Fig 2.18, right). Most standard and commercially available CW 
spectrometers are not able to continuously sweep the main field back and forth and 
instead require significant time between sweeps (~1-5 s) before the field is stable again to 
collect the next field sweep. In sinusoidal RS experiments, the scan coils are resonated 
and a full field sweep is performed twice for every period of the sinusoidal scan. At a 
scan rate of 6.3 MG/s, a 100 G sweep occurs approximately every 25 µs (Table 2.8) and 





Fig 2.18: Spectra of tempol plus ascorbate radical mixture recorded via CW (left) and RS 
(right). The 3-line signal is from tempol and the sharper, single line is from the ascorbyl 
radical. The apparent change in field position of the spectrum in CW experiments results 
from a lag between the field set by the controller and the actual field at the sample. 
Because RS experiments are recorded with more agile scan coils, the magnetic field at 
the sample is better defined.  
 
For the same concentrations of reagents (1 mM tempol, 10 mM ascorbic acid) in 
deionized water, the S/N observed in each field-swept EPR spectrum is higher (factor of 
~1.7) in RS experiments than for CW (Fig 2.19, left, inset). This leads to less uncertainty 
in the measurements of signal intensity with respect to time, and the resulting decay 
curves generated from RS intensities have significantly lower standard deviation than 
CW experiments (Fig 2.19, left). Spectra can be acquired much more rapidly in RS giving 
about an order of magnitude increase in the number of acquired spectra per unit time (Fig 
2.19, right). The reaction of tempol (10 mM) and excess ascorbic acid was repeated 5 
times and data co-added to decrease error. RS spectra were collected in a single half-
cycle and were used without deconvolution (Fig 2.19, right, inset). The decay curve, 
generated from the observed intensity of the RS field-swept spectra, was fit with a 




Fig 2.19: Tempol reduction by ascorbic acid recorded at similar concentrations (1 mM 
tempol, 10 mM ascorbate) by CW and RS (left) and with saturating concentrations (10 
mM tempol, excess ascorbate) via RS only (right). Each data point represents a full field-
swept spectrum, shown in the inset to each decay curve. The 3-line signal is from tempol 
and the sharper, single line is from the ascorbyl radical, marked with a red asterisk (left). 
 
 To characterize the reaction rate the concentration of ascorbic acid was varied and 
RS measurements performed (Fig 2.20). The reaction was performed by mixing 5 mL of 
1 mM tempol and between 0.2-1 mL of 10 mM ascorbic acid in a small beaker before 
pulling the reaction mixture into the resonator via a negative pressure syringe driven 
Teflon transfer line that is approximately 0.9 mm ID. Because of this, concentration of 
tempol varied slightly depending on the final volume of the reaction mixture after 
addition of a variable volume of 10 mM ascorbic acid. At the beginning of the EPR 
experiment, the instrument is tuned using 1.0 mM tempol in the transfer line. In each 
measurement, 300 independent field-swept RS spectra were recorded over a period of 
approximately 48 minutes. Each spectrum consisted of 30,720 spectral averages, each 
with seven field-swept spectra in the time domain (3.5 sinusoidal scan cycles) for a total 
number of 215,040 spectral averages per spectrum. The experiment was performed such 
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that data collection begins during the reaction and before injection into the resonator. For 
this reason, the first few spectra recorded are not of the reaction but instead of the 
standard tempol solution already present in the resonator. Approximately 60 spectra were 
used in the calculation of the data presented in Fig 2.20, beginning at 100 seconds 
following initial recording and approximately 40-60 seconds following injection. The 
results support that, when properly controlled for starting concentration, RS gives 
improved resolution of spectral changes that occur on the EPR timescale.  
 
Fig 2.20: Reaction of approximately 0.8-0.9 mM tempol with varying concentrations of 
ascorbic acid. Maximum EPR intensity at the start of the reaction was assumed to be the 
starting concentration of tempol which varied slightly between experiments.  
 
The use of RS allows molecular dynamics to be monitored on a timescale of 
seconds which is significantly shorter than the CW timescale of tens of seconds when 
using commercially available digitizers and realistic spectral acquisition parameters. In 
the pursuit of faster data acquisition, it is possible in a CW experiment to forego the field-
swept spectrum and only record intensity as a function of time at a single field position. 
Monitoring a single field position greatly enhances data collection rate; however, spectral 
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averaging is limited and any change in spectral features is lost. In the pursuit of both fast 
data acquisition and full field-swept spectra, faster RS data acquisition will be possible as 
digitizers are improved and spectrometer overhead is decreased. 
 
2.4.3 Decay of common spin traps via bromine oxidation 
Many commonly used spin traps contain an unsaturated carbon adjacent to a 
nitrogen-oxygen bond. This carbon is vulnerable to oxidation and subsequent carbonyl 
formation in the presence of some oxidizing agents.114,115 In the experiments with Dr. 
Chris Aretz pertaining to samarium mediated reductions, described in section 2.2 and in 
Ref 58, it was observed that an unexpected product was formed when a solution of DMPO 
was mixed with Br2 and exposed to white light. The product exhibited nitrogen hyperfine 
coupling that was smaller than expected for oxidized DMPO (~16 G expected, ~7 G 
observed).77,116,117 The unexpected signal was first recorded during the control 
experiments to determine if the bromine atom in 5-bromo-6-oxo-6-phenylhexyl 
methansulfonate was reacting with the spin trap. Similar spectra have been reported in the 
literature, and attributed to the formation of an acyl-nitroxide, DMPOX.114 The proposed 
acyl-nitroxide is unstable for linear spin traps, such as PBN and POBN, and rapidly 
fragments, in the presence of a proton source, to an EPR-silent aldehyde and a nitroxide 




Fig 2.21: Proposed reaction scheme of common spin trapping molecules in the presence 
of bromine and light. 
 
The acyl-nitroxide formed from the cyclic pyrrolidine spin trap, DMPO, and the 
product, DMPOX, is more stable than for linear traps. DMPOX has a distinctive nitrogen 
hyperfine splitting (~ 7 G) and forms over the course of an hour with excess Br2 (Fig 
2.22).114,117 RS experiments were performed similar to those for tempol plus ascorbate. 
DMPO (40 mM) was exposed to ambient light in the presence of excess bromine before 
being drawn into the negative pressure syringe driven Teflon tubing and into the EPR 
resonator. Two full sinusoidal cycles and 204,800 spectral averages were collected for 
each RS spectrum (Fig 2.22, left) for a total of 819,200 averaged full field-swept spectra. 
Approximately 300 RS spectra were collected sequentially over a period of 110 minutes. 
The growth curve was constructed from the signal amplitude of the RS spectra with 
respect to time. The reaction proceeded over the course of 60 minutes and no changes in 
spectra were observed after formation of DMPOX.  
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Fig 2.22: RS spectrum and the kinetics of formation of DMPOX from DMPO in aqueous 
Br2. The reaction was monitored by observation of the maximum EPR intensity present 
throughout the spectrum.  
 
Similar RS experiments were performed for linear spin traps PBN and POBN 
similar to those above. PBN (40 mM) was exposed to ambient light in the presence of 
excess bromine before being drawn into the negative pressure syringe driven Teflon 
tubing and into the EPR resonator. Two full sinusoidal cycles and 204,800 spectral 
averages were collected for each RS spectrum (Fig 2.23, left) for a total of 819,200 
averaged full field-swept spectra. Approximately 300 RS spectra were collected 
sequentially over a period of 110 minutes. A lag phase was observed before the reaction 
mixture became spectroscopically active. The growth curve was constructed from the 
signal amplitude of the RS spectra with respect to time (Fig 2.23, right). The reaction 
proceeded over the course of 120 minutes. There appears to be several nitroxide products 
within the late reaction RS spectra, and it is only in the early RS spectra that a PBNOX-
like nitroxide may be present alone (Fig 2.23, left). In the case of PBN, benzaldehyde and 
a tert-butyl nitroxide fragment are the likely products with evidence of a benzaldehyde 
initially suspected from the odor of late reaction mixtures. In both PBN and POBN, 
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proton splitting indicative of an aldehyde was observed by NMR following a benzene 
extraction of the reaction mixture. Further experiments are necessary to support the 
identity of all products observed.  
 
Fig 2.23: RS spectra of the formation of PBNOX and other fragmentation products from 
PBN in aqueous Br2. The reaction was monitored by observation of the maximum EPR 
intensity present throughout the spectrum. 
 
 Though the reaction times investigated with regards to spin trap decay are quite 
long in comparison to the faster examples for tempol and ascorbate, the S/N and data 
acquisition speed required to observe the acyl-nitroxide spectrum when performing 
experiments with linear spin traps was only made possible by RS. Because nitroxides and 
spin traps are commonly used to probe varying redox environments, it is necessary to 
characterize both the formulation and decay products of spin-trapped adducts. Of 
particular importance is bromine, which has recently been found to contribute to collagen 
formation, and is redox active in systems that are already complicated in the number of 
differing redox species present.118 Of particular interest in these environments is the 
approach of fingerprinting, using several different spin traps in a single system to 
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elucidate trends.84 RS will be paramount in these investigations from both an S/N 

















































Chapter Three: Development of a digital Saturation Recovery instrument 
 
“When chasing gremlins, they often get much worse before getting better.” 
- Richard Quine 
 
 
Dedicated saturation recovery (SR) EPR spectrometers have been previously 
reported at frequencies of 250 MHz, 1 GHz and 9 GHz.7,8,119–122 Due to the advent of 
arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs), it is possible to reconsider the complicated 
construction of standalone saturation recovery spectrometers and, in particular, the 
switching processes necessary to perform the saturation recovery experiment. AWGs 
have formed the basis of several EPR spectrometers documented in the literature 
demonstrating the effectiveness of replacing traditional microwave sources with new, 
wideband AWGs that may be operated with very precise timing control.24,123–125 Our goal 
was the construction of an AWG-based digital microwave bridge for performing 
saturation recovery experiments similar to prior homebuilt systems at X-band.7,119–121 
AWGs available at X-band suffer from considerably high phase noise relative to 
traditional microwave sources.24,29 With the guidance and direction of Richard Quine, the 
overall design of the spectrometer was conceived to satisfy three figures of merit, listed 
below with decreasing priority. 
 Flexibility: It was decided early in the design of the digital saturation recovery 
bridge that the most important benefits of the digital spectrometer would be the expanded 
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flexibilities offered by the AWG, including microwave generation, timing, and pulse 
shaping. Timing events may be controlled by several event markers with high accuracy, 
eliminating traditional hardware switching and increasing both the resolution with which 
switching events may occur and the number of unique switching events. This design 
would effectively decrease the spectrometer footprint while expanding the repertoire of 
EPR experiments that may be performed in a single instrument. AWGs are wideband and 
able to synthesize any frequency below the hardware-limited maximum sampling rate. 
For EPR spectrometers, the bandwidth limiting component is usually the resonator due to 
critical coupling requirements. The digital saturation recovery bridge was designed to 
accommodate many different resonators, further increasing flexibility of the instrument.     
 Accuracy: Digital waveform synthesis allows for increased reproducibility while 
preserving variability in microwave frequency relative to solid state sources. Because the 
waveform begins as a mathematical function, variability is only introduced by error 
associated with the fundamental oscillator and subsequent multipliers within the AWG. 
When adequately controlling variations in the operating environment of the spectrometer 
that can impact the resonator frequency, such as ambient temperature and humidity, there 
is no need to adjust the source frequency during experiments. Prior SR instruments 
required an automated frequency control circuit that was set to monitor an external 
resonator to adjust for drifts in both source and resonator frequency; however, both the 
AFC circuitry and external cavity are no longer necessary in the digital SR spectrometer. 
In most cases, the error associated with frequency synthesis in AWG-based experiments 
is decreased relative to adjustable analog microwave sources, leading to more precise 
relaxation measurements and greater reproducibility in the S/N of the resultant recovery 
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curve. It was thereby anticipated that the AWG-based SR spectrometer would improve 
the overall reproducibility of the experiments performed relative to prior spectrometers.  
 Noise Suppression: SR is widely considered a “low S/N” technique because of the 
small signal detected. Current specifications for source noise for an AWG are poorer than 
the Gunn diode sources used in modern SR systems. This raises a concern that use of an 
AWG would increase noise in the detected signal if not controlled appropriately. There 
are inherent flaws when synthesizing microwaves from a discretely defined digital 
waveform, such as increased jitter if waveforms are not designed to loop appropriately or 
when the fundamental oscillator within the AWG demonstrates particularly high source 
noise relative to other microwave sources. It was necessary to develop a microwave 
bridge design that suppressed resultant noise relative to the signal of interest. Careful 
attention was given to component specification and placement within the microwave 
bridge to minimize noise while maximizing the voltage of the acquired signal. Overall 
gain and noise figures were recorded at many iterative stages of instrument design, 
dictating necessary revisions that would ultimately yield an instrument capable of further 
decreasing the limit of detection to lower spin concentrations relative to prior SR 
spectrometers.  
 
3.1 Instrument design and performance 
The fundamental measurement by the EPR spectrometer is of voltage.31 The 
recorded EPR signal, in voltage, must be properly isolated from all other voltage sources 
within the instrument for accurate signal detection. Artifact signals from non-EPR 
sources often contribute to the detected voltage, typically having distinct frequencies or 
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spectral patterns that aid in identification and isolation relative to the signal of interest. 
The detected voltage in an SR experiment is the same as in CW experiments (Eq. 1.5); 
however, because the signal is detected directly without magnetic field modulation and at 
low power, the signal voltage is lower and more difficult to distinguish from random 
noise than what is typically seen in a CW experiment. 
  The primary functions leading to increased signal voltage within the SR 
spectrometer are microwave excitation power, resonator quality factor, and detection 
system gain.13 Source noise, poor resonator coupling, and the associated noise figure of 
the detection system all increase the “noise floor” of the EPR signal measurement.31,126,127 
Additionally, microwave loss is considerably larger at X-band than at lower frequencies 
and every component prior to the detector that requires independent microwave 
connectors and cabling decreases the signal.31,126 All of these factors were considered in 
the design of the digital SR instrument.  
 
3.1.1 Use of arbitrary waveform generators 
When replacing an analog microwave source with one performing digital 
waveform synthesis, considerations of synthetic error are necessary. Decades of 
development surrounding the klystron and Gunn Diode microwave sources specifically 
for the EPR spectrometer have resulted in low noise, stable frequency output over a 
variety of power levels. However, with these microwave sources it is difficult to rapidly 
change the frequency or amplitude of the output to perform SR experiments or generate 
shaped pulses. The AWG is a relatively new feat of engineering, allowing the 
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experimentalist to generate many frequencies while simultaneously manipulating the 
shape, duration, and excitation profile of the resultant waveform.24,123–125  
Analog microwave sources produce an operating frequency that is a continuous 
output that does not vary with time; however, these sources suffer from large 
susceptibilities to the environment when attempting to output stable frequency while 
maintaining some adjustability.128 Digital waveform synthesis, such as in an arbitrary 
waveform generator, has a defined resolution, specified in sample rate, shown in Fig 
3.1.128,129 Each sample is an individual, discretely defined point in the resulting 
waveform.128 This discretization results in greatly increased frequency stability due to the 
ability to mathematically describe the requested waveform. Both analog and digital 
frequency synthesis suffer from “jitter”, a term typically used to describe the error 
associated with time-domain signal synthesis.130–132 Jitter within the microwave source 
generates a very small bandwidth of frequencies centered around the requested frequency 
and results from fluctuations in analog sources.130–132 In digital synthesis, the resulting 
jitter may be estimated from the length of adjacent, individual discretized values when 
hardware jitter is not considered. The maximum discretization induced jitter is then the 
sum of all jitter over the difference in time of the beginning of one discretized step to the 





Fig 3.1: Analog-generated and discretely generated sinusoidal waveforms. Jitter from 
analog frequency generation results in a small band of frequencies due to inconsistent 
oscillator stability (top). Jitter from digital sources results from error associated with 
frequency synthesis in discrete steps (middle). A representation of the oscillator output 
and associated errors is presented (bottom). Digitization steps are typically smoothed by 
the impedance of the system. Adapted from IEEE Standard definitions.129 
 
Defining a sinusoidal oscillator digitally requires sufficient sampling of the 
desired frequency and is described by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling rate theorem,133  
“If a function f(x) contains no frequencies higher than W cps [cycles per second], it is 
completely determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/2W seconds 
apart.” By this reasoning, a 10 GHz waveform may be generated from an AWG 
sampling at a rate of 20 gigasamples per second (GSa/s). Typically, the impedance of the 
system results in a rounded off sinusoidal waveform when using a fundamental oscillator 
of only two points per cycle. In practice as it relates to the EPR experiment, using so few 
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points in the mathematically described waveform results in increases in noise generated 
by the microwave source. This noise, often referred to as source noise or phase noise, is 
much greater for AWGs than for analog sources and is a significant problem at X-band 
frequencies.130,131 Because the microwave frequency is required for both excitation and 
detection in SR experiments, this noise may be present in the final EPR spectrum and 
should be minimized as much as possible. It is possible to utilize a fundamental oscillator 
as the reference clock input to the AWG rather than using the internal oscillator, giving 
the opportunity to preserve the capability of waveform synthesis while taking advantage 
of low noise oscillators. With proper selection, a reference clock may greatly decrease 
source noise in waveform synthesis. The digital SR system is reported in Ref.29 Richard 
Quine provided invaluable advice on the design and testing of the instrument. The video 
amplifiers and transistor-transistor logic (TTL) circuit were designed and built by 
Richard Quine. Early designs of the instrument are detailed in the dissertation of Dr. 
Zhelin Yu in Ref.134 
 
3.1.2 Component layout and overview 
The digital SR instrument was designed to utilize an AWG as the microwave 
source, the control system for fast switching of the microwave power, and for triggering 
of the digitizer. The SR system described in this chapter is an accessory to a Bruker 
E500T instrument, such that only the main field magnet and digitizer from the Bruker 
system are used. This approach was chosen to employ Bruker Xepr software for field 
control and data collection. In addition to two Bruker resonators, an ER4118X-MS-5 and 
an ER4118X-MD-5, several additional resonators aided in the characterization of figures 
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of merit and overall instrument performance. The system was designed to accommodate 
both reflection and crossed-loop resonators. A schematic of the instrument is in Fig 3.2, 
followed by a list of components used in Table 3.1.  
 
















Table 3.1: Overview of the components used within the AWG-SR bridge. Reproduced 
with permission from McPeak et al.29 
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1.2  8-12 30  
Phase 
shifter 
ARRA (9828A) 0.75  0-18   
Circulator UTE Microwave 
(CP-5444-OT) 
0.8  7-11   
Limiter Aertech 
(A9L111B) 
0.6     
*At 1 dB compression point. 
**The effective noise figure is increased to 4.3 dB by the 3 dB loss of the switches, 
cabling, and limiter on its input when using about 1 ft of cable to connect to a resonator.  
***When the double balanced mixer is used as a phase sensitive detector, the estimated 
loss is about 1.5 dB.31 When the quadrature mixer is used as a phase sensitive detector, 




3.1.3 Power delivery and tuning 
The microwave source is comprised of a Tektronix 70002A AWG and a Wenzel 
Associates 500-29237 rev. C low noise clock source. The Wenzel source produces a 
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constant 12.5 GHz frequency that then serves as the input to the AWG. A final multiplier 
within the Tektronix AWG generates the fundamental sampling rate of 25 GSa/s. There 
are two independent microwave outputs, each with a nominal 330 µW, as well as one 
additional dependent microwave output per channel for a total of four microwave 
outputs. The dependent microwave outputs produce the equivalent output of their 
respective channel, phase rotated by 90°. Two independent microwave outputs form the 
excitation frequency and a reference waveform to supply local oscillator input for the 
mixer in the bridge. In cases where the fundamental and reference waveforms may be the 
same frequency, one independent microwave output and one dependent, equivalent 
output may be used; however, it is convenient for resonator matching to use independent 
microwave outputs.  
Each independent microwave output is associated with four event markers for a 
total of eight event markers. The event markers produce 1.4 V in the high state; however, 
switching components in the bridge require 5 V. A transistor-transistor logic gate within 
the bridge increases the marker voltage from 1.4 V to 5 V and creates 3 logical outputs 
from two inputs, further increasing the total event marker outputs available for various 
component triggering. Switching from high, saturating power to low, attenuated power in 
a time that is short relative to the SR experiment is performed in this manner, controlled 
by three TTL logical outputs. An additional event marker direct from the AWG triggers 
either the SpecJet II digitizer or a LeCroy WaveRunner oscilloscope.  
The SR experiment requires a period of continuous saturating power followed 
immediately by a very low, continuous, excitation power. To perform these tasks, three 
microwave excitation pathways exist within the bridge, each with differing power 
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amplification abilities. The path used for saturating the spin system contains a 17 dB gain 
amplifier followed by a 2-Watt power amplifier resulting in 800 mW available at the 
resonator input for adequate saturation of the spin system. The low power excitation 
pathway contains a 24 dB gain amplifier for observing the recovery of the spin system 
from saturation. These microwave paths are shown in Fig 3.3, taken from the larger 
figure presented earlier. The change in power, from saturating to low observation levels, 
must be fast relative to the recovery of the spin system from saturation. This is 
accomplished by the two 3-position microwave switches at the beginning and end of the 
excitation path diagram (Fig 3.3). These switches are controlled via the AWG event 
markers and the TTL circuit as they require 5 V for switching. Due to the large power 
levels present from the saturation path, an additional isolator and switch are required to 
prevent leakage to other, low power observation paths. The switch is controlled by the 
same event marker as the microwave path selection switches and serves to further isolate 
the high-power amplifier path when using lower power paths.  
 
Fig 3.3: Microwave excitation pathways for saturating and observing the recovery of the 
spin system. The microwave switches can switch between microwave paths in 
approximately 50 ns. Adapted from McPeak et al.29 
 
The observation path contains additional switches, controlled from the bridge 
front panel, to bypass the 24 dB amplifier present in this path. A voltage-controlled 
attenuator, also controlled from the bridge front panel, allows for both attenuation of the 
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amplified signal and attenuation of the microwave output of the AWG when bypassing 
the amplifier. This creates a wide array of available observation power levels from a few 
nanowatts to a maximum of ~7 mW of available power at the input to the resonator when 
connected by 12” of coaxial cabling. A third, straight-through path is available for 
diagnostics and troubleshooting of instrument performance and is easily accessible from 
a removable top panel.  
Because the microwave power is present during observation, the resonator must 
be critically coupled to minimize reflected power and prevent saturation of the detection 
system. Resonator matching, or tuning, is performed by synthesizing a frequency chirp 
and a reference waveform in the AWG such that the Fourier transform of the reflected 
waveform may be observed on a lower performance oscilloscope (<500 MHz bandwidth, 
typically). The frequency chirp is often of wider bandwidth than the resonator to 
adequately perform the Fourier transform free of baseline drift. The reference waveform, 
typically a constant frequency set at the lowest frequency present in the chirp waveform, 
provides the local oscillator input to a double balanced mixer. The resulting signal after 
mixing, now a frequency chirp from near DC to ca. <500 MHz during routine operation, 
may be viewed on a low frequency oscilloscope rather than observing the resonator 
absorption profile near the carrier frequency of ca. 9 GHz. To view frequencies that are 
significantly higher than the bandwidth of the video amplifier (< 5 MHz) by Fourier 
transform, a switch on the instrument front panel bypasses the video amplifier.  
The tuning circuitry (Fig 3.4) allows observation of the reflection profile of two 
independent resonators and the resulting isolation between them, measured in dB and was 
designed to incorporate a crossed-loop resonator (CLR). A circulator directs microwaves 
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to a transfer switch, which then directs microwaves to either resonator. The reflected 
waveform is directed by the circulator to the detection system. When energized, the same 
transfer switch directs excitation microwaves to one resonator, while directing the 
resultant EPR signal in the orthogonal resonator to the detection system. A final 
microwave switch controls the input to the detection system and selects for either the 
reflected microwaves from a single resonator via the circulator or the transmitted 
microwaves through a transmission resonator or CLR.  
 
 
Fig 3.4: An abridged diagram of the circuitry necessary for tuning either a reflection 
resonator (LGR or CLR #1 only), a transmission resonator (CLR #1 to CLR #2), or a 
crossed-loop resonator (CLR #1 to CLR #2, with isolation adjustment). Reproduced with 
permission from Rinard et al.135 
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The system was designed to accommodate either reflection or transmission 
resonators with the specific purpose of developing a crossed-loop resonator for use at X-
band. In a crossed-loop resonator, two orthogonal resonators surround a single sample 
space. If properly oriented with respect to one another, the isolation between resonators 
may be as high as ~33 dB in the resonator designed and built at DU and is measurable 
using the selection switches on the front panel and a standard oscilloscope. Though 
complicated in circuitry, tuning path selection is minimized to only two switches on the 
front panel. One switch selects for “tune” mode or “operate” mode and controls both 
microwave switches, labeled A and B in Fig 3.4, which bypasses the video amplifier for 
tuning. A second switch selects for operation of the transfer switch and directs 
microwaves to either of two resonators while also selecting detector input. Isolation 
between two resonators of a crossed-loop resonator is adjusted by monitoring signal 
transmission magnitude (in dB) on an oscilloscope.  
 
3.1.4 The detection system 
The detection system (Fig 3.5) consists of a 34 dB low noise microwave 
amplifier, either a double balanced or quadrature mixer and a video amplifier designed 
and built by Richard Quine (Fig 3.6) that is based on a similar, previous design.7,31 A 
limiter is placed on the input to the microwave amplifier to protect the system from 
reflected power that may be present if the resonator is not well tuned. The mixer is 
selectable from the front panel. The video amplifier contains two identical channels. Each 
channel contains selectable 4-pole Butterworth filters (10 kHz, 100 kHz, 2 MHz) for 
controlling bandwidth and variable gain settings (34, 40, 46, 54 dB) to adequately 
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increase the signal voltage to an appropriate level for input to the digitizer (Fig 3.6). The 
digitizer in the system is a Bruker SpecJet II; however, after mixing to near DC levels 
any digitizer with appropriate speed and resolution may be used.  
 
 
Fig 3.5: An overview of the detection system in the digital SR bridge. Adapted from 
McPeak et al.29 
 
Both the quadrature mixer and the double balanced mixer were used as phase 
sensitive detectors.31 In this application, a reference waveform establishes the bandwidth 
of the mixer allowing only the microwave frequency of interest to be transmitted, greatly 
rejecting noise.31 The reference waveform is synthesized by the AWG. A 28 dB 
microwave amplifier provides appropriate power to either mixer. A phase shifter is 
placed after the amplifier both to match the phase of the microwave signal input to the 
mixer and to account for mismatches in path length between the microwave excitation 
path and the local oscillator path. To prevent saturation of the video amplifier due to the 
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high gain of the microwave amplifier, the voltage of the reference waveform is set to zero 
during the saturating period and for a very brief period following saturation. The double 
balanced mixer requires both a reference waveform and sufficient power from the 
reference to adequately detect a signal. Without either of these inputs, the mixer acts as a 
blanking switch and prevents excess power from saturating the video amplifier. This 
control by the reference waveform is often referred to as detector blanking and the timing 
is managed by the output of the AWG. An event marker output of the AWG is used to 
trigger the SpecJet II digitizer. 
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Fig 3.6: An overview of both the gain circuit (top) and filter circuit (bottom) of the video 
amplifier. Only one channel is shown; however, the bridge contains two identical 
channels within the video amplifier. Both gain and filter settings are selectable from the 
front panel of the SR bridge. Reproduced with permission from McPeak et al.29 
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3.1.5 Testing system performance 
An ideal oscillator produces a sinusoid at a single frequency that may be defined 
by an infinitely narrow peak in the Fourier domain.128 No oscillator is ideal and in many 
cases the oscillator has significant uncertainty, leading to many frequencies present in 
Fourier domain.129 Source noise, or phase noise, is the deviation of the output of a 
microwave source from a single sinusoid and is defined by the amplitudes of the 
frequencies present near the targeted frequency in the Fourier domain, referred to as 
sidebands.132 Integration of the amplitudes of the frequencies in the sidebands from the 
target frequency, or carrier, to a specified bandwidth enables the comparison of different 
microwave sources.132,136 This measurement is reported in units of decibels (dB) below 
the carrier and is a measure of the intensity of the integrated sideband amplitudes relative 
to the carrier amplitude in the Fourier domain.132 Sideband frequencies arise from 
inconsistencies in the fundamental oscillator in the time domain and increase with 
increasing uncertainty in the oscillator (Fig 3.7).129 These inconsistencies can be defined 
by the variance in the zero-crossing point in the time domain oscillation.129–132 Previously 
described by Shannon and coworkers, a microwave frequency of 10 GHz (near X-band) 
requires an oscillator operating at a minimum of 20 GSa/s.133 The AWG employed in the 
digital SR spectrometer has a maximum sampling rate of 25 GSa/s and may define a 10 
GHz oscillation at a rate of 2.5 samples per cycle. Phase noise decreases with increasing 
samples per cycle due to fewer inconsistencies present in the zero-point crossing of the 




Fig 3.7: Errors in the time domain signal of the fundamental oscillator yield significant 
increases in sideband noise that can be seen in a Fourier transform of the oscillating 
signal. It is common to only report a single sideband noise specification. Adapted from 
Electronics Notes.137 
 
Because phase noise contributes to noise in the detected SR signal, it was 
important to compare the phase noise when operating with the AWG to that of a standard 
EPR spectrometer microwave source. Additionally, the phase noise of the AWG was 
measured when using a Wenzel Associates Golden frequency source as a fundamental 
oscillator for the AWG. The internal AWG oscillator, the AWG with Wenzel source, and 
a Gunn diode microwave source from a Bruker Elexys E500T commercial spectrometer 
were compared. The phase noise typical of commercial EPR spectrometers is about -140 
dBc at a 100 kHz offset, which is the typical modulation frequency used in CW 
spectrometers. The phase noise of the internal oscillator of the Tektronix AWG is about – 
100 dBc at 100 kHz and this is decreased to -136 dBc at 100 kHz offset when using the 
Wenzel source with the AWG.  
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To quantify the effects of source noise on the SR experiment, the noise present in 
the reflected signal as a function of increasing power was recorded using each of the 
three sources listed above (Fig 3.8). The standard deviation of the time domain signal was 
calculated in Matlab (MathWorks). For this comparison, a Bruker ER4118X-MD-5 
resonator with sufficiently high Q was used. A constant X-band frequency was generated 
(~330 uW) from each of the three sources and used as the input to the digital SR bridge. 
The resultant noise was recorded as the microwave power was varied within the limits of 
the voltage-controlled attenuator. The phase noise was integrated over a bandwidth of 2 
MHz which is the full bandwidth of the video amplifier and is limited by the operational 
amplifiers. A video gain of 54 dB was used.  
The standard deviation of the noise was independent of incident power up to 
about 1 microwatt for all three microwave sources, which is attributed to other noise 
sources in the instrument. Power on the order of microwatts to ten microwatts is routinely 
used during SR experiments. At these power levels, standard deviation of the noise 
present is significantly less in all three microwave sources than at higher powers. At 
relatively high observe powers for the SR experiment (~1 mW), the standard deviation of 
the noise when using the AWG internal clock is about a factor of 10 greater than for the 
Bruker Gunn diode. Addition of the Wenzel clock decreases the standard deviation of the 
noise by a factor of six when compared to the AWG internal clock. The Wenzel external 
clock source reduces noise at higher powers when using the AWG as a microwave source 
and in practice the Wenzel clock was always used when performing measurements with 




Fig 3.8: The noise in the detected signal, integrated over a bandwidth of 2 MHz, when 
using either a Bruker Gunn diode, the AWG internal clock, and the Wenzel clock input to 
the AWG. The increase in noise above the threshold value at low power is assigned to 
source noise. Reproduced with permission from McPeak et al.29 
 
To perform experiments at ca. 9 GHz, the AWG must synthesize waveforms 
using slightly more than 2.5 average samples per cycle given the maximum sampling rate 
of 25 GSa/s. This may be accomplished in a number of ways. Early in the instrument 
design and before incorporating the Wenzel external clock, waveforms were synthesized 
with a constant 2.5 samples per cycle and the AWG sampling rate was decreased to 
match the output frequency to the absorption frequency of the resonator.134 This method 
has the advantage of permitting rapid calculation of the waveform to compensate for 
resonator heating or changes in the external environment of the spectrometer. However, it 
was observed that the ending of the first waveform in the observation window did not 
match the beginning of the preceding waveform, creating an imperfect transition when 
performing experiments where waveforms are repeated for continuous microwave output. 
This imperfection in the waveform increases source noise (Fig 3.9) due to the coherent 
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jitter associated with an error occurring at a specific, lower frequency of the fundamental 
oscillator.138  
 
Fig 3.9: The increase in noise when synthesizing the microwave signal from a non-
continuous, looping waveform is observed as a broadening of the peak width in a Fourier 
transformation. Adapted from Göğüş et al.138  
 
To minimize this error, waveforms were synthesized with a varying number of 
points per cycle and a constant sampling rate. Instead of varying the clock rate of the 
AWG and defining the number of points per cycle, the output frequency and the sample 
rate are explicitly defined while allowing the number of points per cycle to vary. The 
appropriate number of full cycles is calculated to be the greatest common divisor of both 
the sample rate and the required carrier frequency (ca. 9 GHz), resulting in synthesized 
waveforms that vary in length but are continuous when looped.139 This is considerably 
less flexible in terms of experimental design. However, the reduction in source noise 
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observed when looping transitions are smooth greatly improves spectrometer 
performance. Source noise was reduced by as much as 6 dB at 700 MHz when using the 
“greatest common divisor” method of waveform generation relative to the source noise 
observed when varying the clock rate to reach the desired frequency.28 
The absolute gain and noise figure of the detection system were modeled. The 
gain may be approximated based on the total gain present in the system minus the 
microwave losses. The total noise figure can be modeled by the following equation for 
high gain networks, 









 Eq. 3.1 
where F is the noise figure and G is the gain of the amplifiers in the order of signal 
amplification, in series.5 The two amplifiers in the detection system of the digital SR 
spectrometer are (1) a 34 dB, L3 Narda Miteq AFS4-08001200- 20-20P-4 with a 1.3 dB 
noise figure and (2) a video amplifier built by Richard Quine with selectable gain (34, 40, 
46, 54 dB) and a noise figure of 28 dB. The first stage was chosen to be particularly high 
gain and low noise figure to minimize the effects of the video amplifier due to its high 
noise figure. In addition to component selection, the total microwave losses must be 
considered, which are significant at X-band (ca. 9 GHz). In the path of lowest microwave 
loss within the detection system, a total of 3 dB microwave loss was measured before the 
input to the first detection amplifier, increasing the noise figure of the first stage from 1.3 
dB to 4.3 dB in the above calculation. 
The end-to-end gains and noise figures in the digital SR spectrometer were 
measured using a wideband calibrated noise source and a Lecroy Waverunner 
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oscilloscope. Because the gain is constant for the system and should be independent of 
incident power, a linear relationship is expected between the power input and output with 
a scaling factor that is the gain of the amplifier (Fig 3.10).140 The noise figure is 
calculated based on the relationship between the amplifier performance and the 
performance of an ideal amplifier (Fig 3.10).140  A calculation of overall gain and noise 
figure may be made from two relatively simple measurements, Pout,hot and Pout,cold, where 
each refers to the recorded output of an amplifier or series of amplifiers in the presence or 
absence of a calibrated reference. In the calculations, a calibrated noise source (28 dB at 
ca. 9 GHz) was used. It is necessary for the calculation of Pin,cold and Pin,hot to know the 
expected thermal noise of the system and the additional noise provided by the calibrated 
source. The expected thermal noise is given by,  
 E+),?@.A = −174 + (10 ∗ log((Q;[\][^ℎ)) Eq. 3.2 
where -174 is the input noise of a hypothetical noise-free amplifier operating over a 1 Hz 
bandwidth, in decibels per milliwatt (dBm).141 Pin,hot is calculated by summing Pin,cold and 
the noise introduced by the calibrated noise source. Pout,cold and Pout,hot may then be 
measured, and the resultant overall gain calculated based on the following equation.  
 TQ]; = 	
∆E@B*
∆E+)
 Eq. 3.3 
With the gain measured, a calculation of noise figure based on the behavior of an ideal 
amplifier is performed by comparing the expected output relative to the measured output, 
as follows; 
 E+) + TQ]; = "7_*`^*[	E@B* Eq. 3.4 
 a*QGbc*[	E@B* − "7_*`^*[	E@B* = <d]G*	R]&bc*	(<R) Eq. 3.5 
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where all measurements are made with the calibrated noise source active. The 
calculations of gain and noise figure may be performed for a single component or for a 
series of components, as has been performed in the digital SR bridge.  
 
Fig 3.10: An illustration of the relationship of gain and noise figure relative to an ideal 
amplifier, allowing for measurement of both. In this example, “cold” and “hot” refer to 
presence or absence of a calibrated reference input. Adapted from Keysight PNA-X Series 
Application Notes.140 
 
To measure the overall gain and noise figure of the detection system on the digital 
SR spectrometer, the calibrated noise source was placed on port 2 (CLR #2). This port is 
used with a CLR or transmission resonator. Reflection resonators are used in port 1 (LGR 
or CLR #1). The associated noise figure is significantly increased when using a reflection 
resonator due to additional microwave loss in this path. The overall gain and noise figure 
associated with the CLR #2 detection path were found to be 84 dB and 7 dB, 
respectively, when using the maximum available video gain, 54 dB (Table 3.3). 
 Several standard samples were investigated during testing and optimization of the 
instrument, with relaxation times ranging from 500 ns to 200 µs and numbers of spins 
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from 1015 to 1017. Samples included fluid solutions, single crystals, crushed solids, and 
powders. All samples were placed in approximately 4 mm OD quartz EPR tubes. The 
samples of 0.4 mM PDT in heavy mineral oil, trityl-CD3, and the amino acid nitroxide 
crushed solid sample, DICPO in PVA/Borate glass, were all degassed to remove oxygen 
by freeze-pump-thaw methods and flame sealed. Trityl-CD3 was placed in 0.9 mm OD 
Teflon tubing supported in the EPR tube. Coal and irradiated glycylglycine were powder 
samples. For the longest relaxation times observed, a 24.4 Mrad rod of fused quartz was 
used. Relaxation measurements were validated by comparison with prior reports in the 
literature or with pulse and conventional SR-EPR measurements performed specifically 














Table 3.2: Samples used during optimization of the digital SR instrument. Reproduced 
with permission from McPeak et al.29 
 
 
 Data were collected with a microwave B1 that ranged from 3.2 to 150 mG, where 
longer values of T1 necessitated the use of lower B1. Spectra collected for standard 
samples are shown in Fig 3.11. SR curves of coal, glycylglycine, trityl-CD3 and PDT 
were fit with an exponential model and both the residual analysis and an off-resonance 
collected data set are shown. Data were collected using a 2 MHz detection bandwidth and 
either a Bruker ER4118-MS5 or a 5-loop-4-gap resonator. A variable delay was added to 
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prevent saturation of the digitizer ranging from 0.8 to 8 µs. Total data acquisition time 
was under 15 seconds in all cases. The CW spectra of each sample is also shown as an 
inset to each recovery curve presented in Fig 3.11.  
 
Fig 3.11: SR data collected with the digital SR instrument for coal (a), irradiated 
glycylglycine (b), trityl-CD3 (c), and PDT (d), where saturation recovery data are shown 
in blue, an exponential fit is overlaid in red, a residual analysis is shown in yellow after 
subtracting the fit from the data, and an off resonance collected SR curve is shown in 
purple. The CW spectrum is shown as an inset and an approximate linewidth for each 
spectrum is given. Reproduced with permission from McPeak et al.29 
 
 In addition to the standard samples shown above, irradiated fused quartz was 
measured using the digital SR system as a challenge to record long relaxation times. It is 
known that the relaxation time for the EPR signal produced by g-irradiation varies with 
position in the line.145 The resulting T1 measurements with respect to field position of the 
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irradiated fused-quartz sample are shown in Fig 3.13. Each T1 value reported is the 
average of 5 replicates collected without replacing the sample or altering sample position. 
The data acquisition time for each replicate measurement was approximately 90 seconds. 
The associated error is reported for T1 at the given field positions. The error increases 
with decreasing S/N in the integrated CW signal (Fig 3.12). Low microwave B1 was 
required to prevent saturation effects which may lead to the observation of an erroneously 
fast T1 relaxation rate.  
 
Fig 3.12: Relaxation data collected with the digital SR instrument for irradiated fused-
quartz. The integrated CW spectrum (a) and the average T1 recorded at each field 
position (b) are shown with the same field axis. Reproduced with permission from 
McPeak et al.29 
 
 As mentioned previously, the digital SR instrument does not utilize automatic 
frequency control (AFC), and could be susceptible to instrument instabilities due to 
fluctuations in the source output or the resonator frequency. The most common reason to 
utilize an AFC is to provide a feedback loop to adjust the operating frequency of the 
instrument when the frequency of the resonator changes. This occurs in small EPR 
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resonators due to heating of the resonator by the incident power and therefore a change in 
the frequency. The large incident power required for the saturating portion of the SR 
experiment combined with the switching to very low incident power creates a large 
differential in heat generation with respect to time. To account for this, the instrument 
must reach a steady state before performing measurements on any specific sample of 
interest. Two examples are shown in Fig 3.13 of the stability of the instrument when 
performing measurements on the coal and trityl-CD3 samples. After a steady state has 
been achieved, replicate measurements of the recovery curve for the coal sample were 
recorded over a period of 16 hours. The observed deviation in T1 and S/N were 1% and 
8% over the full 16-hour period, demonstrating considerable instrument stability 
achieved without an AFC circuit. Greater variance was observed in the relaxation 
measurements of trityl-CD3, primarily due to the much smaller linewidth. The observed 
CW linewidth of coal is approximately 5 Gauss, which yields a tolerance in frequency 
drift of approximately 7 MHz from the center of the spectrum. However, the observed 
CW linewidth of trityl-CD3 is much smaller, only 50 mG, and may only tolerate a 
frequency drift of 70 kHz before departing from resonance. The increased error reported 
when measuring relaxation times in the lower S/N regions of the irradiated fused-quartz 
sample suggests that the large decrease in S/N with respect to time in the stability 
measurements using trityl-CD3 is due to measurements on the wings of the signal (Fig 
3.13). An extended instrument stability measurement was performed with the coal sample 
and it was found that, once steady state has been achieved, the instrument demonstrated 





Fig 3.13: Time dependence of T1 of coal (left) and trityl-CD3 (right) reflecting the 
stability of the instrument. The top panel shows the variability when measuring T1 and 
the bottom panel shows the variability of the S/N of each measurement. Each was 




3.2 Comparisons with a conventional SR spectrometer 
The S/N and reproducibility of T1 were compared for the digital SR spectrometer 
and a conventional SR spectrometer previously designed by Richard Quine.7 The 
conventional system has been upgraded by replacing the Varian E3 microwave bridge 
and digitizer in use at the time of the original paper with a more modern Bruker ER048 
microwave bridge and SpecJet fast digitizer. End-to-end gain and noise figure for the 
overall detection system were investigated using the y-factor method and calibrated noise 
source described above. The calibrated noise source was placed before the coaxial signal 
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calibrated noise source when characterizing the new spectrometer. The gain and noise 
figures for the detection systems of both the conventional SR and digital SR 
spectrometers are listed in Table 3.3. Both the gain and noise figure are higher in the 
digital system; however, the detection amplifier in the digital system is slightly improved 
relative to the conventional system. A video gain of 54 dB was used in both 
measurements. The video amplifier in the conventional system has a significantly lower 
noise figure (~15 dB less) while maintaining equivalent values of gain (34-54 dB) when 
compared to the newer video amplifier present in the digital SR instrument.  
Table 3.3: Comparison of the detection systems in the digital SR and conventional SR 
systems. Reproduced with permission from McPeak et al.29 










Gain 32 78 34 84 
Noise figure 1.4 5 1.3 7 
*The gain and noise figure were measured with the DBM path and the CLR2 input path, 
which is the path with lowest microwave loss. 
 
The S/N of three standard samples, coal, irradiated glycylglycine, and the amino 
acid nitroxide DICPO, were compared for the conventional SR and digital SR systems. 
Because the Bruker SpecJet fast digitizer that is used in the conventional system is an 
earlier generation than the Bruker SpecJet II fast digitizer used in the digital SR 
spectrometer, the settings of the newer digitizer were selected to be within the bounds of 
the older generation of hardware. Data were acquired at the same position in the spectrum 
of each standard sample. A Bruker ER4102 ST TE102 cavity resonator was used on both 
systems for all comparisons. It is a reflection resonator so the digital SR instrument was 
operated in reflection mode (CLR/LGR1). In the digital system the two selectable mixers 
were compared. As expected, the S/N of the recovery curves was decreased by a factor of 
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1.2-1.5 when using the quadrature mixer due to increased microwave loss associated with 
division of the signal between two outputs when compared to the lower loss double 
balanced mixer. When measuring coal and irradiated glycylglycine, both the S/N and the 
reproducibility were improved in the digital system relative to the conventional system 
when using the double balanced mixer rather than the quad mixer. When measuring the 
amino acid DICPO, the S/N was greater using the conventional system. However, the 
error associated with replicate measurements of S/N was decreased substantially when 
using the new system. In all cases, when using the new system, the variance associated 
with replicate measurements was decreased regardless of the mixer selected relative to 
the error observed when using the conventional system. A summary of results is provided 
in Table 3.4, where the microwave excitation was 5 mG in all measurements. The 
detection bandwidth of the conventional system was approximately 1.3 MHz, which is 
slightly lower than the bandwidth of the new system, approximately 2.1 MHz, which 
increases the amount of high frequency noise recorded in the new system and decreases 
the overall S/N by about 27%.  
Table 3.4: S/N of standard samples measured with the conventional SR spectrometer, the 
digital SR spectrometer and double balanced mixer, and the digital SR spectrometer and 
quadrature (I/Q) mixer. Reproduced with permission from McPeak et al.29 
Instrument Coal Glycylglycine DICPO 
Conventional SR 890 ± 270 380 ± 110 350 ± 110 
AWG-SR, DBM 1100 ± 90 430 ± 40 240 ± 30 











The SR experiment is greatly affected by the properties of the resonator. The SR 
experiment requires that the resonator be critically coupled because the microwave power 
is applied during signal detection.30 The reflected power from an overcoupled resonator 
could overwhelm the detector and the signal.127 Employing resonators with higher Q 
could increase signal intensity.13 However, a resonator with higher Q has a longer ring-
down time, which increases the deadtime and makes it more difficult to measure samples 
with shorter T1.
127 Dead time in the SR experiment is defined as the time between the 
conclusion of the saturating waveform and the beginning of data collection and is 
typically the result of instrumental artifacts and switching transients masking the signal of 
interest. Specifically related to the resonator, ring-down is the time required to dissipate 
excess energy.13 If these large voltages persist for a time that is too long relative to the 
relaxation time, they can mask the very low voltage EPR signal.30 When using a double 
balanced mixer as the detector, the ring-down decay time constant, t, can be calculated 
from resonator Q as follows,  
 C = L%t Eq. 3.6 
where v is the resonator frequency.11 To take account of resonator ring-down and 
switching transients, a background spectrum collected off-resonance and assumed to be 
free of EPR signal is subtracted from the spectrum collected on-resonance. Ring-down is 
approximately an exponential decay function and immediately after the saturating pulse 
the resonator ring-down voltage is far too large to be appropriately recorded by the 
digitizer. To permit accurate subtraction the ring-down and switching transients must be 
on-scale to the digitizer. Resonator characteristics and the observed dead time when using 
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the digital SR spectrometer are listed in Table 3.5, including a newly designed crossed-
loop resonator designed and built by Dr. George Rinard.  
Table 3.5: Efficiency, loaded Q, and dead time of several resonators employed during the 
development of the digital saturation recovery spectrometer. Reproduced with permission 
from McPeak et al.29 
Resonator Λ = G/ √W Loaded Q Dead time (µs) 
ER-4118X-MD-5 3.8 9000 2-3 
ER-4118X-MS-5 2 3000 1-1.5 
ER4102 ST 1 3000 1-1.5 
5-loop-4-gap127 3.2 1300 0.6-0.8 
CLR135 1 300 0.6-0.8 
 
When the resonator ring-down has been taken into account or minimized with low 
Q, the next most important contributor to instrumental dead time is the video amplifier. 
This contribution becomes the limiting factor when Q is very low, as seen in Table 3.5. 
The spectrometer has three mechanisms for limiting detection system saturation, a 
detector blanking switch following the 2-watt power amplifier, a limiter placed on the 
input to the 34 dB LNA, and an adjustable LO delay for the mixer. Together, these 
greatly decrease problems with saturation in the detection system. However, the use of 
both high gain and low bandwidth increase the time required for the video amplifier to 
recover from saturation. High gain increases the duration of saturation while low 
bandwidth (ca. 100 kHz or less) increases the time constant of the filter. Therefore, when 
dead time is a concern it is better to use low gain and high bandwidth even though this is 
typically detrimental to S/N. The shortest instrumental deadtime observed was between 
0.6 to 0.8 µs, limiting measurements to relaxation times to samples with T1 longer than 
about 0.5 µs or samples with shorter T1 and very large signal intensity such that a 
relaxation signal is detectable after multiple decay time constants.   
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3.3.1  An X-band crossed-loop resonator 
Significant engineering effort was allocated to accommodate a newly developed 
crossed-loop resonator for use at X-band with the digital SR spectrometer. It was 
anticipated that source noise from the AWG would be a barrier to using the digital SR 
spectrometer, and for this reason, the proper circuitry was incorporated to tune and 
operate a crossed-loop resonator. Crossed-loop resonators have previously been 
employed at 250 MHz, 700 MHz, 1 GHz, and 2.5 GHz in the Eaton lab.28,146–150 Based on 
these designs, an X-band crossed-loop resonator was developed and built by Dr. George 
Rinard consisting of two orthogonal loop-gap resonators. When properly isolated, the 
source noise in the detection resonator is reduced proportional to the isolation between 
the orthogonal resonators.151 
To implement the crossed-loop resonator in the digital SR system, additional 
tuning circuitry was required, described above (Fig 3.4). The crossed-loop resonator has 
tuning adjustment on both the excitation and detection resonators as well as the isolation 
between resonators. The excitation resonator, or driven resonator, has adjustment for both 
frequency and coupling. Two adjustment screws vary the capacitance within the gaps of 
the sample loop, one varies capacitance at the inner conductor of the coaxial cable 
(coupling) and one varies capacitance at the opposite end of the loop (frequency) shown 
in Fig 3.14. The detection resonator only has coupling adjustment via variable 
capacitance at the SMA connector. An additional rotational adjustment allows the 
excitation and detection resonators to pivot relative to one another, thereby varying the 
isolation between the two loop-gap resonators (Fig 3.15). Each resonator may be used 
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independently as a reflection resonator or both may be used as intended in the crossed-
loop configuration when performing experiments with the digital SR instrument.  
 
 
Fig 3.14: Tuning adjustment in the excitation resonator of the crossed-loop resonator. The 
coupling adjustment is performed by rotating an adjustment screw adjacent to the inner 
conductor of the coaxial cable (top) to vary capacitance. The frequency is varied by 
rotating a similar adjustment screw (bottom) at the opposite end of the resonant loop. 





Fig 3.15: The X-band crossed-loop resonator. A graphical depiction of the internal 
resonators of the crossed-loop resonator, shown with coupling, frequency, and isolation 
adjustment screws for the driven resonator (top, left), the detection resonator (top, right) 
and the two assembled orthogonally (bottom, left). A photograph of the resonator, with 
microwave shielding in place is also shown (bottom, right). Each resonator has a separate 
coaxial connector. Reproduced with permission from Rinard et al.135 
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The effective tunable microwave frequencies, critically coupled Q values, and 
resonator efficiency were measured using the crossed-loop resonator and an Anritsu 
network analyzer. The observed mechanical and transmission properties are listed in 
Table 3.6. The resonator efficiency is approximately 1.0 G/ÖW and was determined by 
varying microwave B1 and the length of pulse required for a 90° turning angle based on 
the following relationship,  
 q = g('^C Eq. 3.7 
where q is the pulse turning angle, g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, B1 is the 
microwave excitation field strength, and tP is the length of the microwave pulse.152 
Experiments were performed using the digital SR instrument and a sample of trityl-CD3.  
Table 3.6: Properties of orthogonal resonators within the crossed-loop resonator. 
Reproduced with permission from Rinard et al.135 
Driven (sample) resonator  
Loop size 4.06 mm diameter 
Gap dimensions 10 x 1.35 x 1.5 (gap) mm 
Frequency 9.855 GHz 
Critically coupled Q 380 
Detector (cross) resonator  
Loop size 2.55 x 5.41 (rounded ends) mm 
Gap dimensions 7.6 x 1.9 x 1.8 (gap) mm 
Frequency 8.2 to 10.2 GHz 
Critically coupled Q 350 
Isolation -33 dB 
 
 The largest barrier to using the CLR with the digital SR instrument is the physical 
placement of the resonator in the magnet of the Bruker E500T. At the time of reporting 
(Ref. 135), the CLR was placed in the magnet and the connections between the bridge and 
the resonator were comprised of 4 ft. coaxial cables creating very large microwave losses 
in both the excitation and detection systems. The digital SR system was used to 
demonstrate the capabilities of the resonator and SR measurements were performed using 
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coal and the amino acid nitroxide DICPO investigated above. The results of these 
experiments are shown in Fig 3.16. While recovery times are comparable to prior 
measurements, the resultant S/N reflects the additional loss introduced in the system by 
the long coaxial cables required for resonator placement.  
 
Fig 3.16: SR measurements of coal (left) and the amino acid DICPO (right) using the 
digital SR spectrometer and the X-band CLR. Reproduced with permission from Rinard 
et al.135 
 
 The problems associated with microwave loss when using the CLR were 
subsequently reduced greatly by the use of waveguide, replacing the coaxial cabling 
connecting the detection resonator to the digital SR bridge. This effectively eliminates the 
microwave loss between the resonator and detection system in the bridge, restoring the 
noise figure measured above and greatly reducing the noise during SR measurements. A 
comparison between the S/N observed when measuring the relaxation of coal when using 
the coaxial cabling in the detection system and when using waveguide connections in the 
detection system is presented in Fig 3.17. The S/N is much better with the use of 
waveguide, greatly increasing the utility of the resonator for samples with low spin 
concentrations. Because the SR experiment does not require high power, microwave loss 
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is much more tolerable during excitation; however, the SMA connection between the 
bridge and the excitation resonator could be replaced with waveguide, increasing 
available power for samples with fast relaxation and therefore less saturation at higher 
powers.  
 
Fig 3.17: Comparison of S/N observed when measuring coal relaxation using the CLR 
with coaxial cabling (orange) and waveguide (blue) connections in the detection system 
under similar spectrometer operating conditions.  
 
 The use of waveguide increases S/N such that it is now relevant to compare the 
digital SR instrument operation with the CLR to operation with prior results for reflection 
resonators. SR measurements were performed using coal, irradiated glycyl glycine, and 
the amino acid DICPO to compare performance with the CLR to the performance 
observed and reported in Table 3.4. The results of which are reported in Table 3.7 with 
prior experimental data repeated for convenience. When using the CLR, the double 
balanced mixer was selected in the microwave bridge because it has lower microwave 
loss, maximizing the signal from the resonator. S/N was expected to be lower when 
compared to the TE102 cavity (Q ~3000) because the Q of 350 for the CLR is significantly 
lower.  
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Table 3.7: The S/N and T1 observed when measuring coal, glycylglycine, and DICPO 
using the CLR and the digital SR spectrometer compared to the experiments reported in 
Table 3.4 of the conventional and digital SR spectrometers when using the TE102 cavity 
resonator.  
Instrument Resonator Coal Glycylglycine DICPO 
S/N     
Conventional SR TE102 890 +/- 270 380 +/- 30 350 +/- 110 
Digital SR, DBM TE102 1100 +/- 90 430 +/- 40 240 +/- 30 
Digital SR, I/Q TE102 730 +/- 110 280 +/- 60 200 +/- 30 
Digital SR, DBM CLR 350 +/- 40 170 +/- 20 80 +/- 10 
T1 (µs)     
Conventional SR TE102 26.5 +/- 1.5 60.6 +/- 3.8 10.9 +/- 0.9 
Digital SR, DBM TE102 26.2 +/- 0.2 58.1 +/- 0.5 11.0 +/- 0.2 
Digital SR, I/Q TE102 28.1 +/- 0.4 58.5 +/- 0.7 11.3 +/- 0.4 
Digital SR, DBM CLR 24.3 +/- 0.2 56.5 +/- 0.5 10.3 +/- 0.2 
 
 The data in Table 3.7 show that the CLR has lower S/N; however, the 
reproducibility in both the S/N and T1 measurements is improved when using the CLR. 
This is due to the rejection of source noise when using a CLR and is improved with 
increasing isolation.151 In addition to the decrease in source noise, the transmission of 
reflected power is also reduced when using a CLR, decreasing baseline drifts.151 This is 
especially important, as the noise is calculated from the standard deviation observed at 
the baseline of a SR experiment, where drifting would increase deviation. A low Q 
resonator inherently decreases the susceptibility of the signal to changes in reflected 
power due to frequency drift; and, the isolation of the resonator further reduces this.  
 
3.4 Nitroxides relevant to dynamic nuclear polarization 
The spin-lattice relaxation time is defined as the time required for the spin system 
to return to thermal equilibrium after perturbation.153 The time dependence of Zeeman 
energy level populations, n and n0, following microwave excitation satisfying the 








 Eq. 3.8 
where the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, is the time constant for return to the electronic 
ground state.153 Formal definitions of T1 have been derived from the Bloch equations for 
magnetization as the time required for complete return to equilibrium of net 
magnetization along the z-axis following excitation.153 In the absence of competing 
relaxation mechanisms, the return to thermal equilibrium may be modeled by a single 
exponential process; however, practically speaking this is often not the case.153 A variety 
of relaxation processes may be present in the observed recovery curve depending on the 
specifics of the sample and the experimental parameters employed.153–155 It has been 
observed in early SR experiments by Fajer that biexponential modeling was necessary 
when using short pulses.156 The time constants observed were attributed to a spectral 
diffusion process and the true electron spin-lattice relaxation.156 Longer pump times were 
shown to permit the spin system to achieve thermal equilibrium before measurement, 
resulting in an exponential decay that is free of spectral diffusion.156 Modern 
interpretations include many more relaxation processes such as electron-nuclear dipolar 
coupling, g and hyperfine anisotropy, Heisenberg exchange, and many others depending 
on the nature of the lattice.47,153–155,157,158 Depending on the experimental conditions, 
certain contributions to spin-lattice relaxation may be isolated to better define each 
contribution to the relaxation as a whole.45,47,153,157,158 To accurately define multiple time 
constants in a single experiment, significant resolution is required to prevent aliasing of 
very fast components due to inadequate digitizer sampling rates.159 Additionally, the S/N 
required to accurately define multiple time constants in a single experiment increases 
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with both the number of time constants present and the closeness in magnitude of the 
anticipated time constants, making the digital SR spectrometer advantageous in 
measurements of multiple contributions to spin-lattice relaxation.160,161  
In the early literature, SR experiments were performed to relate the observed 
relaxation rate to the molecular tumbling rate of isotropically tumbling small organic 
radicals.156,162–164 These experiments, along with many others, have paved the way for 
extensive theoretical analysis of the relaxation mechanisms of rapidly tumbling radical 
species, some of which form the basis for investigation in the following section. 
Significant work has also been done to elucidate the effects of varying microwave 
frequency and temperature on the resulting relaxation phenomena.158,165–169 All work 
described in this chapter was performed at X-band using the digital SR spectrometer at 
room temperature. 
The relaxation mechanisms for two nitroxide radicals commonly employed for 
dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) experiments were investigated with a specific focus 
on higher concentrations than those frequently used for routine EPR experiments. 
Concentration dependence was investigated via electron spin echo and SR methods to 
enable accurate calculation of both the saturation factor and the anticipated signal 
enhancement of the NMR signal in DNP experiments. This was performed through 
careful modeling of both the spin-spin relaxation (T2) and the spin-lattice relaxation (T1) 
mechanisms. Similar experiments were performed with Whylder Moore to investigate the 
relaxation mechanisms present in an isotopically labeled triarylmethyl radical.170 Prior 
investigations of the natural abundance triarylmethyl radicals, as well as investigations in 
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relaxation mechanisms present in other rapidly tumbling organic radicals, served as a 
comparison to investigate the impact of isotopic labeling on relaxation.47,157,171  
The most widely used paramagnetic agents for DNP experiments are the 
nitroxides and triarylmethyl radicals.44,172–175 In the DNP experiment, saturating power is 
applied at the Zeeman frequency of the paramagnetic species.44 The resultant spin 
polarization is coupled to nearby nuclei, enhancing the NMR signal relative to the NMR 
signal under thermal conditions.44 The DNP experiment has been given significant 
consideration in the literature within the last 20-30 years due to advances in technologies 
and components available for spectrometer construction.44 DNP experiments when 
applied to three-dimensional spatially resolved imaging experiments greatly increase 
signal intensity and will pave the way for metabolic imaging when properly interfaced 
with isotopic labelling studies.175,176  
The primary motivation for creating a model of the DNP experiment is to guide 
experiments toward the maximum signal enhancement possible for a given target 
molecule. The signal enhancement for each DNP experiment depends greatly on the 
paramagnetic species and the target nuclei and each new species requires evaluation of 
several experimental parameters. It has been demonstrated previously that the expected 
signal enhancement, e, may be calculated in the following manner,  
 e = 1 − fGg
|H8|
HD
 Eq. 3.9 
where s is the saturation factor, r is the coupling factor, f is the leakage factor, and g s,I are 
the gyromagnetic ratios of the electron and nucleus, respectively.43,44 The leakage factor 
describes the change in spin-lattice relaxation time of the nucleus when interacting with a 
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polarized electron.43 The coupling factor describes both the electron spin and nuclear spin 
contributions to the relaxation rate.43 The saturation factor, s, is described previously (Eq 
1.7). In other sections these time constants are designated as T1 and T2 but in this section 
‘e’ is added to the labels to distinguish from the corresponding nuclear processes. To 
accurately estimate the saturation factor, and thereby the signal enhancement expected 
from the DNP experiment, it is necessary to know the values of T1e and T2e.  
Dr. Joshua Biller (TDA Research, Inc.) sought to investigate the relationship 
between relaxation and concentration in two small, rapidly tumbling nitroxides 
carboxyproxyl and tempol (Fig 3.18) to estimate the enhancement factor. Dr. Biller 
designed this project, performed spin echo and inversion recovery experiments, and 
analyzed those data. I performed the saturation recovery experiments, analyzed that data, 
and contributed to the modeling. This work was published in Ref.45 The reader is referred 
to the published manuscript for a thorough analysis of the spin-spin relaxation parameters 
and experiments. Since my participation was only in the spin-lattice relaxation 
measurements with the digital SR spectrometer, only T1e contributions will be discussed 
here.45  
 
Fig 3.18: Chemical structures of carboxyproxyl (3-carboxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-1-
pyrrolidinyloxy, left) and tempol (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl, right) 




There have been extensive reports in the literature of models for spin-spin and 
spin-lattice relaxation.153 The contribution to T2 for small, rapidly tumbling nitroxides 
have been extensively investigated by Freed.155 Contributions to T1 for nitroxides have 
been discussed by Robinson in terms of four processes: spin-rotation, electron-nuclear 
dipolar interactions, spin diffusion, and Heisenberg exchange with paramagnetic 
oxygen.46 Relative to most CW-EPR experiments, high concentrations of nitroxide 
radicals are used when performing DNP experiments such that relaxation contributions 
from Heisenberg exchange between nitroxides in solution becomes relevant.172 In 
molecules that demonstrate large g anisotropy, modulation of g anisotropy by molecular 
tumbling also contributes to relaxation.47 For the rapidly tumbling nitroxides at X-band, g 
anisotropy contributions are small and may be ignored.157 Relaxation contributions from 
Heisenberg exchange with oxygen may also be ignored if oxygen is significantly 
removed from all samples before making SR measurements, as was the case in the 
experiments described. 
 
3.4.1 Carboxylproxyl and tempol measurements 
Carboxylproxyl (Fig 3.18, left) was studied in aqueous solution from which O2 
was removed by purging with N2 for a period of at least 60 minutes prior to performing 
measurements. Purging with N2 continued for the duration of all measurements 
described. Measurements were performed in Denver, Colorado where the approximate 
atmospheric pressure is 630 mTorr. Tempol (Fig 3.18, right) was studied in toluene from 
which O2 was removed by seven consecutive freeze-pump-thaw cycles in which frozen 
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solutions were evacuated to 5 mTorr, after which the tube was flame sealed. 
Measurements were performed over a concentration range of 0.5-20.8 mM. SR 
experiments were performed using the digital SR spectrometer and the 5-loop-4-gap 
resonator with Q = 2600 and a microwave efficiency of 3.2 G/ÖW.127 A saturating pulse 
of ~800 mW with a duration of 60 µs was applied followed by a low power continuous 
observation of ~25 µW. The saturating pulse was repeated every 200 µs. The reference 
waveform and digitizer trigger were placed in time after a slight delay to avoid saturation 
of the video amplifier. Several thousand averages were accumulated and an off-resonance 
subtraction was performed to minimize instrumental artifacts. The reported time 
constants (Fig 3.19) resulted from ten replicate measurements each, recorded 
sequentially, without disruption of the spectrometer tuning or sample placement. 
 
Fig 3.19: Relaxation times obtained using the digital SR spectrometer for carboxyproxyl 
(left, A) and tempol (right, B). Data were fit with biexponential models with a fast 
component (blue) and a slow component (red). Reproduced with permission from Biller 
et al.45 
 
Three exponentially decaying processes were observed when performing a global 
analysis of both three pulse inversion recovery experiments and SR experiments. The SR 
experiments were performed to characterize the processes that contribute to the time 
constants that were observed in the inversion recovery data. The SR curves were modeled 
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with a biexponential fit, which demonstrated significantly smaller standard deviation in a 
residual analysis than a single exponential (Fig 3.20). Exponential fits were performed in 
Bruker Xepr software. Residual curves were produced by subtraction of the fit from the 
recovery data. Standard deviations were calculated in Matlab (Mathworks). Fits of the 
experimental data for carboxyproxyl, averaged over all concentrations, were (3.8 ± 0.8) x 
103 and (0.60 ± 0.08) x 103 ns. Fits of the experimental data for tempol, averaged over all 
concentrations, were (7.9 ± 0.5) x 103 and (0.31 ± 0.03) x 103 ns. In prior studies of spin-
lattice relaxation, the time constants obtained by inversion recovery and by SR agreed 
within 10%.47  
 
Fig 3.20: Residual analysis of a biexponential (left) and single exponential (right) fit of 
the SR data obtained from 5.3 mM carboxyproxyl in the absence of oxygen. The standard 
deviation of the single exponential residual curve is much larger than that of the 
biexponential fit. Reproduced with permission from Biller et al., Supplementary 
information.45 
 
In the DNP experiment, saturating power is distributed to all mI components of 
the nitroxide signal either by Heisenberg exchange or nuclear relaxation, depending on 
the tumbling correlation time.172 Contributions from Heisenberg exchange may be 
observed in spin-lattice relaxation experiments; however, the time constant of Heisenberg 
exchange (T1HE) decreases with increasing concentration and is quickly lost in the dead 
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time of the SR instrument.45,47,157,177,178 Therefore the shortest time constant, present only 
in inversion recovery data recorded by Dr. Biller, was attributed to Heisenberg exchange. 
Estimates of the tumbling correlation time may be calculated using the Debye-Stokes-
Einstein relationship or by spectral simulation using EasySpin.99,162 At long tumbling 
correlation times, the nitrogen nuclear relaxation time constant (T1N) is much longer than 
either T1HE or T1e and the dominant contribution to saturation transfer between hyperfine 
lines is Heisenberg exchange, the fastest process present.46,47,157,172,177,178 The short 
components in the observed SR measurements match well with the low-concentration 
measurements via inversion recovery of T1e
* and with other literature values of T1e.
45 
Values of T1N were calculated as a function of tumbling correlation times. For 
carboxyproxyl in aqueous solution, the tumbling correlation time is in the range of 18-20 
ps and yields a calculated T1N of approximately 2.7 x 10
3 ns. The measured value of T1N 
of (3.8 ± 0.8) x 103 ns for carboxyproxyl is within a factor of two of this calculation and 
is considered to be in good agreement. Similarly, the tumbling correlation time for 
tempol in toluene is much faster, in the range of 4-6 ps, resulting in a calculated T1N of 
approximately 6 x 103 to 8 x 103 ns and is in good agreement with the observed (7.9 ± 
0.5) x 103 ns.  
 The digital SR spectrometer has allowed measurements of fast relaxing nitroxides 
with high enough S/N to permit separation of two components of the SR signal via 
biexponential fits. Direct comparison is then possible between T1e and T1N obtained by 
SR and by inversion recovery. From this comparison, it was established that values of   
T1e, T1N, and Heisenberg exchange rate may be obtained from inversion recovery and SR 
measurements. The digital SR spectrometer has aided in this analysis to separate 
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contributions to overall relaxation and has shown utility in the characterization of 




























Chapter Four: Adapting rapid scan EPR to low temperatures 
 
“Reasonable? There is no reasoning with helium.” 
- Dr. Sandra Eaton 
 
 
Performing CW experiments at cryogenic temperatures is a challenge due to long 
relaxation times and wide linewidths observed in some EPR active metal centers below 
77 K, such as in spectra of vanadyl porphyrins.13 To properly record the lineshapes of 
slowly relaxing metal centers by CW, low microwave power and very slow field 
modulation are required.51,105,112,179 Because of this, the most frequently used EPR 
techniques when operating at cryogenic temperatures are pulse experiments that do not 
require magnetic field modulation. Pulse spectrometers require high-power (~1 kW) 
amplifiers at X-band (ca .9 GHz) and are not as commonplace as CW spectrometers. 
Attempts to record CW spectra of metal centers at low temperature (< 20 K) typically 
result in the recording of passage effects, a phenomenon that occurs when the rate of 
passage through resonance of an EPR active transition is fast relative to relaxation 
processes.179 Currently, the only EPR technique that allows for true resolution of spectra 
exhibiting passage effects is RS.51,105,112 In a RS experiment, passage effects may be 
removed mathematically by deconvolving the spectrum from the transient passage effects 
due to scan rate.34,111 The resultant “slow-scan” spectrum is free of passage 
effects.51,105,112 
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Single crystal samples with long relaxation times (Tm ~ µs, T1 ~ ms) were chosen 
to explore the potential advantages of the RS method at low temperatures. For doped 
solids such as VO(Zn)tetraphenylporphyrin and Cu(Zn)(diethyldithiocarbamate)2, it is 
extremely difficult to obtain CW spectra at low temperature with accurate lineshapes 
because the relaxation times are so long that the spectra are subject to passage effects.13 
For these samples the CW spectrum of a down-field scan may appear to be the mirror 
image relative to the spectrum recorded in an upfield scan when using typical CW 
parameters.13 By using RS and deconvolution of the passage effects, undistorted 
lineshapes and well resolved hyperfine can be obtained if the microwave B1 is in the 
linear response region.34,37 Deconvolution only alleviates passage effects related to the 
magnetic field scan rate and not those related to high microwave B1 beyond the linear 
response region. The dispersion signal saturates less readily than the absorption signal so 
it is possible that only deconvolved dispersion spectra are free of passage effects at very 
low temperatures in samples with extremely long relaxation.34,36,37 Because some of the 
samples chosen to explore the technique have very large linewidths, the previously 
reported field-stepped direct-detection (FSDD) algorithms were improved to include 
samples with linewidths much larger than the effective field sweep width of each 
individual segment.40 Expanding on the work of Dr. Zhelin Yu, signals extending over 
several segments may now be collected, combined and deconvolved. Early versions of 
Matlab programs used in the deconvolution and reconstruction of FSDD spectra were 
published by Dr. Zhelin Yu.40 Updated versions were compiled and a universal field-
stepped direct-detection program was written by Lukas Woodcock and will be 
documented in his dissertation.  
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 Beyond the exploration of samples with very long relaxation times, a separate 
investigation was undertaken to study the spectral characteristics of the lanthanide ions in 
frozen solutions. Some work has been done previously concerning lanthanides in single 
crystals and doped solids but few EPR studies have measured lanthanide ions in frozen 
solutions. Using FSDD, CW, and pulse methods for measuring relaxation, the lanthanide 
ions were investigated in water:ethanol frozen solutions.  
 
4.1 Temperature dependence of relaxation 
The intensity of an EPR signal is proportional to the difference in populations 
between the upper and lower energy states for the electron spin (Eq 1.3).13 The relative 
populations at X-band are quite small, with the difference in relative populations often 
less than one percent at room temperature.13 This population difference becomes much 
larger at lower temperatures, resulting in significant increases in signal amplitude.13 As 
temperature decreases, Tm increases from a few hundred nanoseconds to a few 
microseconds and T1 increases from a few microseconds to milliseconds at 4.2 K for 
many organic radicals, greatly increasing the saturation factor (Eq 1.7) for relative 
microwave excitation, B1.45 Longer relaxation times greatly limit the microwave power 
that can be used for CW experiments. RS has been found to be less susceptible to 






4.1.1 Passage effects 
Passage effects were reported in the lineshapes of NMR signals by Bloembergen 
et al. and Jacobsohn and Wangsness in 1948.180,181 Subsequent observations in EPR 
experiments were first presented by Portis and were further explored by Hyde, Weger, 
and others.182–186 The most well-known example of passage effects is demonstrated in the 
CW spectra shown in Fig 4.1.179 When performing CW experiments, the derivative 
lineshape is expected due to the field modulation employed with lock-in detection to 
increase S/N relative to direct detection. The observed CW signal in Fig 4.1 deviates 
greatly from the expected derivative lineshape and instead resembles an absorption 
lineshape when sweeping the main field from low field to high field and resembles the 
mirror image when sweeping the main field in the opposite direction.  
Power saturation is dictated by the relaxation rate of the excited species and is 
often used as an indication as to whether passage effects are expected. Mathematically, 
passage effects may be observed at any point when the change in scanning field, 
A!
A* , is 
faster than the observed relaxation product, T1T2, originally described by Portis in 1955 










where B1 is the microwave excitation.17,182,185 In a typical CW experiment, there are two 
processes contributing to the change in scanning field. The main magnetic field is slowly 
ramped to create the magnetic field axis in the resultant EPR spectrum and is generally 
assumed to be too slow to contribute to passage effects. However, the field modulation 
typically employed is a sinusoidal modulation oscillating at 10-100 kHz with an 
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amplitude of up to about 4 G resulting in scan rates on the order of kG/s. In a RS 
experiment, field scans with up to 60 kHz frequency and up to 155 G amplitude result in 
much faster scan rates. However, the deconvolution process can removes effects due to 
rapidly passing through resonance.17 The observation of accurate lineshapes is important 
for all EPR spectra. For many metals, relaxation is too fast at room temperature to detect 
the signal so experiments are limited to low temperature. At low temperatures, T1
 can 
have a very strong dependence on temperature (~T9 in some cases) which can result in a 
very small temperature range in which T1 is both long enough to observe an EPR signal 
and yet still short enough to not observe passage effects.187 Performing RS at cryogenic 




Fig 4.1: CW spectra of 0.5% VO(Zn)TPP (top) and 0.67% Cu(Zn)dtc2 (bottom) recorded 
at 4 K exhibiting extreme passage effects where the mirror image of the observed signal 
amplitude relative to the baseline is dependent on the direction of the field sweep. Spectra 
were recorded using 89 mG B1, 6 kHz modulation frequency and either 0.05 G (Cu) or 




4.2 Instrument considerations 
When envisioning the replacement of the CW spectrometer with a modern RS 
spectrometer, it became necessary to consider the adaptation of RS to low temperature 
measurements. Many samples exhibit slow relaxation at low temperatures, which is a 
regime in which RS techniques have shown significant improvements.37,51,189 To collect 
RS data, a homogeneous RS field must be created over the sample. This usually involves 
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a larger volume than is possible with scan coils placed inside a cryostat. It is possible to 
perform RS using the small modulation coils embedded in Bruker Flexline resonators; 
however, this is not advantageous over large sample volumes given the small diameter of 
the coils.38 New, larger coils than previously used in RS experiments were designed and 
built by Dr. George Rinard. These larger coils can be mounted on the exterior of a 
cryostat that is similar in dimensions to the Oxford cryostats typically used in EPR 
instruments. The scanning field must be able to penetrate the walls of the cryostat, which 
is not feasible with the usual metal cryostats and necessitated a new, primarily plastic 
design from ColdEdge Industries and Bruker Biospin. This design allows magnetic field 
scan coils to be mounted external to the cryostat to obtain a larger homogenous field 
region than could be obtained with coils inside the cryostat. Samples are cooled by 
flowing He gas, using a “Stinger” closed-loop helium recirculation system also developed 
by ColdEdge and Bruker Biospin. The system operates stably for periods of several days 
to a few weeks while maintaining temperatures near 5-10 K. Additional modifications to 
the detection system, such as the incorporation of high-pass filters to remove low-
frequency oscillations from the helium recirculation system, were incorporated when 
dictated by artifacts in data collection. 
Until recently, RS experiments were hardware-limited to ~155 G sweep widths. 
However, FSDD was developed to apply the principles of RS to very wide spectra 
(~6000 G).40,42 FSDD was investigated by Dr. Zhelin Yu in the Eaton lab and also by 
Hyde and coworkers and has been previously described and evaluated at room 
temperature.40,42 In an FSDD experiment, triangular waveforms are synthesized and 
applied to scan the magnetic field at a constant scan rate as the main field is increased in 
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discrete steps. The resultant field sweeps (DBRS-sweep), performed over a range of linearly 
increased steps of the main magnetic field, are aligned and combined into one wide 
spectrum. In the report by Yu et al., the reconstructed wide spectrum was then subjected 
to the mathematical deconvolutions normally applied to RS spectra collected at a single 
main field position.40  
In prior FSDD experiments, it was demonstrated that passage effects were 
effectively resolved when the entire transient effects was recorded in a single RS 
spectrum of the larger FSDD array (DBspectral width < DBRS-sweep) before deconvolution and 
spectral reconstruction.40,134 It is the goal of this research to adapt the FSDD technique to 
samples that exhibit passage effects spanning a greater width than any single RS segment 
collected during the experiment (DBspectral width >> DBRS-sweep). Data collected in this 
manner is of particular interest in scenarios where the lowest available microwave B1 and 
modulation rates used in typical CW spectrometers produce spectra containing passage 
effects.  
 
4.2.1 A metal-free, closed-loop cryogen EPR system 
The “Stinger” system consists of two closed-loop pumping systems. The primary 
cooling system consists of a recirculating helium compression system, designed to flow 
across a large radiator that then removes heat from a continuously recirculating gas 
stream of ultra-pure helium gas. The cryocooled helium gas enters the cryostat and cools 
the resonator, a Bruker ER-4118X-MD-5, to approximately 5 K when evacuated and free 
of interfering contaminants. A picture of the “Stinger” system is shown in Fig. 4.2 (left). 
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Fig 4.2: Left, the Stinger helium recirculation system in use on a Bruker E500T X-band 
spectrometer. Right, the RS cryostat containing a “metal-free” region of low conductivity 
and RS coils mounted inside a Bruker E500T X-band spectrometer magnet. The magnet 
has larger spacing than is in the usual EPR magnet to accommodate RS coils external to a 
Bruker Flexline resonator.  
The cryostat, specifically designed for the RS experiment, maintains similar shape 
and adaptability for use with Bruker FlexLine resonators and is similar in construction to 
prior Oxford designs that interface well with these resonators. A “metal-free” region of 
low conductivity was incorporated such that the scan coils may be mounted external to 
the cryostat, creating a large homogeneous scanning region. This region is made up of a 
plastic shell wrapped in thin, aluminized mylar sheets followed by a second plastic shell 
completing the typical vacuum chamber comprising the cryostat walls. Vertical copper 
strips were used to help create a uniform temperature throughout the entire length of the 
cryostat. These copper runners have been implemented in a way that avoids completed 
loops, decreasing eddy currents that may oppose or distort the rapidly alternating 
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magnetic field and is an enabling technology for low temperature RS.33 A picture 
demonstrating the RS coils mounted on the cryostat is in Fig 4.2 (right). 
Once properly purged with ultra-pure helium and evacuated sufficiently, the 
system cools to 5 K over the course of a few hours and maintains temperature indefinitely 
if not disturbed. In routine operation, changing the sample may introduce air into the 
system, eventually leading to a clogged capillary flow system and necessitating a return 
to higher temperatures for purging before resuming operation. The system as used in our 
lab is stable for several weeks of operation, rising only 0.3 K/day on average (Fig 4.3). 
This is mostly due to gases introduced during sample changes and can be controlled 
somewhat with the addition of helium gas to the system both during and after changing 
samples followed by vacuum evacuation of the sample space. Continuous operation 
requires the addition of helium at a very slow rate, using approximately one full tank 
(~7000 L) every 3-6 months, depending on frequency of sample changes and required 
temperatures. Temperature is adjusted using a dedicated controller interfaced to two 
thermocouples and a resistance heater within the cryostat. A flow controller is also 
utilized to vary temperature, as the heater alone may be insufficient to reach higher 
temperatures (~50-70 K) when helium flow is at full velocity.  
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Fig 4.3: Operating temperature vs. days of operation when using the “Stinger” system 
and metal-free cryostat for RS experiments. The helium consumption is fairly low when 




4.2.2 The RS scanning and detection systems 
 Experiments were performed on a modified Bruker E500T X-Band spectrometer 
equipped with a Bruker SpecJet II transient data collection digitizer. A previously 
developed RS coil driver supplied the necessary oscillating current to a set of homebuilt 
RS coils composed of 90 turns of 220/46 Litz wire.10 The coils are approximately 5” in 
diameter with Helmholtz spacing designed to fit on the outside of the ColdEdge cryostat. 
The coils created a scanning field of approximately 13 G for every ampere of current 
supplied by the coil driver. Experiments were performed using approximately 3-5 kHz 
triangular scanning waveforms and 20-30 G RS sweep widths. The triangular waveforms 
were selected, instead of sinusoidal waveforms, to have a constant scan rate throughout 
the scan. The Hall probe that is part of the feedback circuit that controls the main 
magnetic field was moved from its standard location on the pole faces of the Bruker 
magnet to a position further from the center to minimize interference from the large RS 


























coils. Placement of the Hall probe was performed empirically by monitoring the stability 
of the main magnetic field while oscillating the RS field. Optimum placement was found 
just outside the scan field (~1-2 in. outside the RS coils) at the center of the main magnet 
pole spacings. This relocation resulted in decreased time required for field stabilization 
when incrementing the main magnetic field in discrete steps. The spacing between the 
pole faces of the main magnet was approximately 4 inches and is larger than is usually 
delivered with the Bruker E500T spectrometer. The wide gap magnet was purchased to 
accommodate the cryostat, RS coils, and Hall probe in an orientation that provides stable 
field scans. 
Two investigations of standard samples at room temperature, a sample of trityl-
CD3 in water (0.41 mM) and a solution of Cu(diethyldithiocarbamate)2 in toluene (1.14 
mM) were used to confirm that RS spectra were not distorted by the metal-free cryostat 
(Fig 4.4). Trityl-CD3 measurements were performed using triangular scanning waves 
without any stepping of the main field; however, copper measurements required FSDD 
methods. In both cases, measurements were in good agreement with analogous CW 
measurements of the same sample, that were recorded without disturbing the tuning or 
sample placement within the spectrometer. CW measurements were performed with 
modulation coils present within the Bruker ER 4118X-MD-5 resonator and FSDD 
measurements were performed with the large scanning coils external to the cryostat.  
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Fig 4.4: Left, use of the cryostat does not affect the lineshape of trityl-CD3 when 
performing single-spectrum RS using triangular scans. Right, use of the cryostat does not 
affect the lineshape of Cu(dtc)2 in toluene when using field-stepped direct-detection RS 
methods at room temperature. The 63Cu, 65Cu isotope splittings are well resolved in 
spectra of Cu(dtc)2.  
 
The recirculation systems required for closed-loop cryogenic systems create 
considerable low frequency interference when performing EPR experiments. Most of the 
observed interfering frequencies were within the low audible range, typically below 600 
Hz. Because the RS frequency is much higher than this, high pass filters were designed 
with the assistance of Richard Quine, with a cutoff frequency of 2 kHz to effectively 
filter the observed low-frequency vibrations generated from the cryogen pumping system 
while preserving the RS signal. A 4-pole Butterworth filter was chosen to give sharp 
cutoff without filtering the RS frequency (3-10 kHz). A schematic diagram of the filter, 
as used, is given in Fig 4.5. The filters were placed on the input to the SpecJet II digitizer. 
To confirm filter operation, signal attenuation was measured over several octaves by 
using a signal generator to supply waveforms of known peak-to-peak intensities. The 
observed attenuations are plotted against the signal frequencies supplied by the generator 
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(Fig 4.5). Little to no attenuation was found above 3 kHz. Two identical filters were 
constructed, one for each digitizer input channel, and were used to filter RS data recorded 
in quadrature. 
 
Fig 4.5: Diagram (top) of the high pass filters employed in low temperature RS data 
collection and the measured attenuation at several octaves (bottom). Two identical 





4.2.3 Resonator background at low temperatures 
Two dielectric resonators were used, a Bruker ER4118X-MD-5-W1 when 
performing experiments with a Bruker E580 spectrometer (CW, pulse) and a Bruker 




















spectrometer. Both resonators consist of a single crystal of sapphire. The resonator has 
little to no background signal detectable when operating near room temperature. 
However, at 4-10 K several EPR active regions may be seen in CW and RS experiments 
and a single EPR active region is visible in field-swept echo-detected spectra.  
Under conservative operating conditions, signals present near g = 4 and g = 2 are 
reproducible and are attributed to impurities in sapphire. RS and CW spectra of the 
resonator background signals are shown in Fig 4.6. Power saturation was different for 
signals at the different g-values and are shown in the inset of Fig 4.6. No echoes were 
observed in two pulse echo decay experiments of the resonator background, with the 
exception of a very low intensity signal near g = 2 (data not shown). Saturation recovery 
measurements were performed near these positions and values of T1 = 11 µs and 26 - 40 





Fig 4.6: Left, the RS absorption spectrum (blue), calculated derivative of the RS 
absorption spectrum (orange), and CW spectrum (yellow) of the ER-4118X-MD-5 
resonator at 5 K. Power saturation curves, recorded via CW, are shown (right, above) for 
both g = 4 (blue) and g = 2 (orange). Right, below, CW spectrum of the ER4118X-MD-
5-W1 collected while sweeping the main field from low field to high field (blue) and in 
the opposite direction (orange). The background signals from the two similar sapphire 
resonators were very similar.  
 
Concerning the impurities seen in the sapphire resonator background, similar 
spectra have been reported in the literature for each region of interest allowing 
speculation concerning the impurity signals present. During the forging process of the 
sapphire, several impurities may be introduced such as Cr, Ti, Mo, and many other 
metals.190 The dominant impurity signal near g = 4 (low field) in Fig 4.6 may be 
attributed to molybdenum and is consistent with prior reported g-values and spin-lattice 
relaxation times and may be simulated in EasySpin using an 95,97Mo (I = 5/2) 
nucleus.99,191,192 The EPR active region near g = 2 and below (high field) is speculated to 
be the contribution of a rapidly relaxing titanium center and a slowly relaxing copper 
center.193 It has also been reported that molybdenum may also give a signal near g = 2, 
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further complicating characterization.191,192 CW spectra collected while varying the scan 
direction of the main field showed an inversion of some, but not all, of the signals present 
near g = 2 (Fig 4.6), implying two independent species with differing relaxation times 
and a slight presence of passage effects in some but not all of the species present. The 
more slowly relaxing signal is attributed to copper. It is likely that the copper is not 
present in the sapphire, but instead the B1 field of the resonator extends out far enough to 
include the coupling antenna that delivers power to the resonator.    
 
4.3 Low temperature spectroscopy 
Several 3d transition metals and an organic radical with slow relaxation rates were 
investigated at 4-10 K. These included single crystals of the following; 0.2% tempol (4-
hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl) doped in a diamagnetic amine analog, 
0.67% copper doped in zinc diethyldithiocarbamate, manganese doped in magnesium 
acetylacetonate, and vanadium (0.5%) in zinc triphenylporphyrin. A powder sample 
0.01% Cu2+ and 0.01% Ni3+ in Ni(II) maleonitriledithiolate (KB-79), provided by Dr. 
Petr Neugebauer, was investigated and has been previously described.194,195 Cobalt 
trispyrazolylborate (CoTp2), provided by Dr. Surendra Mahaptro, dissolved in 9:1 
toluene:dichloromethane (12 mM) was also investigated due to large g anisotropy that 
would challenge the stability of the FSDD technique. Pulse, CW, and FSDD methods 
were performed on all samples.  
In addition to slowly relaxing metal centers listed above, rapidly relaxing 
lanthanide ions in frozen solution were investigated via low temperature FSDD 
spectroscopy. Frozen solutions of 1:1 water/ethanol were prepared with approximately 10 
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mM of each of the following: Ce(NO3)3, Pr(NO3)3, NdCl3, Sm(NO3)3, GdCl3, TbCl3, 
DyCl3, Ho(NO3)3, Er(NO3)3, TmCl3, and Yb(acac). Each solution was controlled to pH = 
2.5 or below by the addition of concentrated HCl, added dropwise while measuring pH 
using a standard probe. Ce(NO3)3 and GdCl3 solutions were diluted to 1 mM for 
relaxation measurements. Yb(OOCCH3)3 was used in pulse experiments and will be 
investigated by CW and FSDD in the future. Field-swept spectra are shown for all 
techniques and relaxation times are reported at several temperatures. Some field 
dependence of relaxation (T1) was observed; however, the reported relaxation times are 
an average of all field positions recorded. The field-dependence of relaxation will be 
investigated further and reported elsewhere. 
 
4.3.1 Slowly relaxing metal centers  
CW measurements were performed on either a Bruker E500T X-band 
spectrometer and an ER4118X-MD-5 dielectric resonator or a Bruker E580 X-band 
spectrometer and an ER4118X-MD-5-W1 dielectric resonator. Modulation frequency 
was varied between 10 and 100 kHz and modulation amplitude was varied between 0.5 
and 4 G. Passage effects were most visible at the highest scan rates and high microwave 
B1. In cases where microwave attenuation was insufficient to avoid saturation when using 
the Bruker E500T microwave bridge, a previously described digital saturation recovery 
microwave bridge and Tektronix arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) were used in 
place of the Bruker bridge while continuing to use the Bruker E500T magnet and power 
supply, digitizer, and console.29 The digital saturation recovery bridge was not optimized 
for FSDD experiments. 
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 FSDD experiments (Fig 4.7) were performed on a modified Bruker E500T X-
Band spectrometer with a dielectric resonator ER4118X-MD-5 and a SpecJet II fast 
digitizer. Triangular scanning waveforms were employed at a rate of 1.7x105 G/s.10 As 
was the case in CW experiments, a previously described digital saturation recovery 
microwave bridge and Tektronix arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) were used in 
place of the Bruker bridge while continuing to use the Bruker E500T magnet and power 
supply, digitizer, and console.29  The low temperature system was used as described 
above. FSDD spectra were collected using Bruker Xepr software. Locally written 
software was used to perform deconvolution and spectral reconstruction based on prior 
efforts.34,40  
Pulse experiments (Fig 4.7, Table 4.1) were performed on a Bruker E580 X-band 
spectrometer and an ER4118X-MD-5-W1 dielectric resonator. Phase memory time (Tm) 
was measured via two-pulse echo decay. Pulse lengths and tau values were on the order 
of hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds in two pulse echo experiments to suppress 
the effects of nuclear modulation. Spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, was measured via 
three-pulse inversion recovery using pulse lengths of 40 and 80 ns. T1 values recorded via 
three-pulse inversion recovery were on the order of hundreds of microseconds to 
hundreds of milliseconds.  
Relaxation times, both spin-lattice relaxation times (T1) and phase memory time 
(Tm) were calculated from 3-pulse inversion recovery or 2-pulse spin echo measurements, 
respectively (Table 4.1). Data were fit with a single exponential for Tm measurements and 
with a stretched exponential for T1 measurements. Power saturation behavior was 
recorded for slowly relaxing organic radicals and 3d transition metals, both via CW and 
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FSDD. Saturation was defined as more than a 5% deviation from linearity of increasing 
signal amplitude. FSDD absorption spectra and the mathematically computed FSDD 
derivative spectra are shown for all samples in Fig 4.8. Phase was adjusted during post-
processing in Matlab.36 Deconvolved FSDD spectra were compared to the reconstructed 
spectra in the absence of deconvolution for evaluating the benefits of using the 
deconvolution on spectra of these samples.  
Table 4.1: Relaxation times at temperatures between 4-10 K recorded by two-pulse spin 














































CoTp2 6 0.6 0.017 
*Reported values are an average of multiple measurements taken at several field 




Figure 4.7: Field-swept echo-detected spectra (blue), FSDD absorption spectra (red), 
calculated derivatives of the FSDD absorption spectra (yellow), and CW spectra (purple) 
for the following samples recorded between 4-10 K, (a) Tempol, (b) Cu(Zn)(dtc)2, (c) 
VO(Zn)TPP, (d) Mn(Mg)(acac)2, (e) 0.01% Cu2+ and 0.01% Ni3+ maleonitriledithoilate 
(KB-79) powder, (f) CoTp2, 12 mM in 9:1 toluene:dichloromethane. Orientations of the 
single crystal samples were slightly different in the field-swept echo-detected spectra and 
FSDD spectra in parts a, b, and d. The field-swept echo-detected spectrum for VOTPP is 
for a power sample although the FSDD and CW spectra are for a single crystal. CoTp2 
nuclear modulation reduces echo intensity at low field, preventing the observation of the 
hyperfine splitting seen in FSDD and CW spectra.  
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The most frequently observed passage effects are a distortion of lineshape in the 
CW spectrum. Less frequently observed, spectra resembling a mirror image of the 
lineshape with respect to field direction (Fig 4.1) are indicative of passage effects. Power 
saturation is dictated by the relaxation rate of the excited species which can be used to 
predict passage effects. In the relaxation times reported, cross-relaxation is suspected to 
dominate the observed Tm in the tempol crystal studied, giving a Tm of ~0.7 
microseconds between 4-10 K when longer relaxation would be expected for 
magnetically dilute organic radicals.196–198  
By using RS and deconvolution, undistorted lineshape and well resolved 
hyperfine can be obtained if the B1 is in the region of linear response with respect to 
microwave power and the entire spectrum is excited in a single sweep.34,37 Because 
deconvolution only alleviates passage effects related to the magnetic field scan rate and 
not those related to high microwave B1 beyond the linear response region, it was found 
that deconvolution had little effect on the spectra of the slowly relaxing metal centers. 
Efforts to reduce microwave B1 below the limit of the Bruker E500T microwave bridge 
were undertaken; however, microwave leakage prevented decreasing power by more than 
60 dB which is approximately equal to 2 mG B1. The digital saturation recovery bridge 
was used to achieve microwave B1 values between 2 mG and 0.2 µG. Microwave leakage 
was also observed in the digital saturation recovery bridge; however, the power levels 
achievable allowed the recording of undistorted CW and FSDD spectra in these samples 
as shown in Fig 4.7. These spectra do not exhibit rapid-scan oscillations. For these 
samples the FSDD technique did not achieve the rapid passage regime (scan rate >> T2* 
or T2
eff), using the currently achievable scan rates, and gives some idea of the 
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homogeneity of spin packet distribution in the observed lineshapes.14,199 Expansion of 
FSDD methods to include a larger scan width while preserving the fast scan rates 
employed will be necessary to reach the RS regime for samples exhibiting wide spectra.  
 
4.3.2 Lanthanide aquo-ions 
The rare earth elements are of considerable interest for a variety of applications 
including magnetic resonance imaging and quantum computing.200 The lanthanides, or 
rare earth elements, make up the f-block of the periodic table and remain a challenge for 
EPR. Free ions of the lanthanides in solution are very fast relaxing, requiring operating 
temperatures below 60 K and often below 10 K.201–205 Most prior studies of these 
elements are in the form of crushed powders or single crystals, often introduced into 
other diamagnetic materials and host lattices.14,201 Many of the lanthanides are widely 
used as catalysts for synthesis reactions with their mechanisms of action often under 
studied.200 Little is known about the electronic structures of these ions in frozen solution 
due to their extremely wide spectra, greatly varying g-factors, and fast 
relaxation.201,202,205–207 One of the primary goals of adapting FSDD methods to low 
temperature is to investigate the EPR active lanthanide ions in frozen solution. 
 Electrons in the f-shell do not typically exhibit ligand hyperfine interactions due 
to the shielding effect of the electron clouds with larger radii, such as the s and p shells, 
leading to primarily ionic bonding character and minimal delocalization.14 This effect is 
compounded when considering the large orbital angular momentum observed, preventing 
coupling to nearby ligand nuclei; though, some calculations of the hyperfine present 
within the paramagnetic lanthanide nucleus have been performed.14 Fast relaxation is 
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often observed even at very low temperatures, preventing EPR observation at room 
temperature because relaxation rates are faster than the EPR timescale. Spin-orbit 
coupling leads to large zero-field splitting, creating a challenge specifically in RS.14,65 
Because the spectrum does not always begin at baseline in the low-field region or go to 
zero at the highest fields accessible with typical X-band magnets and power supplies, 
background removal procedures typically employed are no longer useful.65,66,208 
Instrument stability is critical in these measurements due to the wide spectral features 
present.  
Of the trivalent lanthanide ions, all but lanthanum, lutetium, and europium which 
have J = 0 ground states, are expected to be EPR active. Of these, promethium was not 
undertaken because it is radioactive. Praseodymium and holmium gave low-intensity CW 
spectra that were very similar and have been omitted from FSDD investigations at the 
current stage; however further investigation of this discrepancy will be performed in the 
future. Due to limitations of the X-band magnet power supply used in low temperature 
FSDD experiments, the resonance of samarium is beyond the upper limit and was not 
investigated by FSDD methods.209 The remaining lanthanides were all measured by 
pulse, CW, and FSDD experiments. Comparisons are drawn to prior examples in the 
literature though there are few investigations of the lanthanides in fluid solution. All 
samples were prepared in 1:1 water:ethanol, approximately 10 mM, and pH controlled to 
less than 2.5 with HCl to prevent precipitation during storage. An overview of the 
electronic configurations of the trivalent lanthanides is given in Table 4.2.200  
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Table 4.2: The electronic configurations of the trivalent lanthanide ions. La, Pm, Eu, and 
Lu were not studied in the present work. Adapted from Huang et al.200 
Ion 
Number of 4f 
electrons 
L S J 
Ground 
state 
La3+ 0 0 0 0* 1S0 
Ce3+ 1 3 1/2 5/2 2F5/2 
Pr3+ 2 5 1 4 3H4 
Nd3+ 3 6 3/2  9/2 4I9/2 
Pm3+ 4 6 2 4 5I4 
Sm3+ 5 5 5/2 5/2 4H5/2 
Eu3+ 6 3 3 0* 7F0 
Gd3+ 7 0 7/2 7/2 8S7/2 
Tb3+ 8 3 3 6 7F6 
Dy3+ 9 5 5/2 15/2 6H15/2 
Ho3+ 10 6 2 8 5I8 
Er3+ 11 6 3/2 15/2 4I15/2 
Tm3+ 12 5 1 6 3H6 
Yb3+ 13 3 1/2 7/2 2F7/2 
Lu3+ 14 0 0 0* 1S0 
*No EPR spectrum is expected for ions with J = 0. 
 
 A summary of the relaxation times observed in the samples presented is in Table 
4.3. Samples were prepared with O2 removed in He backfilled, flame sealed 4 mm EPR 
tubes as in the slowly relaxing metal centers. Relaxation measurements were performed 
with a Bruker ER4118X-MD-5-W1 dielectric resonator using 40 ns p/2 and 80 ns p 
pulses. No echo was observed for Pr3+, Dy3+, or Ho3+. FSDD and CW measurements 
were performed analogous to those for the slowly relaxing metal centers (Fig 4.8). The 
power saturation behavior allowed use of the Bruker E500T bridge for all FSDD and CW 
measurements. Absorption and dispersion data did not show saturation and were 
combined in the final reconstructed spectrum. CW measurements were performed on 
Sm3+ on the Bruker E580 system (data not shown) which also permits operation at Q 
band (ca. 34 GHz) and is equipped with a magnet capable of accessing higher fields. 
Sm3+ transitions are observed at low g-values (0.6) and high magnetic field (13,000 G at 
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X-band). RS spectra were limited by the maximum field strength allowed by the Bruker 
E500T magnet power supply (~9000 G max).  
Table 4.3: Relaxation times of lanthanide ions in frozen solutions recorded by two-pulse 
spin echo and three-pulse inversion recovery for Tm and T1, respectively.  
















































































































Fig 4.8: Field-swept echo-detected spectra (blue), RS absorption spectra (red), calculated 
derivatives of the RS absorption spectra (yellow), and CW spectra (purple) for the 
lanthanide ions in frozen solution recorded between 4-10 K. Spectra have been scaled to 
have comparable signal amplitude. Methods are being developed to remove the acquired 
cumulative error that is present in FSDD spectra, see text. The field-swept echo detected 
spectrum of Gd was recorded using a 1 mM sample. The field-swept echo detected 




 Because the intensity of the lanthanide spectra extend across the entire accessible 
magnetic field, background removal methods require special attention relative to 
narrower FSDD spectra where baseline is present.40 It is not possible to obtain the linear 
cumulative correction that is typically required in FSDD experiments directly from the 
acquired spectrum. Alternative methods are being developed to carefully characterize the 
linear correction required for quantitative measurements. Nevertheless, the FSDD 
spectral acquisition methods developed for low temperatures work equally well for 
samples where passage conditions are not expected. The combined results for slowly and 
rapidly relaxing species gave reliable spectra for a wide range of relaxation rates at low 





















Chapter Five: Conclusions and comments on future work 
 
“Write the grant you want, then worry about the guidelines” 
- Dr. Joshua Biller 
 
 
The following sections serve as an outline for future experiments related to the 
projects described as well as provide brief summaries of some developments enabling the 
future experiments to be performed. This dissertation work was described in three 
sections. The first, detailed in chapter 2, described the development of applications 
possible with the current generation of RS hardware in use at the University of Denver 
and under development at Bruker Biospin. The second, detailed in chapter 3, described 
the design and construction of a saturation recovery spectrometer using an AWG as the 
microwave source as well as an application of the spectrometer to investigate rapidly 
relaxing nitroxides commonly used in DNP experiments. Additionally, and to be 
described in the thesis of Whylder Moore, the saturation recovery instrument has been 
employed to investigate the effects of isotopic labeling (13C) on the relaxation of trityl-
CD3, a radical investigated during the testing and development of the instrument.
170 The 
third section, detailed in chapter 4, described the adaptation of RS to low temperatures 
and demonstrated the technique when investigating slowly relaxing metal centers and 
rapidly relaxing lanthanide ions in frozen solution.  
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The general themes and motivations surrounding the developments in EPR 
spectroscopy detailed here are to improve the amount of information gained, in a shorter 
time than prior measurements, for the application of EPR to new investigations. The 
exploratory examples of new applications of the RS technique (Ch. 2) were described 
first and these likely are the examples the reader will seek first. It is the work described in 
chapters 3 and 4 that expands the uses of EPR, first through the improvement of the 
electronics employed in making measurements and second through the development of 
new operating regimes for existing techniques. Conclusions and suggestions for future 
work related to selected sections are described below. 
 
5.1 Proposed improvements to the saturation recovery spectrometer 
 While the original digital EPR spectrometer design included specifications only 
for the performance of the saturation recovery experiment, during its development it 
evolved into a versatile spectrometer capable of single-channel or quadrature detection 
with the ability to perform CW, RS, saturation recovery, and pulse measurements of 
species with long relaxation times such as trityl-CD3. The AWG enables many 
experiments beyond that of traditional saturation recovery and standard CW 
measurements, such as the ability to shape pulses for increased excitation bandwidth.124 
With a relatively simple modification, a pulse amplifier could be added to the saturation 
recovery spectrometer using the diagnostic path in the excitation switching array (Fig 
5.1).29 Though careful attention and potentially additional protection circuitry may be 
necessary, the addition of pulse capabilities would not only allow the relaxation 
experiments performed in chapter 3 to be performed in tandem with saturation recovery 
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experiments but would also take advantage of the pulse-shaping capabilities of the AWG 
to access experiments not currently available in many commercial pulse spectrometers, 
such as long pulse saturation recovery with spin-echo detection.124,125,210 
 
Fig 5.1: Diagram of the digital saturation recovery spectrometer, with the diagnostic 
microwave excitation path highlighted (red) for the possible implementation of a pulse 
amplifier. Adapted from McPeak et al.29 
 
 In addition to expanding pulse capabilities, further expansion of the saturation 
recovery spectrometer may be possible with the inclusion of the low temperature systems 
described in chapter 4. Because the digital saturation recovery system can be operated 
using Bruker Flexline resonators, the low temperature closed-cycle helium system is 
compatible with the digital saturation recovery system and will enable more low 
temperature saturation recovery measurements in the future. Currently, only a few 
measurements have been made using the saturation recovery spectrometer at low 
temperatures, including the background signals present in the MD-5 sapphire resonator 
and a few of the other samples investigated in chapter 4. The vibrations of the closed-
cycle system do not permit measurements with long acquisition times in its current state; 
though, implementations similar to the high-pass filters employed for low temperature RS 
may also be possible for saturation recovery measurements. Adaptation of the mixing 
frequency to above DC such that either an analog notch filter may be added or post-
acquisition digital filtering may be implemented in the future.211 In the pursuit of low 
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temperature saturation recovery measurements, it may also be of interest to explore 
alternative approaches to the saturation recovery measurement such as those described in 
the dissertation of Dr. Laura Buchanan.212  
 Further developing the instrument to perform RS measurements is also of great 
interest. The saturation recovery spectrometer was employed during low temperature 
measurements detailed in chapter 4, specifically in measurements of the slowly relaxing 
metal centers due to the requirement of non-saturating microwave B1 in the 
deconvolution.34,36,37 The saturation recovery spectrometer may be attenuated to far lower 
power levels than most commercially available spectrometers, which is advantageous 
when performing low temperature measurements. Additional characterization of the 
quadrature detection system is necessary for proper RS measurements, because the 
orthogonality of the absorption and dispersion signals is a crucial parameter in RS data 
reconstruction.36 Incorporating microwave switches with greater isolation may be 
required when attempting to accurately define the microwave power incident on the 
resonator at high attenuation values, specifically when operating with the microwave 
amplifiers bypassed and attenuation via the voltage-gated attenuator (Fig 5.1).29 In 
addition to the pulse capabilities outlined above, the improvement of RS capabilities 
would solidify the AWG-based spectrometer as a very versatile EPR spectrometer with 
few experiments absent from its repertoire.  
 
5.2 Expanded use of the X-band crossed-loop resonator 
In the absence of the fast switching in the digital saturation recovery 
spectrometer, the AWG may be used to change the excitation frequency very quickly. 
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Much like the switching of power levels, if the change in excitation frequency is fast 
relative to the spin-lattice relaxation time of the sample of interest, measurements of spin-
lattice relaxation time are made possible by this method.212 Because the crossed-loop 
resonator contains two orthogonal resonators, the changing of frequencies may be 
implemented such that the excitation frequency is matched to the excitation resonator 
while the orthogonal, detection resonator may be matched to an additional frequency 
offset from the excitation frequency and within the bandwidth of the overall resonator 
assembly and instrument as is performed in other double resonance techniques.16,135 
When implemented correctly, the change in frequency allows for a constant microwave 
B1 incident on the resonator while preserving the ability to observe recovery from 
saturation.212 Because there is no change in microwave power to the resonator, this 
method has the potential to greatly decrease instrument dead time that arises from 
amplifier saturation while expanding experimental possibilities to include the probing of 
spectral diffusion, molecular motion, and cross relaxation processes.156,166,213 Briefly, 
instrument deadtime in frequency-stepped experiments at X-band were as short as 200 ns; 
though, this was not thoroughly investigated. An in-depth explanation of frequency-
stepped saturation recovery methods are given in the dissertation of Dr. Laura 
Buchanan.212 
In conjunction with the work of Dr. Buchanan at L-band frequencies, similar 
experiments were performed at X-band using the newly developed crossed-loop resonator 
described in chapter 3. Standard samples were used to probe the efficacy of frequency-
stepped saturation recovery at X-band; coal, irradiated glycylglycine, and the amino acid 
DICPO in PVA/borate glass, crushed. The effects of the difference in frequencies of the 
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two resonators was examined for the three samples; and, it was found that an optimum 
difference in frequencies correlated well with the intensity width of the absorption peak 
of the EPR signal. Data from coal are shown in Fig 5.2 where a difference in resonator 
frequencies was approximately 62 MHz, corresponding to approximately 22 G in 
magnetic field. Using this frequency difference and the saturating power path in the 
digital saturation recovery spectrometer, the field position of observation was varied over 
100 G in 1 G steps, starting from the position of maximum absorption in the integrated 
CW spectrum, resulting in 100 recovery curves collected. As shown in Fig 5.2, the time 
constant of the recovery curve is relatively constant over the intensity of the CW 
linewidth. Outside of this linewidth, the recovery time constant deviates from the time 
constant observed at the center of the line; and, is distorted by an oscillatory pattern. The 
oscillatory pattern occurs at field positions far from the center of the line; and, an 
explanation was not investigated in the current work. Additionally, results obtained with 
irradiated glycylglycine suggested some spectral diffusion, which was also observed by 
Harbridge et al. in inversion recovery measurements, when using the frequency-stepped 
saturation recovery methods (not shown) and merits further investigation.144 As described 
by Dr. Laura Buchanan, frequency-stepped methods present a hybrid between traditional 
saturation recovery and this new saturation recovery where B1 is somewhat constant.212 
The variations in microwave B1 relative to the experiment are further detailed in the 
dissertation of Dr. Laura Buchanan and merit further investigation in the future.212  
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Fig 5.2: Frequency-stepped saturation recovery experiment of coal using a frequency 
difference of approximately 62 MHz. Saturation recovery spectra shown for two field 
positions (left). The time constant is not dependent on field position over the total 




5.3 The next challenge in low temperature rapid scan 
The implementation of FSDD at low temperatures of very wide spectra described 
in chapter 4 is not without limitations. This work was performed using triangular 
waveforms operated at a continuous scan rate while incrementing the magnetic field in 
discrete steps.40,42 Functionally, when performing this experiment in the Bruker Xepr 
software, an array of many sequentially recorded discrete spectra is collected. The file 
size of the data array is very large; and, is very slow to collect and record. A spectrum 
collected over the full range of the magnet power supply (~9000 G) requires data 
acquisition times on the order of hours, which is much longer than CW data collection 
times of similar sweep width. Additionally, the reconstruction and deconvolution takes a 
very long time to compute when using consumer-grade computers or a student laptop. 
The time required to completely record and reconstruct a complete spectrum currently 
creates a challenge in the stability of the cryogen system and will need considerable 

























In the future, one could envision the development of FSDD incorporated into a 
commercial spectrometer similar to the current instrumental data acquisition methods of 
traditional CW. The main field ramping and field modulation must be synchronized in 
time to decrease the instrument overhead associated with discretization of the FSDD 
experiment. Additionally, minimizing the errors between scans would decrease the 
amount of spectral overlap required in the field domain, decreasing the number of spectra 
that need to be recorded. Less total spectral pieces would then decrease the computational 
time required for reconstruction because of the reduction in array size. A successful 
implementation in a commercial spectrometer may eliminate entirely the need for the 
end-user to reconstruct data and is likely deployable in current commercial spectrometers 
equipped with Python environments, such as the Bruker spectrometers described in this 
dissertation and specifically Bruker Xepr software. 
The hardware requirements for triangular scan waveform synthesis are much 
greater than those required for sinusoidal scan waveform synthesis making variable rate 
FSDD the next target in development efforts. Currently, the individual spectra are aligned 
in the field domain and combined before performing deconvolution, requiring a constant 
scan rate throughout for the proper alignment of passage effects and significant spectral 
overlap.40 A variable rate, or sinusoidally scanned FSDD spectrum, requires that the 
entirety of passage effects be recorded in a single spectrum because there are no current 
methods that resolve the differences in scan rate between adjacent field-stepped 
sinusoidally scanned spectra. Any attempts at FSDD with sinusoidal scanning in the 
current generation of software would require deconvolution of each spectral piece; which, 
has not only proven to be problematic in terms of the required baseline corrections but 
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also demonstrates additional spectral artifacts in the final reconstructed spectrum. Further 
details on the overall spectral reconstruction process and potential improvements will be 
published at a later date in the dissertation of Lukas Woodcock.  
In addition to the work focused on improving the stepping abilities of the FSDD 
technique, there is additional motivation to sweep the entire 9000 G field range using a 
single RS field sweep. The FSDD technique is currently very limited in its ability to 
achieve the rapid passage regime. Current hardware capabilities do not allow larger than 
~155 G sweeps; however, better current control and improved heat removal in future 
generations of RS spectrometers will increase the capabilities of the single-sweep RS 
techniques, negating the need for FSDD methods. Complimentary to the approach of 
widening the field sweep capabilities in the RS experiment is the application of 
frequency-swept RS experiments. Very wide frequency sweeps at high magnetic fields 
have been achieved through the use of a resonator-free EPR approach, which does not 
carry the same hardware requirements of the field-swept RS and FSDD experiments 
reported here.214 Both of these approaches to the same problem will provide increased 
capabilities and access to new RS experiments in the future.   
 
5.4 The greatest barriers to rapid scan kinetics experiments 
 In the reported kinetics experiments shown in chapter 2, the RS system at the 
University of Denver was adapted to perform kinetics experiments using the RS system 
described above. The basis of the spectrometer is a Bruker E500T X-band system with a 
SpecJet II fast digitizer and Xepr software. Locally written Python programs were 
implemented in the Bruker Xepr software to perform kinetics experiments, recorded as 
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full field-swept RS spectra with respect to reaction time. The limiting factors in terms of 
data collection include the onboard memory of the SpecJet II and the data transfer 
interface as well as the ability of the host computer to write to the internal memory. High 
latencies and instrumental dead times were observed in the reactions reported. To reduce 
the latency observed, further development of both the instrumentation and experimental 
design are necessary as outlined in the following two scenarios.  
It is possible to envision the kinetics experiment in two scenarios, each enabling a 
different approach to the kinetics experiment in the context of RS. The first is an 
improvement to the methods utilized in chapter 2 and necessitates improvements in speed 
of both the writing of data in the host computer and the transfer of data between the 
digitizer and the host computer. The SpecJet II acts as a standalone unit, interfacing via 
ethernet with the host computer which is currently an older personal computer. It stores 
data via SATA on a hard disk drive. A much faster interface, such as an internal digitizer 
PCI Express card that can continuously record data to an adjacent PCI Express solid state 
drive in the host computer may drastically reduce the latency of data transfer such that 
many more complete RS spectra may be recorded with respect to reaction time. RS 
spectra often require significant signal averaging; and, may be limited in time by the 
number of averages required for adequate S/N rather than the latency of data transfer.  
The second possible scenario instead requires the expansion of digitizer onboard 
memory; which, may also benefit from continuously recorded data across a PCI Express 
interface but is not immediately required. The SpecJet II has a finite memory of 65,536 
spectral data points in the time axis. Therefore, all periodic cycles recorded in the RS 
experiment must be contained within the limit of this axis and can yield only 64 full field-
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swept RS spectra (32 RS cycles) when using 1024 points per spectrum. Expansion of the 
digitizer memory will allow many more cycles to be recorded in the digitizer in sequence 
without the added latency required to transfer data to the host computer. This method 
achieves true RS frequency-limited latency and is the fastest possible data collection 
method in RS experiments and allows kinetic resolution between each individual RS 
spectrum recorded. However, the ability to perform spectral averaging is lost when using 
this approach. It is possible to perform some spectral averaging by summing subsequent 
spectra in blocks, sometimes called binning, but this does not utilize the speed and 
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A.1 Matlab programs for generating waveforms for Digital SR 
 
%% Chirp Pulse Synthesis Program for Resonator Tuning via FFT 
 
Written by Joseph McPeak, Laura Buchanan, and Jason Yu 
 
The purpose of this program is to synthesize a chirp waveform to 
observe the frequency absorption of an EPR resonator to accurately tune 
and perform measurements using the digital saturation recovery bridge. 
The function synthesizes a chirp waveform beginning at frequency 
f_start and ending at frequency f_end with a duration of chirp_length. 
A reference waveform will also be synthesized to be used as a local 
oscillator input such that the resultant FFT may be observed on any low 
sample rate oscilloscope after conversion to near DC levels. Both 
waveforms will be 100 us total length, unless modified, with 75 us of 
active chirping. The chirp waveform and reference waveform will be 
synthesized with names given by waveform_name_1 and waveform_name_2 
respectively. These names will be visible after loading the generated 
files into the AWG. The filename is set by the text following "save" 
near the end and will be written to the folder from which this program 
is executed. Additional documentation on the syntax of the save 
function is provided by MathWorks. 
 
%% 
clc; clear all; 
  
f_start = 9.3E9;                      % starting frequency, in Hertz 
f_end = 9.6E9;                        % ending frequency, in Hertz 
chirp_length = 75E-6;                 % length of chirp, in seconds 
fmax = 25E9;                          % max sampling rate of AWG 
tot_length = 100E-6;                  % length of waveform, in seconds 
  
k = (f_end-f_start)/chirp_length; 
tb = 1/fmax; 
x_points = tot_length/tb; 
n = 0:x_points-1; 
t = tb*n; 
WF = zeros(size(t)); 
delay = 1E-6; 
start_chirp = delay/tb; 
np_chirp = chirp_length/tb; 
end_chirp = start_chirp+np_chirp; 
  
for kk=1:length(n); 
    if n(kk)>=start_chirp && n(kk)<=end_chirp; 
    WF(kk)=sin(2*pi*(f_start*t(kk)+(k.*t(kk).^2)/2)); 
    end 
end 
  
WF_ref = sin(2*pi*f_start*t); 
marker1 = ones(size(t)); 
marker2 = ones(size(t)); 
marker3 = zeros(size(t)); 
 186 
enable = start_chirp; 
blank = end_chirp; 
marker1(enable:blank) = 1; 
marker3(1:25000) = 1;   
  
Waveform_Name_1 = 'Tune 9.3 to 9.6 MHz';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WF;  
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker1);  
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker2); 
Waveform_Name_2 = 'Tune 9.3 Reference';  
Waveform_Data_2 = WF_ref;  
Waveform_M1_2 = uint8(marker3); 
  




%% Waveform Synthesis Program for Digital Saturation Recovery  
 
Written by Joseph McPeak, Laura Buchanan, and Zhelin Yu with guidance 
from Bill Byrom of Tektronix 
 
The purpose of this program is to synthesize waveforms at a fundamental 
frequency for operation of the digital saturation recovery bridge. The 
waveforms will be synthesized at an input carrier frequency and maximum 
sample rate of the AWG. The program will synthesize five waveforms, a 
pump waveform for saturation of the spin system, an observe waveform 
with both local oscillator and digitizer trigger delays, an observe 
waveform without a local oscillator delay or digitizer trigger, a 
reference waveform to accompany the pump waveform, and a single 
reference waveform for use with both observe waveforms. Reference 
waveforms are synthesized and employed as input to the local oscillator 
to record the signal using low sample rate digitizers after conversion 
to near DC levels. A reference waveform is synthesized to accompany the 
pump waveform; however, the reference waveform is set to zero output 
volts to protect the detection system during the pump waveform. The 
purpose of the local oscillator delay is to prevent saturation of the 
video amplifier by increasing the dead time of the detection system 
relative to the experiment and is useful when using resonators with 
very high Q values. A trigger delay is included to allow all 
instrumental artifacts to equilibrate before data is recorded in the 
digitizer. All timing settings and delays are specified in samples from 
the AWG. The effective length of the delay, in seconds, may be 
calculated by dividing the delay by the sampling rate. Waveform length 
is calculated based on a floating number of points per cycle such that 
the beginning and ending cycles of the waveform are congruent and do 
not contribute to the source noise. The current default naming scheme 
may be seen following the save command and may be adjusted. More 
information may be found in McPeak et al 2019.  
 
%% 
clc; clear all; 
  
fs = 25E9;                        % Max Sampling rate of AWG 
f1 = 9.41554E9;                   % Carrier frequency 
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trig_delay = 37500;             % Trigger delay, in samples 
trig = 25000;                   % Trigger length, in samples 
LO_delay = 25000;               % LO delay, in samples  
pump_length = 500000;           % Length of pump waveform, in samples 
  
G = gcd(fs,f1);   
N = fs/G;      
i = 1:N;       
dt = 1/fs;      
t = i*dt;     
WF1 = sin(2*pi*f1*t); 
  
%% Markers 
marker = WF1; 
marker_low = marker*0; 
marker(1:length(marker)) = 1; 
marker_high = marker; 
marker_trig = marker_low; 
marker_trig(trig_delay:trig_delay+trig) = 1;  
  
%% Create Waveform 1 (Double), pump 
  
WFpump = WF1(1:pump_length); 
marker_pump_high = marker_high(1:length(WFpump)); 
marker_pump_low = marker_low(1:length(WFpump)); 
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker_pump_high); 
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker_pump_low); 
Waveform_Name_1 = 'pump';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WFpump;  
save('pump', 'Wave*', '-v7.3'); 
  
%% Create Waveform 2 (Double), pump reference 
  
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker_pump_low);  
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker_pump_low); 
Waveform_Name_1 = 'pumpref0v';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WFpump*0;  
save('pumpref0v', 'Wave*', '-v7.3');  
  
%% Create Waveform 2 (Double), observe 
  
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker_high);  
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker_high); 
Waveform_Name_1 = 'observe';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WF1;   
save('observe', 'Wave*', '-v7.3');   
  
%% Create Waveform 2 (Double), observe reference 
  
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker_trig); 
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker_low); 
Waveform_Name_1 = 'observeref_0v';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WF1; 
WF2 = WF1; 
WF2(1:LO_delay) = 0; 
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Waveform_Data_1 = WF2; 
save('observeref_0v', 'Wave*', '-v7.3');  
  
%% Create Waveform 2 (Double), observe reference without trigger or 
delays 
  
Waveform_M1_1 = uint8(marker_low);  
Waveform_M2_1 = uint8(marker_low); 
Waveform_Name_1 = 'observeref_notrig';  
Waveform_Data_1 = WF1;  














































































































































































































































































A.3 List of abbreviations and common names 
 
ACAC - acetylacetonate 
A/D – analog to digital conversion 
AFC – automated frequency control 
API – application programming interface 
AWG – arbitrary waveform generator 
B0 – main magnetic field 
B1 – microwave magnetic field or excitation field 
BDPA – 1,3‐ bisdiphenylene‐2‐phenylallyl 
BMPO - 5-tert-Butoxycarbonyl-5-methyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide 
BWres – resonator bandwidth 
BWRS – resonator bandwidth available for rapid scan experiments 
BWsig – signal bandwidth 
Carboxyproxyl – 3-(carboxy)-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-1-pyrrolidinyloxy 
CLR – crossed-loop resonator 
CTPO – 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-1-yloxy 
CW – continuous wave 
D/A – digital to analog conversion 
dB – decibels, a measure of intensity with a logarithmic scale 
DICPO - 7-aza-dispiro-hexadecane-7-oxyl-15-amino-15-carboxylic acid 
DMPO – 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide 
DNP – dynamic nuclear polarization 
DPNO – diphenyl nitroxide 
DPPH – 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl 
DU – University of Denver 
DSR – Digital saturation recovery  
DTBN – di-tert-butyl-nitroxide  
DTC – diethyldithiocarbamate 
ENDOR – electron nuclear double resonance 
EPR – electron paramagnetic resonance 
FID – free induction decay 
FSDD – field-stepped direct-detection 
G – gauss, a measure of magnetic field strength 
Galvinoxyl - 2,6-di-tert-butyl-α-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-oxo-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-ylidene)-p-
tolyloxy 
G/s – gauss per second, a measure of magnetic field scan rate 
Gy – grey, a measure of total accumulated radiation 
HE – Heisenberg exchange 
ID – inner diameter 
LGR – loop gap resonator  
LiPc – lithium phthalocyanine 
Litz – wire constructed of many smaller wires for the conduction of AC current 
LNA – low noise amplifier 
MIS – mechanically induced signal 
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MNP – 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane 
Ms – mesylate 
NMR – nuclear magnetic resonance 
OD – outer diameter 
PBN – N-tert-butyl-α-phenylnitrone 
PCI – peripheral component interconnect, a data transfer interface 
PDT – 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl piperidine-d16-oxyl 
POBN – α -(4-pyridyl-1-oxide)-N-tert-butylnitrone 
PVA – polyvinyl alcohol 
RADAR – radio detection and ranging 
RIS – radiation induced signal 
RS – rapid scan 
Sa/s – samples per second, a measure of digital sampling rate 
SATA – serial advanced technology attachment, a data transfer interface 
SMA – subminiature version A connector 
S/N – signal to noise ratio 
SPU – signal processing unit 
SR – saturation recovery 
T – tesla, a measure of magnetic field strength 
T1 – spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation 
T2 – spin-spin or transverse relaxation 
Tm – phase memory time 
Tempol – 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl 
THF – tetrahydrofuran  
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Workshop on Low Field Magnetic Resonance, NIST Boulder, August 12-13, 2019 
Rapid scan EPR imaging experiments at 250 MHz, 700 MHz, and 1 GHz 
 
60th Rocky Mountain Conference on Magnetic Resonance, July 21-25, 2019 
Fast full-spectrum kinetics experiments by rapid scan EPR at X-band 
 
International EPR Society/SharedEPR Summer School, July 17-21, 2019 
Instructor, CW-EPR Basics, Rapid-Scan EPR 
 
University of Denver Research and Scholarship Showcase, May 8, 2019 
Field-stepped direct detection electron paramagnetic resonance of the rare earth 
ions 
 
59th Rocky Mountain Conference on Magnetic Resonance, July 22-27, 2018 
Field-stepped-direct-detection electron paramagnetic resonance (FSDD-EPR) at 
low temperatures using a metal free cryostat 
 
University of Denver Research and Performance Summit, April 27, 2018 
Probing the mechanism of Samarium mediated organic reductions by the trapping 
of transient reaction intermediates 
 
20th Meeting of the International Society of Magnetic Resonance, July 23-28, 2017 
Comparison of AWG-based saturation recovery with conventional saturation 
recovery and inversion recovery 
 
EPR-2017, July 16-22, 2017 




58th Rocky Mountain Conference on Magnetic Resonance, July 17-21, 2016 
An AWG-based digital X-band saturation recovery spectrometer for spin lattice 
relaxation measurements 
 
University of Denver Research and Performance Summit, January 28, 2016 
Improved detection of signals in fingernails that monitor potentially harmful 
radiation doses 
 
245th Meeting of the American Chemical Society, April 7-11, 2013 
Chemical analyses of black pigments from Olmec pictographs in southern Mexico 
